
PART III. 

THIRD PERIOD-MODERN TIMES. 

CHAPTER X. 

THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. 

WE have now arrived at the sixteenth century. The middle ages, 
that is, the period of transition between ancient and modern civilization, 
has now come to an end. Events of the highest importance, such as the 
invention of printing ( 1436), the taking of Constantinople by the Turks 
( 1453), with the consequent emigration of many Greek men of letters 
and science, who took up their residence in the West and especially 
in Italy, and lastly, the discove-ry of America ( 1492), marked the begin
ning of a new era, and are the most essential factors in bringing about 
the revival of art and science. 

In the midst of the vigorous intellectual life which characterized the 
sixteenth century, dentistry, too, like many other branches of science, 
made very notable progress; we, therefore, in this period shall have to 
record many important facts and many important names. 

It is, indeed, in the sixteenth century, and, to be more precise, about the 
year I 544, that we meet for the first time with a monograph, in which 
dental affections are spoken of independently of general medicine and 
surgery. The book we allude to, by WALTER H ERMA N RYFF, is also 
noteworthy because it is not written like the preceding works, in Latin, 
the customary language of the learned, but, instead, in German, that is, 
in a living tongue. 

As we are now mentioning the first German author on Dentistry, it 
may be permitted us briefly to glance at the beginning of medicine and 
dental art among the German peoples. 

Among the Germans, as in other nations, the first to practise the healing 
art were priests, priestesses, and wise women. To cure disease they 
used partly empirical remedies, and partly witchcraft and superstitious 
means of every kind. Thus, to facilitate dentition, it was thought an 
excellent thing to pass a thread through the eyes of a mouse and then to 
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tie the blood-covered thread around the nec k of the child. It was held, 
besides-and this prejudice has left even until now so~e traces-that the 
putting of the milk teeth, when they fall out, into the nest of a mouse 
assures the cutting of new teeth. 

We must here mention, with regard to the origin of dentistry among 
the Germans, a very important fact related by Joseph Linderer/ a fact 
which shows that even among the ancient Germans recourse was had to 
the application of artificial teeth. · 

We here reproduce the very words of the said author, translated 
literally: 

"Being by chance a few years ago at Dresden and visiting the Museum 
of Antiquities, my attention was attracted, in the last room, to two osseous 
pieces, which with other objects were enclosed in a glass case, with the 
written inscriptions: Comb-shaped osseous pieces, found in ancient 
German urns. As soon as I had observed them, I saw at once that 
they were artificial teeth ; but as I had to be contented with examining 
them through the glass of the case, it was not possible for me to decide 
whether these pieces were really of bone, as they seem e..{ to be, or of' another 
substance. Taking into account their antiquity, their whiteness is very 
notable . . Every piece is composed, if I remember rightly, of five teeth, 
that is, of a canine and four incisors; the chief difference of these pieces 
from the prosthetic pieces in ivory still in use (the author is writing in 
1848) consi~ts in th·is, that the pieces of which I speak have not at all a 
broad base, designed to rest on the gums, the base having instead the 
same thickness as the rest. The five teeth are well separated from one 
another. Besides, the canine makes the proper angle with the incisors, 
and at each side of the piece is found, in a convenient place, a hole, which 
shows that these teeth were fastened to those of the subject by means of 
a metallic or other kind of thread. As the above-described piece~ are 
white, we must infer that they were removed from the mouth of the 
respective individuals before the body was burnt, and afterward put into 
the urn with the ashes, just as they used to put in coins, bits of arrows, 
and the like ." 

For many centuries dental surgery-which, however, was still in a very 
primitive state-was practised in Germany, as in many other countries, 
principally by barbers. These in certain places, and at certain periods, 
form ed corporate bodies, whose members were legally authorized to 
extract teeth and to practise minor surgery in general. But besides barbers, 
there were va rious kinds of individuals, unfurnished with any authoriza
tion-tooth-drawers, charlatans, wandering story-tellers, necromancers, 
J ews, and even hangmen-who invaded the field of medical pr'actice, 

1 Handbuch der Zahnh eilkunde, Berlin, r848, ii, 406. 
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in spite of its being forbidden them, except in fa irs, to administer medica
ments and to perfo rm surgica l operations.' 

In 1460 th ere appea red in G erm any a boo k on Surgery by H einrich 
von P folsprundt, Knight of the T eutonic Order. 2 T he author had 
acquired great experi ence as surgeon in the milita ry expeditions of hi s 
order, and we see from hi s book th at he was very skill ed in the cure 
of wounds and fractures. On the other hand , he shows him self hostile 
to every bloody operation with the exception of rhinoplast . P ains of 
the teeth and gums were cured by him by means of beverages .3 

~(r~tt(!' ~ucb~ 
lein/mjt)er allerlei kran~ 
cfC9tanmb gebrtd)en berg«n/{Jei30Stft 

AUf6 bern C6alenoj2tu~nmaj111efueJ 
Cl:orndio Cl:elfo "nb anbern rne~r 

~er 2trgru~ !)oc.eorn I f~r 
nul3lid.JGU 

lefen. 
m. b. ~~);. 

Title page of Zahnarzneybuchlein. 

1 Geist-J aco bi, Geschichte der Zahnheilkunde, p. 8o. 
2 A religious ord er of knights, established toward the close of the twelfth century, viz. , 

duri ng the thi rd crusade. The origin al object of th e associati on was to defend the Christian 
religion aga in st the infidels, and to take ca re of the sick in the Holy L and . 

3 G eist-J acobi, G eschichte der Zahnhei lkunde, p. 82. 
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[T he acco mpanying reproduction of th e title page and two text pages from an edition 
of Zahnarzneybuchlein, printed by Michael Blum, in L eipzig, 1530, and translated below, 
is of interest in connect ion with th e history of th e use of gold-foil as a fi lling materi al, 
in th at a marginal note refers to Mesue as th e author from whom th e th ree methods of 
t reating ca ries has been deri ved, one of these methods being th e fillin g of th e canous 
cavity with gold-foil. 

Mesue was Surgeon to the Caliph H aro un al Ra schid, who fl ourished 786-809. If th e 
reference to Mesue is correct, it wo uld, therefo re, indicate that th e fi ll ing of teeth with 
gold was known to th e Arabs as ea rly as th e latter part of the eighth century. Examina
tion of the writings of M esue has thus far failed to bring to light any record th erein of 
the treatment of ca ries by gold fillin g, although in his work previously referred to (see 
page 138) the oth er methods quoted by the anonymous autho r of Z ahn arz.,eyb uchlein 
are fully ~et torth . 

l:Ooo j'unfft£apitteL 
l?on ben gd~d)erten ~n~ 

~olen ~enen. 

(orrofio iff eiJte erancPt?eit \1rtb ~e~d 
btr 3m wenn fit l¢d)erig~ ~ttb l)ol werbe 
"'eldjs am mcifltn ben bad;cne gefd)id)t 
l'Qme.micPJid)cn fo finer ifll'nnb fie nid)t 
\10n ber an~ange~e lpeife rcinigrt/wdd)s 
faul wirbt/ l'llb mad)tbarnad) l>~fc fdJ~ 
Clrffe fcud)t:igf:ett bic rae a us frtfl ~ii etjtt/ 
l'lfb ~mmer aU ttrelid} ~l>er9ant n~mmet 
bafG fie and) gant) l'nb gar b'ie ;e1t l'crbcr 
bee I l'nnb barnad) nid)t ane fd)merJlen 
m60tn fia~did)t wege f®lm. 

!11ejue l>ifs wirt als ber tllefue fd)reibtt \10r 
vt tu nemicPlid) bre~etle~ w~f( curire "" en~ 
ca it~· nomen. ~ii erficn mit purgirnng als obett 
pfri~ benirt I ~una an bern mit refoluirung ber 

• matei-ien bit rae alit> boltt tmb wege thfl/ 
alfo bas man rod)e ratten bas im eortt 
aber we~13 wcd)(tjmit effige. """ im anutt 
be 9albe/ aber mit eflige bo cappreelt'Orl 
'3d mit Jngwer inm ge~Qtten iftfvnb ber 
gleid)en 41J~ere rcmcbia me.9r. 

~um 

[Tra nslation .] 

FIFTH CHAPTER. 

ON CARIO US AN D H OLLOW TEETH . 

Co rrosion is a di sease and defect of the teeth when th ey beco me carious and hollow, 
which most often happen s in the molars, especially if one does not clea n th em of th e 
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adheri ng food which becomes moist and conseq uently produces bad, sharp [acid] moisture 
that eats and co rrodes them, always gradually increasing, until it spoils the teeth entirely, 
which afterward must fall away in pieces not without pains. 

"Merue ut supra cap ite proprio." This, as Mesue writes, is chi efl y cured and removed in 
three ways. First, by purging as treated upon above. Second , by dissolving the material 
which renders them hollow and eats th em away; also by boiling cockles that grow in 
barley or wheat, in vinega r and holding this in the mouth. In this vinegar the root of 
caper and ginger and other similar remedies must have been previously boiled. Third, by 
removi ng the decay, which is done in two ways. First, by sc raping and cleaning the hole 
and the cario us part with a line chisel, knife, or fil e, or other suitable in strument, as is 
well known to practitioners, and then by fillin g the cavity with gold leaves for the preser
vation of the other portion of the tooth . Second, by using suitable medicine, such as 
oak apples or wild ga ll s, with wh ich the tooth is fi ll ed aft er having been cleaned. 

~um britttt1 bas man bie aus~olung 
wege nimmctf wcld)s and) auf ;we~erle'i' 
we"' ft gefd)id)t/ ~um erflen bas mmt tlas 
l¢d) ~"" bie aursfreflimgc mit ciJ1el11 fub~ 
tilen meifftld)ctJ aber mcffcrd)m ~eild}e/ 
abcr mit einean an bern inftrument bar13n 
beqt•emicPlid)/wcge ICfJabe/~ffb reinige/ 
ala b)' p1·acticfa11ten w¢1 tt1i(fcuf_~t1b bar, 
5u er~albung bes a11bern te~les bes 3atle'6 
b~1s lcd)hd)en mit golt: ble~tcrn 3u fullet. 
~um an bern bas maim gcbraud)e ef13tc~ 
bar;u bil~lid) wcld)sgcfd)ict mit <B'.-;Ues 
cpffd l'Jtb will)cr galgen (¢ btr ;an tMd} 
ber reinigung barmit wirbt gefullet. 

tiim pilfc•1 (ame1t mit bern guriie flo~ 
rac:ts ~¢rmifd)t: I reud)e tat'mitte burd) 
dmn trid)t:cr ben gcl$d)crten3an. 

<B'albatmm ifl ein gummi · gleid) bern 
ollbano auff bie ausgd)¢lte ;en gdegetl} 
lit1bert ben fd)mcrf3cn. 

So bic l)olcn5me mit opopa11t1aco ge 
fuUet werbelt ftil!et: e~r ben fd)merl3en. 

Q:¢rellerr 3UftOtfcn ~nb lll bie V¢(en ;en 
gcle.gt nMd)t fleauGfaUm. 

l) iiq a:tlid)C 

The following editions of Zahnarzneybuchlein, besides the Basle and Mayence editions 
noted by Dr. Guerini at page 166, were issued and copies thereof are preserved in the 
libraries of the several collectors as stated. Editi~n of 1530, printed by Michael Blum, 
L eipzig, in collection of Edward C. Kirk. Edition of 1536, printed by Chr. Egenolff, 
Frankfurt a/M, in collection o[ Wi lliam H. Trueman. Edition of 1541, printed by Chr. 
Egenolff, Frankfurt a/M, in D ental Cosmos library and collection of E. Sauvez. Edition 
of 1576, printed by Chr. Egenolffserben, in coll ection of H . E. Frieseii.-E. C. K.] 
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T he book, therefore, lacks importance fro m a dental point of view, 
except in the sense t hat it shows how little skilled in the cure of dental 
affections were the German surgeons of those days 

It is worthy of note that this author, also, speaks of anesthetic inha
lations; he, however, only t ranslates, a lmost to a wo rd, what G uy de 
Chaul iac says on this subject . 

Toward the end of the fifteenth century and in the first half of the 
sixteenth there were publi shed in German, by anonymous authors, some 
short t ranslations and compilations on denta l subjects, taken especially 
from Greek and Arabian authors. 1 Of these writings, the first one known, 
taken from Galen and Abulcasis, was printed at Basle in 14-90 ; and 
another-one of the best- saw the light at Mayence in 1532. These 
works were perh aps due to intelligent barbers, or perh aps- and thi s 
seems to be the most probable-they were written, through the initiative 
of enterprising printers, by doctors and surgeons, who wished to remain 
un known, on account of the special subject. treated ; for, owing to the fact 
that the diseases of the dental system were generally left in the hands of 
barbers and other unprofessional persons, the doctors and surgeons of 
those days would have been ashamed to interest themselves in such 
things. 

W ALTE R H ERMANN RYFF, of Strasburg, was born in the beginning of 
the sixteenth century, and died about 1570. H e was a rather mediocre 
doctor and surgeon, and a man of the worst morals, so much so that 
many cities expelled him from their midst. 2 H e wrote many medical 
works, in which, however, there is very little origin al matter. Their 
principal merit consists, perhaps, in the fact th at they were written not 
in Latin, as then was universally customary, but rather in the vernacul ar 
of the author and in a popular style; so that Ryff may be looked upon as 
the first who endeavored to diffuse among the people useful medical and 
hygienic knowledge. 

Among Ryff's books there are two which are very important to us. 
One is his M ajar Surgery, and the other is a pamphlet entitled U sef ul 
I nstruction on the Way to K eep H ealthy, to Strengthen and R einvigorate 
the Eyes and the Sight. With Further I nstru ction on the W ay of K eeping 
the Mouth Fresh, the T eeth Clean, and the Gums Firm .3 

Of these books, there now only exist some extremely rare copies; so 
much so that neither Albert von H aller nor Kurt and Wilhelm Sprengel, 
who rendered such great services to the history of surgery, ever had the 
pleasure of examining them. Dr. Geist-J acobi has been more fortunate 

1 G eist-Jacobi, p. 88. 2 Albert von H aller, Biblioth eca chirurgica, i, 190. 
3 uetzlicher Bericht , wie man d ie Augen und da s G esicht schaerfen und gesund erhalten, 

die Zaehne fri sch und fest erhalten sol!. Wi.irzbu rg, 1548. 
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than they, and has therefore been able to give us some very interesting 
information about their contents. 

The M ajar Surgery is a mere compilation which does not contain 
anything new of importance. It was published in part in I 545, and 
in part in I 572, after the death of the author. The work is illustrated 
with very beautiful wood engravings; and it is just this which gives the 
principal value to this book. Some of the illustrations contained in the 
first part of it- that is, in that published in I545- represent dental instru
ments, notwithstanding dental surgery is not treated in this part of 
the book. The author gives notice that he will treat all that concerns 
dental affections in the latter part of this book, in a special chapter. 
Unfortunately, this chapter was never written, because death prevented 
Ryff from completing the second part of his work. 

FIG. 59 
A B 

Pelican and dental forceps (Walter H ermann Ryff). 

The dental instruments represented in his M ajar Surgery are many in 
number. Among them, first of all, are found the fourteen dental scrapers 
of Abulcasis, then the "duck-bill" -designed for the extraction of dental 
roots and broken teeth-various kinds of pelican (Fig. 59 A), the" common 
dental forceps" (Fig. 59 B), the "goat's foot," and many other kinds of 
elevators, among which, observes Geist-] acobi, may be seen instruments 
even now in use, and even some which are said to have been recently 
invented. 

Ryff's other book is especially noteworthy because, as we have already 
mentioned, it treats, for the first time, of dental matters, independently 
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of general medicine and surgery. This pamphlet, printed at Wi."irz
burg about the year I 544, is made up of sixty-one pages, and is divided 
into three parts, the first of which is dedicated to the eyes, the second to 
the teeth, and the third to the first dentition . It is written in popular 
style, and the author certainly intended it for the instruction of the 
public, and not for professional men ; so true is this, that in it he does not 
speak of the technical part of the extraction of teeth, or of gold filling
a method already known for a long time-or of dental prosthesis. 

The first part, relative to diseases of the eyes and the manner of curing 
them, has no importance for us. The second part begins with the 
following paragraph: 

" The eyes and the teeth have an extraordinary affinity or reciprocal 
relation to one another, by which they very easily communicate to each 
other their defects and diseases, so that the one cannot be perfectly healthy 
without the other being so toG." 1 

This last statement is absolutely false, as a disease of the eyes may 
very well exist with a perfect condition of the teeth, and v ice versa. 
However, Ryff has the merit of being, perhaps, the first who has noted 
the undeniable relation which exists between the dental and ocular affec
twns . 

After a rapid glance at the anatomy and physiology of the teeth, the 
author enumerates the causes of dental disease, which, according to him, 
are principally heat, cold, the gathering of humors, and traumatic actions. 

The prophylaxis of dental diseases is beyond any doubt one of the 
best parts of the book; however, the ten rules counselled by Ryff for 
keeping the teeth healthy-rules which Dr. Geist-Jacobi has made 
known to us in full-are reproduced, almost to a word, from Giovanni 
d'Arcoli's work; therefore, the author has no other merit than that of 
having translated them into the vulgar tongue, thus diffusing the knowl
edge of useful precepts for preventing dental diseases. We refrain from 
reproducing the aforesaid rules here, as they are, with slight variations, 
identical with those which we gave when speaking of Arculanus . 

Nor can any credit be given to Ryff for the rules which he gives in 
regard to the diagnosis of dental pains, as this part of his work is also 
taken wholly from the Italian author just mentioned. 

After these diagnostic rules Ryff, continuing to translate from the book 
of Giovanni d' Arcoli, adds: 

"If the pain comes from the gums, extraction is of no use; if it comes 
from the tooth, extraction makes it cease; when, lastly, it is in the nerve, 
sometimes extraction removes it, and sometimes it does not, accordiryg as 
the matter obtains or not a free exit." 

1 See Giornale di Corrispond enza pei dentisti, 1895, xxiv, z8g. 
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The barbers and tooth-drawers, he says, must well remember thi s 
rule, in order to avoid extracting, thoughtlessly and with no benefit , 
sound teeth, since then the pain persists in spite of the operation. Also, 
it must be borne in mind that, in case of violent pain , it is necessary 
to operate as soon as possible, so that the patient may not faint or be 
attacked by the falling sickness, if the pain should be communicated to 
the heart or brain. 

The idea that violent dental pains could give rise to synco pe or to epi
lepsy (in regard to which we only observe that even very recent writers 
enumerate dental caries among the causes of the so-called reflex epilepsy) 
is also found in Giovanni d' Arcoli, who expresses himself in regard to this 
in the fo llowing terms: "Such very violent pains are sometimes followed 
by syncope or epilepsy, through injury com municated to the heart or 
brain." 1 

" The most atrocious pain," says Ryff, "is when an apostema ripens 
in the root;" litera l translation of words written about a century before 
by Arculanus: "Fortissima dolor est, qui provenit ab apostemate, quod 
in radice dentis maturatur." 

Likewise taken from Arculanus is the observation (already made, 
however, by much more ancient writers) that "when the cheeks swell, 
toothache ceases." Arculanus, however, expresses himself in a less 
absolute manner, and therefore more corresponding to the truth, since 
he says "the pain generally ceases" (secundum plurimum dolor sedatur) . 

Even in regard to the therapeutics of dental pains, Ryff does not 
tell us anything new. Dr. Geist-] acobi gives this author the merit of 
having made, in regard to the cure of dental pains, a distinction between 
cura mmdosa (that is, imperfect, palliative, tending simply to calm the 
pain) and cura vera (that is, directed against the causes of the disease) . 
But this very important distinction is also taken from Arculanus, who in 
his turn took it from Mesue. In fact, after having spoken of the general 
rules relative to the cure of dental diseases, Giovanni of Arcoli adds : 
"As to the particular therapy, it is divided into cura m endosa and cura 
vera, as may be found in Mesue. And the cura m endosa is so called 
because it calms the pain by abolishing sensibility, not by taking away 
the cause of it. Such is, for the sake of example, the cure, consisting in 
fumigations of henbane, made to reach the diseased tooth by means of 
a small tube, adapted to a funnel. " 

The third part of Ryff's pamphlet has as its title : 
" How the pains of the gums should be calmed or mitigated in suckling 

infants, so as to promote the cutting of the teeth without pain." 
This part, as Geist-Jacobi informs us, is very brief, not taking up more 

I Joannis Arculani. Commenta ri a, Venetii s, rsp, cap. xlviii, D e dolore dentium, p. I92. 
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than a page and one-half of print. Neither does it contain anything of 
importance. To render the cutting of teeth easier, Ryff advises that 
infants should have little wax candles given to them to chew and the 
gums anointed with butter, duck's fat, hare's brains, and the like. The 
tooth of a wolf may be hung around the neck of the child, so that it may 
gnaw at it. It is also recommended that the head of the child should be 
bathed with an infusion of chamomile. 

From what has been said, one may see very clearly that the aforesaid 
book is, from the scientific point of view, entirely valueless, because 
the best part of it is merely copied from the work of Giovanni d'Arcoli. 
However, the author has the indisputable merit of having endeavored 
to diffuse the knowledge of useful precepts of dental hygiene: His book, 
besides, we repeat, has great historical value, for from it dates the 
beginning of odontologic literature, properly so called. 

On this point we believe it is necessary to correct an error into which 
Dr. Geist-Jacobi has fallen. At the beginning of his very valuable article 
on Walter Hermann Ryff' he says: "In the fifth century of the Christian 
era, the iatrosophist Adamantius of Alexandria published an exclusively 
odontalgic work, of which, however, we only know the title." The 
same he repeats in his History of D ental Art (pp. 55 and 56), without, 
however, giving us any proof of his statement. "Of the odontologic 
treatise of Adamantius," he says, "unfortunately the title alone is known 
to us, and even that has reached us indirectly, that is, by means of l:Etius; 
it is of the following tenor." 

Now, whoever takes the trouble to translate these Greek words will 
easily perceive that they do not constitute one title, but two distinct ones 
(which even Dr. Geist-Jacobi has had to unite by the conjunction and). 
These, however, are nothing more than the titles of two chapters of the 
T etrabiblos of l:Etius, as anyone may see for himself by turning over the 
pages of this work either in the Greek original, or in the beautiful Latin 
translation of Giano Cornario (Venice, 1553). In this great composition 
of l:Etius dental diseases are treated of in Chapters XXVII to XXXV of 
Sermo IV, Tetrabiblos II; and the two Greek titles above referred to 
are the titles of Chapters XXVII and XXXI. 

In the translation of Giano Cornario they read as follows: 
Cur a dentium a calido morbo doloroso affectorum, ex A damantio sophz.sta 

(cure of teeth affected by warm, painful disease, according to Adaman
tius the sophist). 

Cur a dentium a siccitate dol ore affectorum, ex A damantio sophist a 
(cure of teeth affected by pain from dryness, according to Adamantius 
the sophist) . 

1 "The first dental book in the German language" (see Giornale di Corrispondenza 
pei dentisti, loc. cit.). 
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T he work of Adamantius, from which l:Etius took the contents of th 
chapters thus entitled, is lost to us, but we have no reason, and not ven 
the least indication, fo r suppos ing that thi s wo rk was a treatise on dental 
diseases, and not one on general medicine. It is absu rd to consider the 
above-mentioned ti tles as belonging to an odontologica l monogra ph , 
on the one hand, because, admitting for a moment the existence of such 
a work, it should have had but one title and not two, and on the other 
hand , because it is by no means to be supposed th at a great and wise 
physician, such as Adamantius undoubtedly was, should have had th e 
whim to write a book, not on dental disease or on dental pains in general, 
but only and exclusively on dental pains caused by hea t or by dryness. 
What reason would there have been for not extending the treatment of 
the subject to those cases of odontalgia resulting from humidity or from 
cold, that is, from causes as common and, according to the ideas of that 
time, very freq uently associated with one of the first two (as humidity 
with heat, and cold with dryness) ? 

Besides, if the titles of the two chapters spoken of be compared with 
those of the others, in which l:Etius treats of dental affections, such analogy 
will be noticed between the various titles as to make us consider that 
they have been formulated by l:Etius himself, even when the contents of 
these chapters are ta ken from other writers. So th at the two aforesaid 
titles not only do not belong to any dental work, but probably they 
have never existed, even as simple titles of chapters, in the medical book 
of Adamantius, from which the contents of the two chapters of l:Etius 
above mentioned have b~en taken. 

In order th at every one rna y easily be convinced that the two titles 
made so conspicuous by Dr. Geist-] acobi have nothing particular about 
them, but are, instead, perfectly analogous to the titles of various other 
chapters of lEtius, we give here the tran slation of the titles of five chapters, 
all concerning dental maladies, that is, the two chapters in di scussion 
and other three: 

Chapter XXVII: Cure of teeth affected by warm , painful disease, 
according to Adamantius the sophist . 

Cha pter XXIX : Cure of teeth affected with pain fro m humidity. 
Chapter XXXI : Cure of teeth affected by pain from dryness, according 

to Adam antius th e sophist. 
Ch apter XXXII : Cure of teeth · affected by pain from heat and 

humidity. 
Chapter XXXIII : Cure of decayed teeth , according to Galen . 
It appears very clea r, therefore, from the great analogy existing between 

the headings of all the above-mentioned chapters, th at th e t itles referred 
to by G eist-J acobi have not at all the historical importance and signi fi
ca nce th at he a ttributes to them, and th at the same have been form ul ated 
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by l:Etius himself. To argue from such titles that Adamantius was the 
author of a book on dentistry is not only inadmissible, for all the reasons 
already given, but also because if it were allowable to reason with such 
lightness, it might also be stated- by arguing from the title of Chapter 
XXXIII- that Galen was the author of a monograph on the treatment 
of dental caries; a thing which is absolutely untrue. Consequently, the 
beginning of odontologic literature cannot be traced back to Adaman
tius, but, as Dr. Geist-] acobi would have it, to an author much less 
ancient, that is, to Walter Hermann Ryff, or, if it is preferred, even to the 
anonymous writers of the odontologic compilations which appeared in 
Germany at the end of the fifteenth century. 

ANDREAS VESALIUS. We must now speak of Andreas Vesalius, an 
extraordinary man, who by his genius infused new life into medical 
science, and who, although he gave but little attention to dental matters, 
yet fully deserves a place of honor in the history of dentistry; for this, 
like every other branch of medicine, received great advantage from 
his reforming work, which broke down forever the authority of Galen, 
thus freeing the minds of medical men from an enslavement which 
made every real progress impossible. 

Andreas Vesalius was born at Brussels, December 31, 1514. He 
studied at Louvain and then at Paris, where at that time great scientists 
taught, and among others the celebrated anatomist Jacques Dubois, 
generally known by the Latinized name of Sylvius. 1 The latter, a great 
admirer of Galen, whose anatomical writings served as texts for his 
lectures, became jealous of the young Belgian student, who was his assist
ant, and who gave undoubted proofs of great genius, and of extraordinary 
passion in anatomical research. Vesalius often defied the greatest 
dangers in order to obtain corpses either from the cemetery of the Inno
cents or from the scaffold at Montfaucon. He soon surpassed his most 
illustrious masters, and at only twenty-five yea rs of age publi.shed splendid 
anatomical plates, which astonished the learned . He acquired also great 
renown as surgeon, and in this capacity he followed the army of Charles 
V in one of his wars against France. After having been professor of 
anatomy in the celebrated University of Louvain (Belgium), he was 
invited by the Venetian Republic to teach in the University of Padua, 
which, through him, became the first anatomical school in Europe. 
Yielding to the requests of the magistrates of Bologna and Pisa, he also 
taught in those famous universities, before immense audiences. 

Before Vesalius, Galen's anatomy had served as the constant basis for 
the teaching of this science. Although even from the end of the fifteenth 
century dead bodies were dissected in all the principal universities, the 

1 A Latin translation of the French name Du bois. 
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teachers of anatomy always conformed, in their descriptions, to those of 
Galen, so that the authority of this master, held infallible, prevailed even 
over the reality of facts . 

Vesalius, for the first time, dared to unveil and clearly put in evidence 
the errors of Galen ; but this made him many enemies among the blind 
followers and worshippers of that demigod of medicine. Europe re
sounded with the invectives that were bestowed upon Vesalius . Among 
others, there rose against him Eustachio at Rome, Dryander at Marburg, 
Sylvius at Paris, and this last did not spare any calumny that might 
degrade his old pupil, who had become so celebrated. In spite of this, 
the fame of Vesalius kept on growing more and more, so much so that 
Charles V called him to Madrid, to the post of chief physician of his 
Court, a place which he kept under Philip II, also after the abdication 
of Ch arles V. The good fortune of Vesalius, unhappily, was not to 
be of long duration. In I564 a Spanish gentleman died, in spite of the 
care bestowed upon him by Vesalius, and the illustrious scientist requested 
from the family, and with difficulty obtained, the permission to dissect 
the body. At the moment in which the thoracic cavity was opened the 
heart was seen, or thought to be seen, beating. The matter reached the 
ears of the relations of the deceased, and they accused Vesalius, before 
the Inquisition, of murder and sacrilege; and he certainly would not have 
escaped death except by the intervention of Philip II, who, to save him, 
desired that he should go on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, as an expia
tion. On his return, the ship which carried Vesalius was wrecked, and 
he was cast on a desert beach of the Isle of Zante, where, according to 
the testimony of a Venetian traveller, he died of hunger, October I 5, I 564. 

Vesalius left to the world an immortal monument, his splendid'treatise 
on Anatomy, 1 published by him when only twenty-eight years of age, 
and of which, from I 543 to I 725, not less than fifteen editions were issued. 
The appearance of this work marked the commencement of a new 
era. The struggle between the supporters of Galen and those of Vesa
lius rendered necessary, on both sides, active research concerning the 
structure of the human body, so that anatomy, the principal basis of 
scientific medicine, gradually became more and more perfect, and, as 
a consequence of this, as well as of the importance which the direct 
observation of facts acquired over the authority of the ancients, there 
began in all branches of medicine a continual, ever-increasing progress, 
which gave and still gives splendid results, such as would have been 
impossible under the dominion of Galenic dogmatism. 

In the great work of Vesalius the anatomy of the teeth is unfortunately 
treated with much less accuracy than that of the other parts of the body. 

1 De humani corporis fabrica, libri septem. 
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However, his description of the dental apparatus 1 is far more exact 
than that of Galen, and represents real progress. The number of the 
roots of the molar teeth ( large and small) is indicated by Galen in a 
very vague and inexact manner, since he says that the ten upper molars 
have generally three, sometimes four roots, and that the lower ones have 
generally two, and rarely three. Vesalius, having examined the teeth 
and the number of their roots in a great number of skulls, was able to 
be much more precise. In regard to roots, he makes, for the first time, 
a very clear distinction between the premolars next to the canine (small 
molars) and the other three, and says that the former in the upper jaw 
usually have two roots, and in the lower, one only, whilst the last three 
upper molars usually have three roots and the lower ones two. As 
everyone sees, these indications are, in the main, exact. 

Other important facts established by Vesalius are as follows: 
The canines are, of all 1 he teeth, those which have the longest roots. 

The middle upper incisors are larger and broader than the lateral ones, 
and their roots are longer. The roots of the last molars are smaller than 
those of the two preceding molars. In the penultimate and antepenulti
mate molars, more often than in the other teeth, it sometimes happens 
that a greater number of roots than usual are found, it being not very 
rare to meet with upper molars with four roots, and lower ones with three. 
The molars are not always five in each half jaw; sometimes there are 
only four, either on each side, or on one side only, in only one jaw or in 
both. Such differences generally depend on the last molar, which does 
not always appear externally, remaining sometimes completely hidden 
in the maxillary bone, or only just piercing with some of its cusps the thin 
plate of bone which covers it; a thing which Vesalius could observe in 
many skulls in the cemeteries . 

In regard to the last molar, the author speaks of its tardy eruption 
and of the violent pains which not unfrequently accompany it. The 
doctors, he adds, not recognizing the cause of the pain, to make it cease 
have recourse to the extraction of teeth, or else, attributing it to some 
defects of the humors, overwhelm the sufferer with pills and other internal 
remedies, whereas the best remedy would have been the scarification of 
the gums in the region of the last molar and sometimes the piercing of 
the osseous plate which covers it. 

This curative method, of which no one can fail to recognize the i~
portance, was experimented by Vesalius on himself, in his twenty-s ixth 
year, precisely at the time that he had just begun to write his great treatise 
on anatomy. 

1 De humani corporis fabrica libri septem, cap. xi, De dentibus, pp. 40 to 42 (complete 
edition of the works of Vesalius, published at Leyden in 1725). 
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The existence of the central chamber of the teeth appears to hav 
been unknown to Galen, as he does not allude to it in the least. V sa lius 
was the first to put this most important anatomical fact in evidence. He 
expresses an opinion that the central cavity facilitates th e nutrition of 
the tooth. He says, besides, that when a hole is produced in a tooth 
by reason of acrid corrosive humors, the corrosion, when once the internal 
cavity is reached, spreads rapidly and deeply in the tooth, owing to the 
existence of the said cavity, and sometimes reaches even the end of 
the root . 

In the chapter in which Vesalius treats of the anatomy of the teeth 
(Chapter X I , p. 40 ), two very well-drawn figures are found, one of which 
represents a section of a lower molar, showing the pulp cavity and its 
prolongation into the two root canals. The other represents the upper and 
lower teeth of the right side, in their reciproca l positions, and shows very 
clearly their general shape, the length of their roots, and the number of these. 

The changes which take place in the alveolus, after the extraction of 
a tooth have not esca ped the notice of Vesalius. H e says that after an 
extraction the walls of the alveolus approach one another, and the cavity 
is gradually obliterated. 

Aristotle had affirmed that men have a greater number of teeth. than 
women. Vesalius declares this opinion absolutely false- although, after 
Aristotle, it has been repeated by many other ancient writers- and says 
that anyone can convince himself that the assertion of Aristotle is con
trary to the truth, as it is possible for everybody to count his own teeth. 

In spite of this, we find the above-mentioned error even in writers 
subsequent to Vesalius ; for example, in Heurnius (professor at L,eyden 
toward the end of the sixteenth century), who expresses an opinion 
that rarely do women have thirty-two teeth, like men . 

We find but little in Vesalius concerning the development of the teeth . 
He, indeed, made some observations and researches on this point, but 
these, from their insufficiency, led him to quite mistaken conclusions. 
The teeth of children, he says, have imperfect, soft, and, as it were, medul
lary roots; and the part of the tooth which appears above the gums is 
united to the root , so to say, as a mere appendix, after the fall of which 
there grows from the root the permanent tooth. This error arose in the 
mind of Vesalius from observing that when children lose their milk teeth, 
these have the appearance of a kind of stump, as if the root had actually 
remained in the socket. Besides this, he had observed with what facility 
the milk teeth fall out ; and he here calls to mind th at, when about seven 
years old, he himself and his companions used to pluck out their loosened 
teeth, and especially the incisors, with their fin gers, or with a thread tied 
around the tooth. The softness of the dental roots in children, the easy 
fall of the milk teeth, and the want of the lower part of the roots in these, 
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must have raised the idea in his mind that the roots of the milk teeth 
remained in the socket, and that the upper part of the temporary teeth, 
instead of being a continuation of the root, was joined to this as a simple 
appendix, and in a very weak way, as though designed to remain in place 
for a limited length of time only. 

In Vesalius 1 is found a dental terminology-Latin, Greek, Hebrew, 
and Arabic-which affords some interest. The incisors are called in 
Latin incisorii, risori i, quaterni, quadru pli; and the two middle incisors 
have been denominated by some authors duales. The canines are called 
in Greek kynodontes, which means the same as the Latin canini, dog's 
teeth. In Latin they have been also denominated mordentes, and by some 
also risorii, a name which by others is given to the incisors, as we have 
already seen. The molars have also been called in Latin maxillares, 
pax illares, mensales, genuini. 2 But some authors give this last name 
only to the last molars, or wisdom teeth, dentes sensus et sapientice et 
intellectu s. These teeth have also been called serotini (that is, tardy), 
ce tatem co mplentes (that is, completing the age, the growth), and also, 
in barbaric Latin, cayseles or caysales, negugidi, etc . 

In the rebellion against the authority of the ancients, Vesalius 
had a predecessor whose name, deservedly famous, may be recorded 
here . PARACELSUS (born in 1493 at Maria-Einsiedeln, Switzerland), on 
being nominated, in I 52 7, Professor of Medicine and Surgery at Basle, 
inaugurated his lectures by burning in the presence of his audience, who 
were stunned by such temerity, the writings of Galen and Avicenna, 
just as Luther, seven years before, had burnt in the public square of 
Wittenberg the papal bulls and decretals. The sixteenth century, in 
its exuberance of intellectual life, was undoubtedly one of the grandest 
centuries in history; human thought in that glorious epoch shattered its 
chains, and declared its freedom both in matters of science and of religion. 

Paracelsus, a man of powerful genius, but not well balanced in mind, 
of corrupt morals, and of an unlimited pride, had, notwithstanding these 
undeniable defects, the merit of beginning a healthy reform in the science 
and practice of medicine, by substituting the study of nature for the author
ity of the ancients and by giving a great importance to chemistry, both for 
the explanation of organic phenomena and for the cure of disease. 

It is to be lamented that this man of genius did not contribute in any 
way to the progress of dentistry . His works have no importance for us . 
As a matter of mere curiosity we only record here that Paracelsus con
sidered the too precocious development of the teeth as a great anomaly, 
and regarded as monsters those children who were born with teeth. 3 

1 Lib . i, ca p. xlii , p. 141. 2 From gena, a cheek. 
3 Blandin , Anatomi e du systeme dentaire, P ari s, 1836, p 19 
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GrAN FILIPPO I GRASSIA (I 510 to I 580 ), a distinguished Sicilian 
anatomist, was one of the first who spoke of the dental germ . H e says 
that the existence of the tooth properly so called is preceded by that 
of a soft dental substance enclosed in the bone, and which he consid ers 
almost as a secretion of the latter. 

MATTEO R EALDO CoLOMBO, of Cremona, a pupil of Vesalius and his 
successor in the professorship of Anatomy at Padua, added but little, 
as regards the teeth, to what hi s master has taught. He combated 
the erroneous idea that the teeth were formed in the alveoli shortly 
before their eruption. Having dissected the jaws of many fetuses, and 
having always observed in them the existence of teeth, he could affirm 
with every certainty that the teeth begin to be form ed in intra-uterine 
life. 

Like Vesalius, Realdo Colombo believed that the permanent teeth 
were developed from the roots of the milk teeth; and, therefore, he 
ad vised the utmost caution in extracting these, since, if the whole root 
were removed, the tooth would not grow again. 1 

GABRI EL F ALLOPIUS (I 523 to 1 562), the eminent anatomist of Modena, 
also a disciple of Vesalius, carried out accurate and successful researches 
in regard to the development of the teeth, and made them known in his 
book, Observationes anatomicce, published at Venice in 1562, the year 
in which he died. 

His investigations enabled him to show the falsity of the opinion held 
by Vesalius, that the permanent teeth are developed from the roots of 
the temporary ones. He was, besides, the first who spoke in clear terms 
of the dental follicle . · 

The teeth, says Fallopius,Z are generated twice over, that is, the first 
time in the uterus, after the formation of the jaws, and the second time in 
extra-uterine life, before the seventh year. The first teeth are, at the 
time of birth, still imperfect, without roots, completely enclosed in their 
alveoli, and formed of two different substances; the part with which they 
must break their way out is osseous and hollowed; the deeper part, in
stead, is soft and humid and is seen covered with a thin pellicle, a thing 
which may also be observed in the feathers of birds when they are still 
tender. In fact, the part of the feather which comes out of the skin 
is hard and corneous, whilst the part which is embedded in the wings is 
soft and humid and has the appearance of coagulated blood or mucus. 
So also in the fetal teeth, the part corresponding to the future root presents 
itself like coagulated mucus. Little by little this soft substance hardens 
and becomes osseous, thus constituting the root of the tooth. 

12 

1 Portal, Histoire de !'anatomic et de Ia chirurgie, tome i, p. 545• 
2 Observationes anatomic;:e, p. 39, et seq . 
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Fallopius' reference to the analogy between the development of teeth 
an d th at of feathers was highly important, as a point of departure for 
embryological researches which showed clearly the real nature of teeth, 
thus dest roying the mistaken idea-held by G alen and many other authors 
-that these organs were bones. 

O n coming to speak of the teeth generated in extra-uterine life, that 
is of the permanent teeth , F allopius relates having observed that they 
have their origin in the following manner : A membranous follicle is 
formed inside the bone furnished with two api.ces, one posterior (that is 
to say, deeper down, more distant from the surface of the gums) , to which 
is joined a small nerve, a small artery, and a small vein (cui nervulus, 
et arteria/a, et venula apph cantur); the other anterior (that is more super
fi cial), which terminates in a fil ament or small string, like a tail. This 
string reaches right to the gum, passing th rough a very narrow aperture 
in the bone, by the side of the tooth which is to be substituted by the new 
one. Insid e the follicle is formed a special white and t enacious substance, 
and from this the tooth itself, which at first is osseous only in the part 
nearest the surface, whilst the deeper part is still soft , that is, form ed of 
the above-mentioned substance. E ach tooth comes out traversing and 
widening the narrow aperture through which the " tail" of the follicle 
passes. The latter breaks, and the tooth comes out of the gum, bare 
and hard ; and in process of time the form ation of its deeper part is 
completed. 

The author says that his long and laborious researches into the develop
ment of the teeth were carried out with great accuracy, and he is, there
fore, in a position to give as absolute certainties the facts exposed by 
him . Indeed, the observations of Fallopius were, for the most part, 
confi rmed by subsequent research . As to the " tail" of the dental follicle, 
it is identical with the iter den tis or gubernaculum dentis of some authors. 
F allopius described it as a simple string, but later on this prolongation 
of the dental follicle has been considered, at least by some, as the nar
rowest part or neck of the follicle itself, th at is, as a channel through 
which the tooth passes, widening it, on its way out, and precisely for this 
reason it has been called i ter den tis (the way of the tooth) or gu bernaculu m 
dentis (helm or guid e of the tooth). 

BARTHOLOMEUS EusTACHIUS, another great an atomist of the sixteenth 
century, occupied himself in the study of teeth with special interest, and 
wrote a very valuable monogra ph on this subject . He was a ·native of 
San Severino, Marche (Italy), and a contemporary of Vesalius,, Ingrassia, 

, Realdo Colombo, and Fallopius; he died in 1574, after having immortal
ized his name through many anatomical discoveries and writings 'of the 
highest value. 

His book on the teeth, L ibel! us de den tibus, published at Venice in I s63, 
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is the first treatise ever written on the anatomy of teeth, and represents a 
noteworthy progress in this branch of study . 

In this little book- divided into thirty chapters, forming in all ninety
five pages- the author treats with great accuracy and in an admirab le 
manner all that concerns the anatomy, physiology, and development 
of the teeth. 

Eustachius not only treasured up what ancient authors had written 
on this subject, but he himself made very long and patient researches and 
observations on men and animals, on living individuals as well as on 
corpses, and not only on adult subjects, but also on children of every age, 
on sti llborn children and on abortive fetuses. 

The macroscopic anatomy of th e teeth was brought by him to a high 
degree of perfection . Very wonderful, among other things, is the acc uracy 
with which he studied and speci fied in several synaptical tables the number 
of the roots of molar teeth, and all the variations occurring not only in 
their number, but also in their form, length, etc. 

In Chapter IV, speaking of the means by which teeth are held in their 
sockets, Eustachius mentions in quite explicit terms the ligaments of the 
teeth. He begins by saying that the perfect correspondence between the 
dental roots and the alveoli, both in shape and in size, is one of the elements 
which contribute to the firmn ess of the teeth, since the alveolus, being 
exactly applied, on all sides, to th e root or roots of the tooth , causes the 
latter, by this simple fact, to be fixed in a determined position. Also, 
the nerves inserted in each single tooth contribute, as was already the 
opinion of Galen, to the stability of these organs. "There exist besides" 
-Eustachius continues-" very strong ligaments, principally attached 
to the roots, by which these latter are tightly connected with the alveoli" 
(adsun t prceterea vincula fortissimo radicibus prcecipue adherentia, quibus 
prcesepiolis arctissime colligantur) . Lastly, says the author, the gums, 
too, embracing the teeth at their exit from the alveoli, contribute to their 
firmness. And here E ustachius notes that in the joining of the gums to 
the teeth there is great analogy to that of the skin with the finger nails; 
a very proper observation, which makes us almost suppose that the 
perspicacious mind of E ustachius may have guessed th e kindred nature 
of nails and teeth. 

In Chapter XV are related the researches made by th e author to ascer
tain at what period the development of the teeth begins. Here is a passage 
of this chapter, almost literally translated: 

"Hippocrates, before anyone else, wrote that the first teeth are formed 
in the uterus. Wishing to assure myself thereof, I dissected many 
abortive fet uses, and by very careful observations I found it to be true 
that the teeth have their origin during intra-uterine life. Wherefore, the 
opinion of those who consider that the first teeth are formed from the milk, 
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and those of the second dentition from food and drink, must be declared 
entirely false. In fact, by opening both jaws of a stillborn fetus, one 
may find, on each side of each jaw, the incisors, the canine, and three 
molars, partly mucous and partly osseous, and already sufficiently 
large and entirely surrounded by their alveoli. Then removing, with a 
skilful hand, the incisors and the canines, there may be observed a very 
thin partition only just ossified; and if this be removed with equal care, 
an equal number of incisors and canines, almost mucous and very much 
smaller, appear, which, enclosed in special alveoli behind the first, would 
exactly correspond in position each with its congener, if in both jaws 
the canine were not resting for the greater part on the next incisor so as 
almost to hide it." 

As to the molars (by which name also the bicuspids are here meant), 
Eustachius says that he found but three on each side, and no trace what
ever of the others . Nevertheless, he considers it quite probable that the 
germs of the latter should also exist in the fetus, although so small as to 
escape observation. He gives many ingenious reasons in support of his 
mode of thinking, and comes to the general conclusion, that not only 
the temporary teeth but also the permanent ones have, all of them, their 
origin during fetal life; a false conclusion simply because too general, 
and which shows once more how, in biological science, one runs great 
risk of falling into error whenever one tries to draw too free deductions 
from observed phenomena. 

The researches of Fallopius and Eustachius confirm and complete each 
other. These two eminent anatomists, who gave great glory to Italy 
by their immortal discoveries and works, were the first to shed a brilliant 
light upon the development of the teeth, and thus opened up the way to 
all subsequent research on odontogeny. 

In settling the period in which the formation of the teeth begins, 
Fallopius was still more successful than Eustachius . His patient investi
gations showed him that the development of the teeth commences partly 
in the uterus and partly after birth, which is perfectly true, as was made 
clear by later embryological researches. Fallopius found in each fetal 
jaw twelve teeth. 1 In this he agrees perfectly with his contemporary, 
Eustachius, who, as we have seen a short while ago, found in fetusus, 
only just born, the incisors, the canines, and three molars for each side of 
each jaw. Eustachius, however, observed in the fetus the germs of the 
permanent incisors and canines as well, a thing not noted by Fallopius. 

It is not to be wondered at that some discrepancy should exist between 

1 In utero duodocim dentes fo rmantur .in m alis, et totidem in m axilla (in the uterus are 
formed twelve teeth in the upper jaw and as many in th e iower). F allopii Gabrieli s observa
tion es anatomi co:e, Ve netii s, r562, p. 39· 
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the observa tions of th ese two eminent anatomists. The research s of 
which we are speaking are sufficiently delicate and difficult ; and ev n much 
more recent authors a re far from agreeing perfectly, as far as regards th 
period, in which the development of the teeth begin s. Serres, in hi s E ssai 
sur l'anatomie et la physiologie des dents (Paris, 1817), sustains the view 
that in the fetus he has observed the germs of all the teeth, both temporary 
and permanent, while Joseph Linderer (H andhu ch der Zahnheilkunde, 
Berlin, 1842) says that, altho}lgh he has followed the preparative method 
indicated by Serres, he could never discover in the fetus the germs of 
all the teeth. Perhaps, he adds, the time when the development of th e 
teeth begins vari es considerably in individuals, just as we remark differ
ences in the time of eruption. 

In Chapter XVII of his book, E ustachius speaks of th e process of 
formation of the teeth, which he studied in abortive fetuses, in stillborn 
children , in children a few months old, and also in kids . 

On dissecting a fetal jaw, there may be found on each side, as we have 
already seen, the incisors, the canines, and three molars, still soft and 
imperfect, separated from one another by very thin osseous partitions. 
Each of these teeth is enclosed within a follicle or little bag of a grayish 
white color, rather more mucous and glutinous than membranous, and 
in form somewhat like the pod of a vegetable, with the only difference 
that it shows an opening at one of the extremities, from which th e tooth 
somewhat protrudes, as if it were germinating. The more recent and 
softer the tooth, the more its follicle has a mucous appearance and differs 
from the nature of membranes . As it does not adhere to , the under
lying tooth, it is easy to separate them. As to the tooth, it is at that 
period of it s development partly osseous and partly mucous, since that 
part which later on projects from the gum soon becomes transformed 
into a white thin and concave scale, which gives the idea of one of the 
little cells of a honeycomb. This scale is harder and more conspicuous 
in the incisors, since these, at this stage, are better form ed ; the canines 
are less advanced in development, and the molars still less; and among 
these latter, those are less developed which are more distant from the 
canines. The deeper part of the tooth consists of a mucous and tenacious 
substance, harder, however, than the substance of the fo llicle, and of a 
whitish color wi th a tendency to dark red, translucent, and somewhat 
brilliant. 

Th us, says Eustachius, the teeth present th emselves in a human fetus; 
but he who cannot obtain a human fetus may observe the same things 
in a kid. 

Although the author does not express himself very explicitly, he seems 
to consid er the follicle of the tooth substantially identical with its liga
ment. "This is at first mucous, but afterward, becoming more consistent, 
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causes the tooth to adhere to the socket and gum very firmly, as if it were 
glued." 

"As the part of the tooth which comes out of the gum projects from 
the aperture of the follicle like a gem from its bezel, so--says Eustachius 
-some believe that the crown of a temporary tooth is a mere appendix, 
and that the follicle comes out of its concavity through a dividing line 
which they imagine to exist between this supposed appendix and the 
remaining part of the tooth. But assuredly those who assert such things 
show that they have studied the anatomy of the teeth so carelessly that, 
by this one error, they make manifest their great ignorance together with 
their great temerity. 1 The line which is observed on the tooth on the 
part corresponding to the adhesion of the gingival margin and of the dental 
ligament is very superficial, and after having scraped it away, there does 
not remain any trace of a division . But apart from this everyone can 
very e.asily observe, even in infants, or in kids, that the tooth when ossified 
does not present any line of division and that the still mucous follicle 
envelops it freely, and may be easily separated from the tooth; which 
would not be the case, if the follicle issued from between the tooth and 
its supposed appendix." 

Thus, Eustachius declares entirely false the opinion already expressed 
by Celsus, that the permanent tooth grows from the root of the milk tooth. 
He affirms clearly and decisively that between the external and the radical 
part of a milk tooth no real division exists, and that the ossification of the 
tooth, beginning from the crown, proceeds without any interruption right 
down to the end of the root. If it were true, says he, that in children only 
the imaginary epiphysis or appendix falls, and that the new tooth is sub
stantially represented by the remaining part of the first, it could never 
happen, as instead it often does, that the new tooth appears before the 
first one falls . . Bes ides, between the lower part of the first tooth and the 
upper part of the second no correspondence exists either in size or shape, 
as ought necessarily to be the case if the two parts were joined together. 
This is not all; the lower part of the temporary tooth is perforated, and 
receives in its interior bloodvessels and nerves, whilst the upper part of 
the permanent tooth is quite massive and imperforated. How, then, 
could this second tooth transmit bloodvessels and nerves into the cavity 
of the first? Again, how could the continuity of these blood vessels 
and nerves with their respective branches be possible, if an imperforate 
body, such as the crown of the permanent tooth, were really interposed? 

But what is the use of so many arguments? exclaimed Eustachius. 

1 This sharp reproof and accusation of ignorance are m ade for the benefit of th e immortal 
anatomist Andreas Vesa lius, to the number of whose adve rsa ries Eustachius likewise 
belonged. What unjust fury of party passion! 
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To remove even the slightest doubt and to put an end to any controversy 
on such a point, only one fact is sufficient, which is revealed to us by 
anatomical dissection, and that is, that the teeth which appear abo ut the 
seventh year are not only not united to those which fall at the same 
period, but cannot even be in contact with them, owing to the presence of 
a thin osseous partition. 

In the following chapter1 E ustachius speaks of the central cavity of 
the teeth and of the substance contained in it. In young teeth, he says, 
the dental cavity is very large, in proportion to the size of the tooth. 
According to some anatomists, the central cavity of a tooth is coated by 
a very soft and thin membrane, formed by a tissue of very small vessels 
and nerves; and besides, this cavity is filled with marrow, like hollow 
bones. The observations of the author, however, do not agree with these 
statements. The dental cavity does not contain any fatty substance 
analogous to the marrow of bones. As to the above-mentioned mem
brane, Eustachius doubts its existence. The large hollow existing in 
children's teeth contains, he says, a mucous substance, somewhat hard, 
and very smooth at its surface-almost like a cuticle- but which has rather 
the appearance of a concretion than of a membranous ti ssue. At any 
rate, adds E ustachius, if the substance alluded to is made to dry up in the 
shade, it acq uires an appearance not unlike that of a membrane. It 
is certain, however, that at an early age the substance contained in the 
dental cavity does not adhere to the walls of the latter after the manner 
of a periosteum, but is found in simple contact with the same, and can, 
therefore, be separated from them with the greatest ease. 

As years pass by, the dental cavity becomes narrower and narrower, 
because the substance contained inside the tooth gradually becomes 
ossi fi ed at the surface, adhering to the dental scale previously form ed, in 
the very same manner as the internal or woody part of a tree adheres 
to the bark. Of the two hard substances which make up a tooth, the 
outer one is white, tense, and dense, like marble, the underlying one, 
instead, is somewhat dark, rough, and less compact. To observe accu
rately the above-mentioned facts, the author advises searching for them, 
first, in the molar teeth of the ox or the ram, and then in human teeth, 
and likewise, first in children or in recently born animals, and then in 
adults. 

Chapters X IX and XX are, comparatively speaking, of little impor
tance. In the former the author undertakes especially to examine the 
opir,ions of Galen on dental blood vessels and nerves, and discusses whether 
it were known to him that these vessels and nerves penetrate into the 
internal part of the teeth . In the latter, E ustachius speaks of the great 

1 Chap. xviii, p. 54· 
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difficulties that are encountered in dissecting dental bloodvessels and 
nerves, and reproves those who, by inaccurate illustrative figures, convey 
the erroneous idea that these parts are very clearly and easily observable. 

In Chapter XXI the author goes on to speak of the best mode of 
proceeding in order to make successful observation of the small nerves 
and vessels going to the roots of the teeth. These researches are much 
more easily made in large animals than in man; and therefore such things 
as cannot be observed well in the latter must be studied in the former. 

In the first place, it is necessary to dissect the lower jaw; and after 
having done so several times, with all the accuracy required in making 
researches of this kind, one may proceed to study the dental nerves and 
vessels of the upper jaw, which is much more difficult. Having opened 
up the inside of the lower jaw, one observes a cavity full of marrow, and 
within this a nerve enclosed entirely in its own sheath. Having removed 
the marrow, and opened the sheath lengthwise, one perceives that the 
nerve therein enclosed is constituted (analogous to what may be observed 
in the large nerves of the limbs) by several nervous strings, and that among 
these runs a comparatively large artery, besides small vascular branches 
of minor importance. If one then removes the sheath from the bone, 
together with the nerve and the vessels contained in it, raising it very 
gently, one sees, issuing therefrom, some very slender fibers, on the nature 
of which it is, however, difficult to pronounce; and, considering their 
thinness, one can hardly conceive that they are composed of three different 
elements, that is, of small nervous, arterial, and venous twigs . At any 
rate, the author admits that this may be so. On arriving at the lesser 
teeth, the nerve and the artery that accompanies it divide into two branches, 
one of which traverses the opening presented by the bone at that point 
(mental foramen), and is destined to the lower lip ; the other directs its 
course toward the roots of the incisors. The small twigs which penetrate 
into the roots of the incisor and canine teeth are less slender than those 
which enter the roots of the molars, and are easily to be seen not only in 
large animals, but also in man . If the tooth of an ox or that of a ram 
be split through the middle, the mucous substance contained in the 
interior is seen to be traversed by small bloodvessels; and one perceives, 
besides, certain fibers, which are probably nerves. All these things, says 
E ustachius, I have observed many times in different animals, in some 
cases more, in others less distinctly. But it is an exceedingly difficult 
thing to follow the single twigs, of which we have spoken, from their 
origin to their insertion, or, vice versa, from their insertion to their origin. 
And so, adds the great anatomist, being able to observe but a .small 
part of the things I should like to see, I find myself compelled, in my 
perplexity, to supply by the aid of ratiocination the deficiency of the 
senses. I therefore maintain that the interior part of a tooth is susceptible 
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of experiencing pain accompanied by a feeling of pulsation (a fact already 
mentioned by Galen), because a nerve and an artery penetrate into it. 
In the ox the penetration of bloodvessels into the roots of the teeth can 
be more readily ascertained than in man. It may be admitted that the 
same occurs in the human teeth ; and this, for the reasons already given, 
and also because only by admitting the existence of. an artery within the 
cavity of the tooth can be explained the copious flow of florid red blood 
from a decayed tooth, which has, in some cases, been known to imperil 
the life of a patient. And I myself, says Eustachius, have observed 
with my own eyes an accident of this kind. 

The author then passes on to speak of the eruption of the teeth/ but 
the data with which he furnishes us are neither very precise nor very 
exact. 

Eustachius, without declaring himself for or against it, cites, in this 
chapter, the opinion of those who believe in the possibility of a third 
dentition in old people. He returns to this subject in the last chapter 
but one of his book, which treats of dental anomalies: "Ali," says he, 
"testifies to old persons having had all their teeth renewed. This has 
been derided as chimerical by medical men of later date, or at least only 
admitted under the condition that such teeth be of a nature completely 
different from the first." 

Our teeth, says the author, grow old together with us, and toward 
the term of life they abandon us, a fact which also distinguishes them 
from the other bones. When, however, it occurs, through illness, that 
the teeth are extracted or fall out spontaneously before the period of 
old age, the alveoli become filled up with a bony substance; and in addi
tion the two osseous scales of the maxillary bones approach one another 
and unite together in such a manner as to form a sharp margin, every 
vestige of a cavity being obliterated. 

Speaking of the nutrition and growth . of the teeth, 2 Eustachius says 
that-given the existence of the dental nerves and bloodvessels- it is 
not difficult to explain how the teeth are nourished, grow, live, and feel. 
H e therefore rejects the opinion of those who held that the teeth of the 
lower jaw derived their nourishment from the marrow contained within 
this bone, and that those of the upper jaw received it from a humorous 
substance similar to marrow, existing in the large cavity of the upper 
maxillary bone. Against the supporters of this opinion 'Eustachius 
rai ses, among others, the following objections, viz., that the marrow of 
the inferior jaw does not in any way touch the teeth, so that such a mode 
of nourishment cannot be imagined, and that it is completely erroneous 
that the la rge cavity of the upper maxillary bone contains a humor 

' Chap. xxii, p. 65. 2 Chap. xxii i, p. 70. 
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similar to marrow. This passage of E ustachius' book gives clear evidence 
that he was well acquainted with the maxillary sinus, described a century 
later by the English anatomist, Highmore, who gave it his name. The 
existence of this cavity was, besides, already known before the time of 
E ustachius. 

The author also says that those who believe that the internal cavity of 
the teeth contains marrow, and that this serves to nourish them, are 
grossly deceived. 

In the same chapter, Eustachius confutes an opinion, at that time gener
ally diffused and put forward for the first time by Aristotle, viz., that 
the teeth grow throughout a whole lifetime. In the senile age, he says, 
the teeth become impaired still earlier than the other organs. They 
become thinner by deficiency of nourishment, and, at the same time, 
discolored; the incisors and canines, as they waste away, come to be also 
less sharp than they were; and the molars, losing their tubercles or cups, 
become levelled down and smooth. If, notwithstanding the evident 
wearing out of the teeth, they seem sometimes to grow longer, this appear
ance is not to be trusted, for it happens not unfrequently that the teeth 
appear to have grown longer simply by atrophy of the gums, or also 
because some humor or other morbid substance pushes them outward. 

As to the sensibility of the teeth/ Eustachius is of the opinion that these 
organs possess, besides the sensibility to pain, two other species of sensi
bility; for, following the ideas of Galen, he also holds that the teeth 
together with the tongue partake in the sense of taste; and he further 
considers the disagreeable sensation known as setting on edge of th e teeth, 
as a species of tactile sensation peculiar to these organs. 

But in which part of the tooth does the faculty of feeling reside? 
Among the authors previous to, or contemporaries of, Eustachius, 

some affirmed that the sensibility of the tooth resides in the pellicle which 
lines its inside cavity, others in the membrane which, like periosteum, 
clothes the root of the tooth , others in both these parts. Eustachius 
does not show himself more partial to the one than the other of these 
opinions; he is, however, firmly persuaded that the hard substance of the 
tooth is also endowed with sensibility. Though it is not easy to explain 
how this may be, he considers it probable that the nerve, fraying 
itself out inside of the tooth in minute filaments at the time when the 
substance of the tooth is still soft and mucous, intermixes intimately 
with it, thus communicating to it the faculty of feeling, which then per
sists in it, even after the ossification of the tooth. Such an hypothesis is 
certa inly worthy of the lofty intellect of Eustachius, and has in itself, so 
it seems to me, something of truth. 

1 Chap . xxv, xxvi. 
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In the two following chapters/ the author speaks in a masterly and 
admirable manner of the functions of the teeth and of their utility. 

Among many other true and interesting observations, he remarks that 
by the loss of their teeth even the most powerful dogs become cowards. 

Besides what concerns the human teeth, excellent notions of compara
tive anatomy, above all in what regards the monkey, the dog, and the rumi
nants, are to be found in this little but most precious book of EustachJUs. 

The teeth, says he, are not equally hard in all animals, and many 
ancien t authors have affirmed that ferocious animals have much harder 
teeth than tame ones. 

Chapter XXIX, relating to dental anomalies, is one of the most inter
esting. We here quote the greater part of it . 

"Some historians relate that Pyrrhus, King of Epirus, Eurifeus, of 
Greece, and many others, had, instead of teeth, a continuous bone, fur
rowed by somewhat deep vertical lines, in no way different from what 
one sees in the multiple molars of the goat. It has never happened 
to me, says Eustachius, to witness a similar union of all the teeth; I 
have, however, sometimes observed continuity between three or four 
molars, precisely in the same manner as in sheep. It also once happened 
to me to observe in the case of an old man, a fellow citizen of mine, that 
the teeth were covered up on every side by a hard and almost stony sub
stance, and no longer exhibited any trace of separation, offering instead 
the appearance of a single bone." 

"One reads that Timarchus, of Cyprus, had two rows or series of teeth 
and Hercules three." 

The author never had any opportunity of observing any such anomalies; 
notwithstanding, he refers to cases of the kind observed by other anato
mists of his time, and, in a particular manner, to the case of a triple dental 
series in a youth who died at the age of eighteen. As the truth of the 
fact was testified to by highly respectable medical men, Eustachius lends 
faith thereto. "Neither can it be said" -he adds-" that in the case 
we are speaking of the new teeth erupted from other sockets before the 
temporary ones were shed, for there would then have been only a double 
and not a triple series; indeed, the series would not even have been double 
along all the line, but only along the line of the temporary teeth; and 
besides this, the double series would not have been maintained up to 
eighteen years of age-the time of the death of the subject-but only until 
the shedding of the deciduous teeth." 

"That teeth are sometimes cut in the palate is a fact attested to by 
Alessandro de Benedetti and others. It has also occurred, within my own 
experience, to observe this in the person of a Roman woman, who had a 

1 Chap. xxvii, xxviii. 
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tooth in the roof of the mouth, near the opening which is in proximity 
to the incisors/ and at Gubbio there is, in the monastery of the Trinita, 
a nephew of the distinguished jurisconsult Girolamo Gabrielli, who at 
the age of eighteen cut a tooth in the middle of the palate." 

"Pliny and Solin us tell of individuals born with all their teeth. Other 
authors, that Pheretes was without teeth all his life." 

"I hold it to be a fable that some women lose a tooth for each child 
they bear." 

"In some cases it has happened that the falling out and renewal of 
the teeth has not taken place before the age of thirteen or fourteen. 
In other cases, the same teeth were shed and renewed twice, that is, once 
after the seventh year, and again after the fourteenth year. It ought 
also to be mentioned that in some young persons of twenty, the last molar, 
or wisdom tooth, having been drawn, it was renewed during the same 
year. Lastly, it is also to be noted that in strong and healthy young per
sons, one of the other molars being extracted, it is sometimes renewed." 2 

In the last chapter3 the author alludes to some dental affections. In 
referring to the fluxions to which teeth are subject, he says he has observed 
more than one case in which such a quantity of matter resembling chalk 
was collected in the alveoli, that these gradually being filled thereby, all 
the teeth became loosened and dropped out little by little. 

Speaking of dental diseases requiring surgical intervention, the author 
remarks that dental surgery was, in his days, a most abject calling, not
withstanding its having had, according to Cicero, a very high initiator
JEsculapius, the god of medicine. 

AMBROISE PARE. Whilst the anatomy of the dental system was illus
trated by the researches of Fallopius and Eustachius, the celebrated 
French surgeon Ambroise Pare was contributing in the highest degree to 
the progress of practical dentistry. 

Ambroise Pare (Latinized Par;:eus) was born at Bourg-Hersent in the 
year I 5 I 7. His father and one of his brothers were box-makers; another 
brother was a barber. We have no very precise information about the 
early years of his life; so much is certain, however, that Ambroise Pare 

1 The inferior orifice of th e foramen incisivum. 
2 It is superfluous to say that these cases are unreal and simply dependent upon erroneous 

observations; for instance, in the case of th e second molar being extracted before the erupting 
of th e third, the second molar figured as, and supposed to be, the latter, when, finally, the 
wi sdom tooth appea red, it was believed to be th e last molar renewed. It is no rare thing, 
also, in these days, not only for unprofessional persons, but also for medical practitioners, 
to fall into errors of this kind, especially because, in similar cases, the wisdom tooth, having 
but a limited space in which to erupt, is in the habit of filling the void left by the second 
molar, where it meets with less resistance. 

3 P age 93· 
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did not en joy any of those advantages deriving from a good literary educa
tion, and after having received some instruction from a chaplain, whose 
disciple and servant he was at one and the same time, he was bound 
over as apprentice to a barber, who also taught him the an of bleeding. 
Toward the age of sixteen we find him in Paris in the employ of a 
chirurgien-barbier. After this he practised minor surgery for some years 
in the Hotel-Dieu. But having undertaken the study of surgery without 
literary preparation and without any knowledge of Latin, he was obliged, 
especially for the latter reason, to contend with great difficulties, so that, 
although he had acquired in a few years sufficient practice in surgery to 
enable him to pass from the Hotel-Dieu to the sanitary service of the 
French army, it was only in 1554, that is, at thirty-seven years of age, 
that he was permitted to take the examination required for becoming 
a member of the College of Surgeons of Paris. Within the short space 
of fi ve months he was successively named Bachelor, Licentiate, and 
Doctor in Surgery. His reputation, which had already become extraor
dinary even before he had any academic degree, procured him introduc
tion to the Court of France as surgeon in ordinary. In 1562 he became 
chief surgeon to the Court and occupied this post under the reigns of 
Charles IX and Henri III. Ambroise Pare was a Protestant, and it 
is said that in the massacre of St. Bartholomew's night, he owed his 
escape to the king, Charles IX, who, to save his life, hid him in his ward
robe. He died full of honors, in the year 1592. 

In his works this great surgeon treats the subject of dental maladies 
and their cure very thoroughly ; this may be in part attribu~ed to the cir
cumstance of his having first been simply a barber (and, therefore, also a 
tooth-puller) and afterward a surgeon-barber, which placed him in very 
favorable conditions for acquiring vast experience in the practice of 
dentistry . 

In Chapter II, Book IV, of his works, 1 Ambroise Pare speaks of the 
anatomy and physiology of the teeth. It must, however, be confessed 
that Vesalius and, still more so, Eustachius treat of dental anatomy with 
much more exactness than he does. 

After having spoken of the incisors and the canines, he says that the 
ten upper molars generally have three roots, and very often four, whilst 
the ten lower ones have only three; this is because the lower jaw is harder 
than the upper, and also because the lower molars, estant assises sur Ia 
racine, et non suspendues, comme celles de Ia mandibule d' en haut, n' av oient 
besDi n de tant de racines pour leur stabilite asseurance .2 

' <Euvres completes d'Ambroise P are, accompagnees de notes hi storiques et critiques, par 
J. F . M alga igne, Pa ri s, 1840, vol. i, p. 23 1. 

2 The lower molars, being seated on the roots and not suspended like those of the upper 
jaw, a re not in wa nt of so many roots to assure thei r stability. 
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Ambroise Pare, too, admits that the teeth grow throughout the whole 
lifetime, and th at the wea ring away consequent on reciprocal friction and 
mastication is compensated in this way. 

Galen had already affirmed, and Ambroise Pare also held erroneously, 
that the exquisite sensibility of the teeth aids the sense of taste. 

In speaking of the development of the teeth, Ambroise Pare says only 
that they are already solid and osseous before birth, he himself having 
observed this in dissecting the jaws of a child who had died immediately 
after birth. 

In Chapter VII, Book XIII/ Pare treats of fracture of the lower jaw. 
The method of cure he proposes is altogether identical with that of Celsus. 
With regard to the teeth , he says that "si elles sont divisees, ebranlees , 
ou separees hors de leurs alveoles ou petites cavites, elles doivent estre 
reduites en leurs places et seront lzhs et attachees contre celles qui sont 
ferm es, avecques un fil d'or ou d' argent, ou de lin. Et les y faut tenir 
jusques a ce qu' elles soient bien aflermies, et le callu s soient refait et rendu 
solide." 2 

Toothache, says Pare, 3 is, of all others, the most atrocious pain that 
can torment a man without being followed by death. It depends, in 
many cases, on a humorous fluxion of a hot or cold nature which flows 
into the alveolus, forcing the tooth outward, loosening it, and causing 
the patient so much pain on the slightest pressure being exercised on it, 
that he cannot dare to bite with it in the least. If, however, the tooth 
is corroded, hollowed out, or pierced to the root, the pain is so strong, 
when the patient drinks- particularly if the liquid is cold-that he seems 
to have had a stab with a stiletto inside the tooth. 

If the pain is acute and pungent, like that produced by needles being 
thrust into the diseased tooth; if the patient complains of a strong pulsa
tion at the root of the tooth, and in the temples; if the application of cold 
remedies calms the pain, all these signs indicate that the cause of the evil 
is heat. Instead, the cause of the pain may be held to be cold when the 
patient complains of a great heaviness in the head, emits a quantity of 
saliva, and finds relief in the application of hot remedies. In the treat
ment of toothache one must fulfil the following three indications: 

1. Regulate fittingly the mode of living. 
2. Evacuate or dissipate the morbid humors; this may be effected 

by various means, namely, by purgatives, by bleeding, by gingival 

' Vol. ii, p. 307. 
2

• • • if th ey a re divid ed , sh aken, or separated from th eir alveoli or little cavities, th ey 
must be reduced into their places and should be bound and fa stened against those th at are 
firm with a thread of gold, silver, or fl ax. And th ey must be held thu s until they are quite 
firm and th e ca llus is formed and have become solid. 

3 Lib. xv, ch. xvi, vol. ii, p. 443· 
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scarification, by the application of leeches on the site of th e pain, by 
cupping on the back of the neck, or on the shoulders. 

3· Applying in each single case the medicaments best adapted for 
calming the pain. 

The author here goes through a long en umeration of anti-odonta lgic 
remedies that offer no particular interest, as they are not at all new. 

When a decayed tooth becomes the seat of excessive pain, and this 
does not yield to any remedy, one must either have recourse to extraction 
or cauterize it; this can be done either with potential caustics-such as 
oil of vitriol, aq ua fortis- or with the actual cautery. By cauterizing, 
Pare adds, one burns the nerve, thus rendering it incapable of again feeling . . 
or ca usmg pam. 

E rosion or caries1 is the effect of an acute and acrid humor, that corrodes 
and perforates the teeth, often to their very roots. To combat this 
morbid condition, even when it is not accompanied by pain, one must 
also have recourse (besides general treatment) to cauterization either 
with oil of vitriol, with aqua fortis, or with a small actual cautery. 

If, as often happens, that the seat of the erosion lies in such a manner 
between two teeth as to make it impossible to apply caustics or other 
medicaments, one must file just sufficiently between the healthy and the 
co rroded tooth to render the part accessible, taking care, however, to file 
more on the side of the affected tooth than on that of the healthy one. 

The file may be used, besides, to plane down a tooth that stands out 
above the level of the others, and for similar purposes. 

If one or more teeth have been shaken by a blow or a fall , or have come 
out of their alveoli altogether, the surgeon should not remove them, but 
rather reduce them and bind to the neighboring teeth, that they may 
entirely reacquire their original firmness. 

In allusion to this subject, Ambroise Pare refers to the case of a friend 
of his, who having sustained, through a blow from the hilt of a dagger, 
a fracture of the lower jaw with almost complete expulsion of three 
teeth from their alveoli, had the fracture reduced by him ; after replacing 
the teeth and binding them to the neighboring ones, he prescribed astrin
gent mouth washes and liquid or semiliquid nourishment, such as meat 
juice, panada, barley soup, jelly, and such like. The patient was com
pletely cured and able to masticate with th e three teeth as well as before. 

Also in the case of extraction of a healthy instead of a diseased tooth, 
Pare recommends replacing it immediately and binding it to the neighbor
ing nes, for, he says, by this means the tooth can take root again. 

As we have seen, the first author who speaks of replantation is Ab ulcasis, 
but to Ambroise Pare belongs the merit of having treated the subject 

1 Lib . xv, cap. xxvi i, vol. ii, p. 448. 
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much more explicity, and of having insisted on the utility of this opera
tion, indeed, on the duty of carrying it out whenever it seems indicated. 

Further, he is the first to mention another very important operation, 
namely, transplantation, albeit he himself had never performed it. The 
case he refers to has become a generally known anecdote. We give it in 

Frc. 6o 

Dental files (Ambroise Pare). 

his own words: "Un homme digne d' estre creu m' a ajfirme qu'une prin
ce sse ayant fait arracher une dent, s' en fit remettre subit une autre d'une 
sienne demoiselle, laquelle se reprint, et quelque temps apres maschoit 
dessus comme sus celle qu' elle avoit fait arracher auparavant." 1 

1 A man, worthy of being believed, has assured me that a certain princess having had a 
tooth taken out, immedi ately had it replaced by another supplied by one of her ladies, which 
took root, and after a time she masticated with it as well as she had done with the former 
one. 
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Ambroise Pare has recourse to extraction when a tooth is the cause of 
very violent pain, or when the existence of a carious cavity and concomi
tant putrefying processes rend er the breath fetid, and endanger the hea lthy 

FIG. 6r 

One of the pelican s nsed by Ambroise Pare. 

FIG. 62 

Two other pelicans and a pair of curved pincers (Ambroise ParcO. 

teeth in its vicinity. If the persistence of a deciduous tooth should cause 
the cutting of the corresponding permanent tooth outside the line of the 
dental arch, thus giving rise to deformity, Pare advises laying bare and 

13 
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then extracting the deciduous tooth; for after this the new tooth rna y be 
pressed toward the point before occupied by the other, until it assumes its 
natural position. 

Sometimes, when a tooth is too firmly planted, one prefers, says Pare, 
instead of extracting it, to break off the crown for the purpose of being 
able to act directly on the dental nerve with appropriate remedies, or 
to destroy the sensibility of the nerve entirely, by cauterization. This 
unreasonable and reprehensible method of cure is also quoted, under 
the denomination of deschapellement, by another French author, a con
temporary of Pare-Urbain Hemard-whe observes, however, that one 
rarely had recourse to it; for the pain and shock which are caused by this 
operation are not less than those caused by extraction. 

It very often happens that the patient cannot indicate exactly which 
tooth it is that gives him pain, his sufferings being so acute as to appear 
spread over a great part of the jaw. One cannot, therefore, trust too 
much to the indications given by the patient as to the point of departure 
of the pain, and must take care not to extract a healthy instead of a 
diseased tooth. 

The extraction of a tooth should not be carried out with too much vio
lence, as one risks producing luxation of the jaw or concussion of the 
brain and the eyes, or even bringing away a portion of the jaw together 
with the tooth (the author himself has observed this in several cases), 
not to speak of other serious accidents which may supervene, as, for 
example, fever, apostema, abundant hemorrhage, and even death. 

In extracting a tooth it is necessary to place the patient on a very low 
seat, or even on the ground, with his head between the legs of the operator. 1 

After having laid the tooth bare sufficiently, if one sees that it is very 
loose, one may push it out of its socket with a poussoir, that is, with a 
trifid lever. But if the tooth is too firmly rooted to be extracted with this 
instrument, one must make use of curved pincers, or else one may have 
recourse to a pelican . The author notes, however, that much skill is 
required in using this latter instrument, for otherwise it will almost cer
tainly happen that several good teeth will be knocked out, instead of the 
one intended to be extracted. In proof of this, he relates the following 
anecdote, which we relate in the words of the author, that it may not 
lose anything of its quaint originality: 

"Je veux icy reciter une histoire d'un maistre barbier, demeurant a 
Orleans, nomme maistre Fran<rois Louis, lequel avoit par dessus tous, 
l'honneur de bien arracher une dent, de fa<ron que taus les samedis 
plusieurs paysans ayans mal aux dents venoient vers luy pour les faire 
arracher, ce qu'il faisait fort dextrement avec un- polican, et lorsqu'il 

1 Lib. xv, cap. xxviii. 
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a~t faitf'le jettoit sus. un ais··.en sa boutique~ .,. Or avoit~il un serviteur 
~u~eau, 'Picar(!, grand' et fori, qui desiroit .H.rer les dents .a la mode ae 

1" ~n· ·.m~istre. Arriva. cependant que .ledit Fr~nfois. Louys disnoit, .·un 
Villa:~is, requerant .qu~on luy arra<::hait une den~,' ce Picai:d print l;instr!l

. ·r~t ·~e son mais.tre ~et s'essaya faire comme luy; ma.is en··lieu d'oster la 
mauv:tise .~~nt au ,pauvre villageois; luy: en poussa et·ar~acha trois boim~s." 

• • ~ • I ,. ' 
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ment Ia peine dudit Picard, se teut, n'osant declarer audit maistre ce 
beau chef d'ceuvre; et ainsi le pauvre badaud de village s'en alia quitte; 
et pour un e dent qu'il pensoit faire arracher, en remporta trois en sa 
bourse, et celle qui luy causoit le mal en sa bouche."' Pare adds in con
clusion: "Partant je conseill e a ceux qui voudront faire arracher les dents, 
qu'ils aillent aux vieux dentateurs, et non aux jeunes qui n'auront encore 
reconneu leurs fautes." 2 

But let us now return to our subject. After the extraction of a tooth, 
it is necessary-says Pare-to leave the wound to bleed freely, so that 
the part may get rid of the morbid humors ; then the gums and the 
alveolus must be pressed , on both sides, with the fingers, to read just the 
socket, which will have been widened and sometimes even broken in 
extracting the tooth. After this, the patient should rinse his mouth 
with oxycrate; and when the weather is cold and windy, the patient 
should take care to avoid fluxion in the other teeth. 

The followiJ!g chapter speaks " de la limosite ou rouillure des dents, 
et de la maniere de les conserver." 

After meals the mouth must be rinsed with water and wine, or with 
water with a little vinegar added to it, and the teeth cleaned from all 
residues of food, so that their putrefying may not spoil the teeth and make 
the breath fetid. An earthy yellowish substance, like rust, often forms 
on the teeth from want of cleanliness and also when they are not used to 
masticate; this substance corrodes the teeth, just as rust corrodes iron. 
It is necessary to remove this substance, by scraping the teeth with small 
instruments suitable for the purpose, and then the teeth themselves must 

1 I will here tell a story of a master barber li ving at Orleans, named maistre Fran~ois 
Louys, who had the honor of pulling a tooth better than any one else, so that on Saturdays 
many country folk s having toothache came to him to have th em pull ed out, which he did 
very dexterously with a pelican, and when he had don e, threw it on a bench in hi s shop. 
Now he had a new servant, Pica rd, tall and strong, who wanted to pull teeth like his master. 
It happened that whilst th e said Fran~ois Louys was dinin g, a villager wa ntin g a tooth 
pulled, Picard took hi s master' s instrument and tried to do like him, but instead of taking 
out the bad tooth, he knocked and tore .out three good ones for him, who, feeling great 
pain and seeing three teeth out of hi s mouth, bega n to cry out against Picard , but he, to make 
him hold hi s peace, told him not to say a word about it and not to shout so, because if his 
master ca me he would make him pay for three teeth instead of one. Now th e master, hea ring 
such a noise, ca me out from table to know the ca use of it and the reason of the qu a rrel, 
but the poor peasant fea ring th e threats of Picard and still more a fter enduring such pain 
being made to pay a threefold fee by th e sa id Picard, was sil ent, not darin g to revea l to th e 
master this fine piece of work of the said Pica rd ; and thus th e poor bumpkin went away, 
and for one tooth that he had thought to have pulled, he ca rried away three in his pouch 
and the one that hurt him in hi s mouth ." 

2 For which reason I advise those who would have th eir teeth pulled to go to the older 
tooth-;>ullers, and not to the younger ones who will not yet have recognized th eir short
comings." 
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be ru bbed with a little aq ua fo rtis and aq ua vit<e mixed together, to take 
away what the instruments have not been able to remove. In order to 
preserve the teeth it is necessary, besides, to rub the teeth frequently 
with appro pri ate dentifrices. Among these th e author mentions simple 
bread crust, burnt and reduced to powder. 

In Chapter III of Boo k XVII he spea ks of artificial t eeth . Sometim es, 
says Pare, by the effect of a blow, the front teeth are lost; this not only 
constitutes a deformity, but is also th e cause of defects of speech. T here
fore, after th e necessary treatment, when the gums are hardened, the 
lost teeth must be substituted with artifi cial ones made out of bone, 
ivory , or the t eeth of the R ohart/ which are excellent for this purpose; 
and the arti fi cial teeth must be tied to the neighboring ones with gold or 
silver wire. 

Chapter IV of the same book is most important, for palatal obturators 
are therein spoken of for the first time. " Sometimes a portion of the 
bone of the palate is dest royed by the shot of an arquebus, or by some 

T he pa lat ine obtu ra tor with sponge of Ambroise P are. 

other wound or by a syphilitic ulcer (par ulcere de verole), the patients 
being thereby disabled from properly pronouncing words and . from 
making themselves understood . T o repair this defect we have found an 
expedient th rough th e help and ministry of our art. It consists in the 
application of an instrum ent somewhat larger th an the palatal perfora
tion; t hi s is made of gold or silver, of about the thickness of a crown (coin), 
and has the fo rm of a vaulted roof, to which a sponge is attached ; when 
introduced in to the aperture, the sponge, absorbing the humidity n atural 
to such parts, will very soon swell up, and thus the in strument is held firm. 
I n t his way, words are better pronounced ." 

Besides the above instrument, the author gives us the figure of another 
in stru ment, sans esponge (without sponge), which, t a ken a ltogether, 
is li ke a large cuff button . The small part, designed to be introduced 

' An old F rench word meaning perhaps hi ppopotamus. 
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into the aperture of the palate, can be made to turn round from below, 
by means of a small pair of pincers, so as to fix the obturator. 

In the last chapter of Book XVIII, first dentition and the treatment 
required during this period are spoken of. The cutting of teeth, says 
Pare, is accompan ied by pain, itching, and pricking of the gums; often, 
as well by diarrhea, fever, epileptic convulsions, which sometimes end 
fatally. The symptoms by which it may be known that teeth are about 
to come forth are as follows: The wet-nurse feels the mouth of the 
suckling infant to be hotter than usual; the gums are swollen; the child 
is restless, crying often and sleeping but little; it emits a quantity of 
saliva from the mouth, and frequently puts its fingers in its mouth, trying 
to rub its gums, and soothe, in this way, the pain and itching which it 
feels. It is then necessary to treat the nurse as if she had fever, and the 
infant should be suckled less than usual; some cooling and thirst quench
ing drinks should be given to it- for a child in such conditions suffers 
from intense thirst; the nurse should often rub the gums of the little patient 
with softening and soothing substances, as, for example, oil of sweet 

F1c. 65 

Pare's palatine obturator without sponge. 

almonds, fresh butter, honey, or mucilage made from the seeds of the 
fleawort or of the quince; the brains of a hare (these may be roasted or 
boiled) have not only a very soothing action, but also, according to a very 
ancient belief shared by Pare, possess the occult property of aiding the 
cutting of the teeth. But oftentimes, neither these nor other remedies 
are of any use, because the gums are too hard and the teeth cannot cut 
their way through at all; the tension of the gums then produces very violent 
pain, fever, and other accidents, death even supervening in some cases . 
The author, therefore, advises lancing the gums deeply, just above the 
tooth which ought to appear, thus opening it a way, that it may more 
easily come out. He relates that he has performed this operation on his 
own children in the presence of ma'ny medical authorities. 

Almost as if to show the high value of this operative procedure, Pare 
tells the case of a child, the son of the Duke of Nevers, who died at the age 
of about eight months without having cut any teeth . He, together with 
other doctors, was invited to carry out an autopsy. No lesion whatever 
was found sufficient to cause death, but the gums were very hard, thick, 
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and swollen ; an incision into them showed that the teeth were ready to 
come out, if only their eruption had been fac ilitated by lancing at the 
right time. Pare and the other doctors were of the unanimous opinion 
that death was caused solely by the impossibility of cutting the teeth on 
account of the hardness of the gums. 

Among the many strange cases given in Book XIX (D es monstres et 
prodiges), Pare also speaks-trusting to the word of Alexander Benedetti 
--of the case of a woman, who, after the complete loss of her teeth caused 
by age, cut them all again at eighty years of age. 

Although Pare treats so amply and with such competence all that 
concerns dental diseases and their cure, he does not make the least 
allusion to the stopping of teeth, beyond recommending, as had aready 
been done by Celsus, that when a tooth that is to be extracted shows a 
large cavity, the latter should be well filled with linen or lead, so that the 
tooth be not fractured under the pressure of the instrument and so leave 
the root behind in the alveolus. 

A century before Ambroise Pare, Giovanni d' Arcoli had already 
mentioned the filling of teeth with gold leaf, and, as we have seen already, 
there is very good reason to believe that the practice of this operation 
dated back to a still earlier period. How is it, then, that the illustrious 
French surgeon does not say a word about this? Very probably stoppings 
were not at all in use among French dentateurs and perhaps, even in 
Italy, this operation was only rarely carried out. 

JACQUES HouLLIER (14-98 to 1562), a celebrated French physician and 
surgeon, also known under the Latinized name of Jacobus. Hollerius, 
was the first to stand out, although timidly, against the theory of dental 
worms. He did not decidedly deny their existence, this having been 
affi rmed by so many illustrious writers; he, however, speaks of them 
as if the point were a doubtful one: "It is said that worms are generated 
in the teeth, which corrode the teeth themselves, and produce a pain which 
is not very violent and causes itching with little or no salivation (vermes 
ajunt subnasci dentibus, et has corrodere, a quibus dolor non ita f ortis, 
pruriginosus, nulla aut pauca salivatz'o) ." 

But even while putting in doubt the existence of dental worms, he be
lieves it his duty to enumerate the various remedies, recommended for 
their destruction . As to fumigations with the seeds of the hyoscyamus, 
Houllier, declares that what is believed by the common people, and what 
has been written by doctors of antiquity about worms being killed and 
seen to fall from the teeth by the effect of these fumigations, is all nonsense. 
In fact, he says, when the seeds of the hyoscyamus are burnt there fly 
away from them what appear to be little worms, even if the fumes do not 
reach the worm-eaten tooth. (Quod autem vulgus sibi persuadet, et 
ab antiquis medicis scriptum est de suffumigio e semine hyoscyami, videtur 
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fa bulosum. N am inde ajunt mamfeste vermes excidere. R e v era, in censo 
semine, evolant tanqua vermiculi, etiam si non attingit fumu s vermiculo
su m den:em.) 

Apart from this, in the works of Houllier, nothing is found that is of 
interest for the history of dentistry. He repeats several errors and 
prejudices of the ancients; he says, for example, that men have ordinarily 
thirty-two teeth, women, twenty-eight; and he, too, believes in the ex
pulsive virtues of the fat of green frogs when applied to a tooth ( adeps 
ranee v iridis dentem depellit). 

Houllier does not contribute in any way to ·dental therapeutics, he only 
enumerates the methods of cure recommended by preceding authors. 1 

VoLCH ERUS ColTER (1534 to 16oo), of Groningen, an ardent student of 
anatomy, and a pupil of Fallopius, Eustachius, and Aranzio, studied 
with great attention the development ofbones, dissecting many fetuses and 
children of various ages for that purpose. He clearly states his opinion 
that the teeth are not bones, since they do not pass, like the latter, through 
the cartilaginous stage, but are derived instead from a mucous substance. 2 

JoHANN JAcOB WECKER, a doctor of Colmar, published in 1576 a 
valuable medical work composed of synaptical tables, in which is briefly 
summarized the best of what had been written by preceding Greek, 
Latin, and Arabic authors. 

One gathers from this author that at the time in which he wrote it 
was considered an excellent preservative against the plague to rub the 
teeth with theriac, mithridate, angelica, and zedoary . From this it may 
be perceived that even in those days doctors had understood the impor
tance of the cleanliness and disinfection of the mouth as a prophylactic 
against infective diseases. 

In the above-mentioned book may be found a sufficiently complete 
exposition of dental therapeutics of that and of the preceding periods. 
There is nothing, however, which is not already known to us from our 
examination of the earlier writers. Worthy of notice is the information 
that, among other things, to facilitate the cutting of teeth rubbing the 
jaws with turpentine was recommended at that time. 3 

DoNATO ANTONIO OF ALTOMARE, a Neapolitan physician and philos
opher, dedicated a long chapter of his Ars medz.ca4 to the subject of 
dental pains and their treatment. He classifies these pains with great 

' J aco bi H ollerii medi ci pa ri siensi s omnia opera practica, G enev;e, I635, lib. ii, p. I I 7, 
. et seq. 

2 Blandin, Anatomie du systeme dentaire, Pa ri s, I836, p. 25. 
" Hoa nn J ac. W eckeru s, medicin;e utriu sque syntaxes, ex Gr;ecorum, Latinorum, 

Arabumque thesauris collect;e, Basilea, I576. 
' Donati Antonii ab Altoma ri medici ac philosophi nea politani Ars M edica, Venetii s, 

I 558, ca P· xli, P· I 90. 
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accuracy, ta king into account their seat and causes, and pointing out in 
each single case t he method of cure to be fo llowed according to the warm, 
cold, dry, or hu mid nature of the pa in . In what he says, however, we 
do not fi nd anything new. 

Gwuo CESARE ARANZIO (I 530 to I 589), a celebrated surgeon and 
anatomist of Bologna, in which city he ta ught from the age of twenty
six years until hi s death, is of t he opinion that pa ruli des- t hat is to say, 
inflammations or abscesses of t he gums-and epulides- that is fl eshy 
excrescences of the same-are usually caused by caries or putrescence 
of the teeth ; but t hat in certain individu als, fro m a peculi ar weakness 
of the gums, t hese are easi ly at tac ked by inflam mation when the wind is 
in the south . 

In the case of pa rulides, to soothe the pain and to accelerate th e 
suppurative process, emollient substances should be used ; afterward it 
is necessary to open the abscess with a lancet, to wash the mouth with 
mulse, and to aid the process of cicatrization by using syrup of roses. 

As to epulides, these must be made to di sappea r, by sprinkling the 
tumor with the powder of gall-nuts, or by moistening them frequently 
with a decoction of gall-nuts, or with sulphur water. But if they do not 
yield to these remedies, and a re the cause of fun ctional disturbances, 
the surest and most prudent method of cure would be t he use of the 
red-hot iron . 

GIOVANNI AND REA D ELLA CROCE, a celebrated Veneti an physician 
and surgeon, was the author of a most valu able treatise on surgery, which 
was published first in Latin (Ch z.rurgz·ce universalis opus ,absolutum, 
Venetitii s, I 573), and then in Italian under the title of C hirurgia 
universale e perfetta, Venezia, I583. According to thi s author, dental 
fistu l;:e are more common to the lower jaw than to the upper one. To 
cure these fistul;:e, it is necessa ry to extract th e di seased teeth from which 
they originate, even should they ac he but little or not at all. To confirm 
this, he relates in full a very interesting case of a dental fi stul a, th at he 
cured by the extraction of a tooth which ha rdly ac hed at all. 

Flajani 1 chose to see in this case a precocious example of the opening 
of Highmore's ant rum through the alveolus. But th e desc ription given 
by Andrea della Croce of hi s case does not at all warrant this supposi
tiOn. 

At the end of hi s book Andrea dell a C roce gives us t he figures of many 
dental instruments, which h ave, however, nothing new about them . 

. GEROLAMO CAPIVACCI, of P adu a, repeats the advice (already given by 
preceding authors) to avoid , in eating and dri nking, the rapid changes 
from heat to cold , and vice versa, since, says he, nature does not to lerate 

' Coll ezione d'o55ervazioni e rifle55ioni, vol. iii, 055. 84, p. 374· 
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these rough changes. 1 In the mercurial treatment of syphilis, 2 he recom
mends the patient, as soon as the action of the remedy manifests itself 
in the oral cavity, to keep a piece of gold in his mouth, that the mercury, 
on account of its particular affinity, may unite with the gold and the harm
ful effects of this strange remedy on the mouth may be thus avoided. 
A strange method of curing mercurial stomatitis! 

JoHANN ScHENCK voN GRAFENBERG (1530 to 1598), a celebrated 
doctor of Freyburg-in-Breisgau, has left us, in his Observationes medicce, 
a very rich and interesting collection of clinical cases. In this work he 
refers to many observations upon dental diseases by earlier authors, which, 
however, have already been noted by us in their time and place. Among 
other things, Schenck von Grafenberg relates that Cardanus was able, 
more than twenty times, to calm a violent toothache which tormented 
him by lightly pressing the sick tooth between the thumb and index 
finger of his left hand. 

PETER FoRE EST ( 1522 to 1597), a very famous Dutch doctor of Alkmaar, 
repeats the very old error-already in decisive terms denied by Andreas 
Vesalius-that women have only twenty-eight teeth, whilst men usually 
have thirty-two. To the two central incisors he gives the name of colu
mellares. Sugar and all sweet things, says this author, are very harmful 
to the teeth, and he gives as a proof the fact that apothecaries have, in 
general, very bad teeth, on account of the frequency with which they 
taste syrups and the like. Perhaps things are now changed, since I 
am not aware that chemists in our days are to be distinguished by the 
bad state of their teeth! 

In regard to toothache, Foreest records an important observation which 
he had made on himself; an aching tooth which a surgeon had not suc
ceeded in extracting, but which was simply loosened, ceased, without 
anything else being done, from giving him pain, and in a short while 
became firm again, and he continued to use this tooth for about five years. 
However, on a renewal of the pain he was obliged at last to have it ex
tracted. On the strength of this observation, the author believes that 
in certain appropriate cases, recourse may be had to the luxation of a 
tooth, rather than to its extraction to obtain a cessation of toothache. 

This method of cure had already been advised by a still earlier writer, 
that is, by Avicenna. When a subluxation produces the rupture of the 
dental nerve, this, in its results is equivalent to a replantation. 

Foreest is the first to speak of the violent inflammation of the gums 
and of the whole mouth, caused by the application of artificial teeth of 
ivory fixed in their place with gold wire. This cannot at all astonish 

1 Hieronymi Capivacci Patavini opera omnia, Venetiis, 1617, edit. sexta, lib. i, cap. 
!iii; de alfectibus dentium, p. 515. 

2 Lib. ii, cap. v, de lue venerea, p. 712 . 
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us when we consider how imperfectly, in those days, dental prosthesis 
was ca rried out and how the immobility of the artificial pieces, caused 
them to be a source of permanent irritation to th e neighboring parts, 
especially on account of the difficulty met with in giving proper care to 
cleanliness. He, therefore, entirely rejects the application of artificial 
teeth. He is likewise but little inclined to the use of the pelican, it being 
very easy to break the teeth with it, and, instead, he recommends the use, 
whenever it be possible, of another instrument which he calls pes bovinus. 

F oreest relates several cases of dental fistul ;::e which he had cured by 
the extraction of the faulty teeth. In one of these cases, observed in 
a lady, the fistula had opened between the nose and the cheek, so that 
a malady of the upper jaw was feared (and, in fact, as William Sprengel 
observes, it is 'not improb able that this was a case of affection of High
more's antrum); he obtained a complete cure in a short time by the extrac
tion of a diseased tooth. 

Accord ing to Peter Foreest, the existence of dental worms is as certain 
as is that of intestinal, auricular, and other worms. Even on the pre
tended efficacy of remedies, capable of making the teeth fall out without 
pain, he does not throw the slightest doubt. 

Foreest attributes to his master, Benedictus of Faenza, th e merit of 
having introduced into therapeutics the trephining of teeth for the cure 
of certain violent pains not accompanied by any external lesion of the 
tooth . We know, however, that the invention of this operation dates 
back to Archigenes. Benedictus trephined the tooth with a very fin e 
drill (s ty lo vel terebello subtilissimo) and then filled it with the.riac, using, 
likewise, as occasion required, other remedies . 

To demonstrate the propriety and the necessity of laying bare the neck 
of the tooth before extracting it, he relates a case in which fracture of 
the jaw was the result of having neglected this precaution. 

Among the sundry causes of the looseness of teeth, he mentions the 
softening of the dental nerve (emollitio ), but this erroneous opinion had 
already been expressed by Galen. 

As a means of cleaning teeth and keeping them free from tartar, he 
advises, among other things, the use of pumice-stone powder. He dis
approves, however, of the use of oil of vitriol- unless in very minute 
quantities of, at the very most, one or two drops .1 

URBAIN HEMARD, a surgeon to the Cardinal d'Armagnac, published 
in 1582, at Lyons, a booklet entitled: R echerche de la vraye anathomie 
des dents, nature et proprietez d'icelles, ou est amplement discouru de ce 
qu' elles ont plus que les autres os; avecque les maladies qui leur adviennen t, 
et les remedies. This is the first dental monograph that appeared in 
France. The pamphlet is written with much erudition, but its contents 

1 Petri Foresti, Alcmariani, opera omnia quatuor tomis digesta, Rothomagi, 1653. 
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are almost entirely taken from preceding authors. Hemard indicates 
by the term deschapellement ( decrowning) the removal of the crown of a 
tooth for curative purposes . He speaks of this operation as of a method 
but recently introduced into therapeutics; but, and very reasonably, too, 
he shows himself somewhat hostile to such a method of cure. 

As to what concerns the anatomy of the teeth, Hemard's book does not 
contain anything original. The following passage, transcribed by Portal/ 
shows luminously that Urbain Hemard, instead of making researches of 
his own, has simply copied the Italian Eustachius, translating the latter 
almost literally. The beauty of it is that Portal had not noticed the 
plagiarism in the least, since he says that if Urbain Hemard had taken 
into account the resea rches of Fallopius and Eustachius as well, his book 
would have acquired still greater value. But, in truth, he h.as taken into 
account, and has valued the researches of Eustachius so much as to palm 
them off as his own! We here quote, side by side, with a paragraph taken 
from H emard's book, the corresponding passage of Eustachius, that our 
readers may be convinced of the truth of what we have stated: 

EUSTACHIUS. 

aperta utraque maxill a occurrunt 
incisores, canini, ac tres molares, nimirum 
sec undus, tertiu s et quartus; partim mucosi, 
partim ossei, non obscur<e magnitudinis, 
suisque pr<ese piolis undique vallati: 

inciso ribu s autem et camms docta manu 
detractis, tenui ssimum interstitium vix 
osseum factum conspicitur; quo pari dili
gentia amoto, obviam veniunt totidem 
incisores et canini pene mucosi et Ionge 
min ores, qui post a lios priores in proprii s 
caveis latentes, singuli singulis e regione 
oppositi collocati essent, ni si utriu sq ue 
maxill .-e ca ninus magna ex parte proximo 
incisori incumberet, eumque propterea fere 
occulta ret! 

Primorum mol arium et genuinorum qui 
circa septennium ac Ionge et iam postea ori
untur, fateor me nullum vestigium vidisse. 

HEMARD. 

leur aya nt ouverte l'une et ]'a utre 
machoire, j 'y ai trouve se ul ement les dents 
incisoyres, les canines, et les trois mache
lieres de chaque co uste de machoire; a 
sr;:avoit Ia second e, Ia troysieme et Ia qua
trieme, lesquell es estoit parti.e osseuses 
parti mucill agineuses, de mediocre grandeur, 
ga rnies a l'entour de leurs petits es tui s 
ou alveoles. Et depui s aya nt tirees dehors 
lesdictes dents incisives et canines, il se 
trouve un entre-deux osseux; lequel aya nt 
pareillement oste, il se presente de dessoubs 
autant d e dents incisives et canines, toutes 
presque mu cill agineuses, representant Ia 
substance d'un blanc d' ceuf a demy cuite 
moindres pourtant que les precedentes 
estant cachees dans les mesmes estuits 
a pres les premieres. 

Quant est des premieres macheli eres 
et des gemeles qui a se pt ans, ou long
temps a pres comm encent a sortir, je con
fesse n'en avoir trouve jamais aucun e 
trace n'y commencement. 

1 Histoire de l' anatomie et de Ia chirurgie, P ari s, 1 770. 
2 H ema rd has omitted translating thi s passage, probably because he did not well under

sta nd it . 
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EUSTAC HIUS. H EMARD. 

Veri simile tamen est, rationique consen
taneum, eos perind e ac secundos incisores 
et ca ninos rude quodd am, sed minus perspi
cuum initium ortus in utero sumere; 
sensimque postea similiter formari et absolvi 

Toutes foi s, il est vraysemblable et raison
able aussi, qu 'elles ayent pri s d ans Ia matrice, 
tout ain si que les incisoyres et canines 
secondes, q uelq ue petit commencement de 
naysa nce et form e, moin s apparante toute
foi s, mai s qui depuis se fa~onn e et pa rfaict 
tout a in si que des a utres. 

At the time when Urbain B ernard was publishing his pamphlet in 
F rance, several other monographs were already appearing in various 
parts of Europe on teeth and their affections. A few years after Ryff 
had initiated dental literature in Germany, other odontological writings 
were published in Spain and in Italy. 

FIG. 66 

COLOQYJO BREVE Y 
copcdiofo. Sobrc Ia mJtcria J Ia de 
tadura, y marauillofa ohra a Ia bo 

ca.Co muchosrcmcd•os y aui 
fos necdfarios. Yla orde 

de curar, y adre~ar 
los dientc:s. 

~Drrigido,al muy alto y muy podc 
1ofo !~nor:el Principe do Carlos nro fe
Jlor.Copueflo por cl Bach iller FrjClfco 
Martinez.Natural dcla villa de CaHrillo 
de: onic:lo.Ellate en Valla doli d. a J s 7. 

Con preuilegio. 
crECla ta{fado en LV II. uu"· 

Title page of Franci sco M artinez's book (Valladolid, ISS?). 
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F RA CI SCO MARTI EZ, 1 in 1557, gave to the press in Valladolid a 
Coloquz·o breve y compendioso sabre Ia materia de Ia dentadura y marav illosa 

obra de Ia boca, con muchos remedios y avisos necessarios, y Ia arden de 

curar y adrerar los d ientes . 
F IG. 67 
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Four of the in struments represented in Francisco Martinez's book. 

FIG. 68 
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A dental excavator used for ascertaining which one among several decayed teeth 
was the one causing the pain (F . M artinez) . 

(); .. _ ... --~U 
A chi sel and a mall et for separating teeth (F. M artinez) . 

F IG. 70 

A pelican (F. M artinez). 

1 [For a fuller review of this author see A Dental Book of the Sixteenth CentUJ y, by 
Jul io Endelman, Dental Cosmos, 1903, vol. xlv, p. 39.-·E. C. K.] 
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, ID the ~arne .year and city was printed a Latin p~mphlet, De dentione~ 
by Franciscus Martinus de Castrillo, probably the ~uthor of die ·pre- . 

, ceding ~k; ,. In ' I 563 wa~ published in Venice the ,excellent tre~tise 
" o£ EustachiuswQ th'e anatomy of the teeth (Lihellu'S de dentibus). ; At ., · 
· ~ranJifort ·was pu?lished, in ~576~. the second . dental ~oi:t?g~aph iii the 
~~an language,, Za~~a~ney, .by Adam Bodenstem von Cadstad; 
and two yeats la~er Petrus Mona vi us published in Ba~le a Latin pamphlet 

' on d.~tal diseases (De dmtiu.m alfectibus). ·· 
- ~ . 
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The principal operations which it is necessary to perform on teeth are, 
he says, seven in number, 1 viz. : 

1. Forced open ing of the dental arches in cases of prolonged constric
tion of the same, so as to prevent the patient from dying of hunger. 

FIG. 73 
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Instruments for removing deposits from the teeth (F . Martinez). 

FIG. 74 

5ttf.· 

A dental scra per. 

A universa l toothpi ck and a fil e for sharpening its points. 

An in strument for removing sharp corners from th e molar teeth (F. Martinez). 

2. Cleaning of the teeth. 
3· Medication of carious cavities. 
+· Filling with gold-leaf. 
5· Removal or resection of teeth abnormally situated. 
6. Removal of any unevenness or sharpness of the teeth. 
7. Extraction . 

1 Hieronymi Fabricii ab Aq uapendente opera chirurgica, Lugd uni Batavorum, 1723, 
cap. xxxii, p. 451. 
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In regard to the first operation, the author first of all examines the 
various causes of the constriction of the dental arches, and according to 
the various nature of this, he indicates in what cases it is fitting to have 
recourse to the forced opening of the jaws by means of appropriate dilators, 
and in what cases it is best to avoid it. In the latter case one must 
seek to feed the patient in other ways-that is, either by alimentary 

FIG. 75 

ParteJ Fo.rft. 

Virgo martir cgregta 
pronobis Apolonia: 

Funde prscts ad dominu 
ne pro rcatn crimin(i: 

V exemur morbo dctiCi. 
A figure representing St. Apollonia, reproduced from the last page of F. Martinez's book. 

clysters, or by a little tube passed through a space already existing or 
purposely made by the extraction of one or two teeth; or else by letting 
a cannula reach down to the pharynx, through the nose, or, lastly, by 
introducing a cannula into the oral cavity through the free space existing 
behind the last molars. But in regard to this last method, Fabricius 
notes that if the constriction is of a spasmodic nature, the spasm may 
affect not only the elevator muscles of the jaws, but also those that govern 

14 
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deglutition, including sometimes even those of the tongue itself, and in 
this case, as the food introduced into the oral cavity could not be swallowed, 
it is preferable to convey it directly into the pharynx, by means of a cannula 
passed through the nostrils. 

The second of the above-mentioned operations' is designed , says 
Fabricius, to take away the dirtiness of the teeth and the bad odor of the 
mouth (dentium immunditz.am et oris Jmtorem tolht) . The dental tartar 
(os tracoderma) must be removed by slender instruments of an appropriate 
shape, which, for people of high position (promagna tibus) shall be made 
of silver. This advice is sufficient to make us understand that Fabricius, 
although an excellent surgeon, had no practice in dental operations; 
otherwise he would have known that the hardness and adhesion of tartar 
is generally so great that its removal absolutely requires scrapers of 
tempered steel and not of a soft metal like silver. 

To arrest caries, he first drops into the carious hollow, by means of a 
small silver funnel, some drops of oil of vitriol, or of some other caustic 
liquid; and then he performs actual cauterization with appropriate instru
ments; after which the cavity is filled with gold leaf (auro foliato). 

When one . or more teeth have appeared in an irregular position and 
offend the walls of the oral cavity or else the tongue, the excision (resec
tion) of the tooth or teeth tnust be performed with a pair of strong pincers, 
whose shape must vary according to whether the teeth are situated ex
ternally or internally with regard to the dental arches. But as after the 
resection there will almost always remain some points or sharp irregular
ities, which by their presence would continue to irritate the soft parts, it 
will be necessary to remove these irritating prominences by means of 
the file . 

As to extraction, Fabricius of Aquapendente counsels great prudence 
in performing the operation, and on this point he repeats all the warnings 
already given by Celsus, an author whom he greatly admires and the 
study of whose writings he warmly recommends. 

It seems that in those times there was more than sufficient reason to 
inculcate extreme caution in regard to the extraction of teeth. This 
was not then performed by true dentists, but rather by barbers and by 
ignorant tooth pullers, or else, in exceptional cases, by general surgeons, 
very skilful, perhaps, in everything else, but little practised in the opera
tion we are speaking of; besides this, the instruments left much to be 
desired; and lastly there was not, nor could there be, any idea of asepsis. 
What wonder, therefore, if the extraction of teeth was frequently the cause 
of serious injuries! Fabricius relates that it often happened to him to 
have to extract, in little fragments, half or sometimes a whole ja·w, which 

1 Cap. xxxiii, p. 455· 
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had been attacked by putrefaction, as the result of th e extraction of one 
single tooth. This, adds the author, may easily happen, because, when 
the jaw is attacked by pus in one point, its very anatomical constitution 
favors the rapid spread ing of the putrefying process to th e other parts of 
the bone, as this latter, apart from its external lamin a, is entirely com
posed of a sponge-like substance. 

The instruments which are used for the extraction of teeth , are, says 
Fabricius, of nine kinds; 1 and the most important among them-gen
erically called forc eps-are indicated by special names, taken from their 
resem blance to the mouth or beak of certain animals. Thus, the forceps 
with which it is usual to perform th e extraction of molar teeth are called 
"pelicans," and of these there are two kind s, according as they are used 
for the right or the left side, for the upper molars or the lower ones. 

A third kind of instrument goes under the name of" beak" (rostrum), 
and serves for the extraction of the incisors. 

A fourth kind is the "craw's beak," or "craw's bill, " which is used 
for the extraction of roots. 

Two oth er instruments are named in Italian "cagnoli," for they imitate 
the strong bite of the dog (in Italian cane) and are used in cases where 
the pelican is not adapted . 

A seventh instrument is called by the Latin term of terebra (drill or 
auger). It is used instead of a lever to separate the teeth from one another 
when they are too close to each other, and so render their extraction 
much easier. 

The eighth instrument is a "trifid lever" ( vectis trifid us), ,so called 
because it is furnished with three points. 

The ninth and last kind of instruments are the dentiscalpia, slender, 
sharp, and oblong tools, with which the gums are separated from the 
teeth before extraction. 

Fabricius also speaks of dental prosthesis, but very briefly . H e says 
that artificial teeth are made of ivory or of bone (for example, from the 
tibia of the ox) and are fastened by gold wire. One has recourse to this 
means especially to correct the bad appearance and the defects in speech 
deriving from the loss of th e front teeth. 

This author also makes some allusion to palatal obturators, 2 but in 
very general terms, limiting him self to saying that when a perforation 
exists in the hard palate, it m ay be corrected by a piece of sponge or 
cotton, or with a plate of silver fi xed in the palate, so as to close up the 
aperture (corrigz.tur spongia, vel gossypio, vel lamina argentea, quce palata 
appendatur, ut foramen obstruat). 

1 Cap. xxxiv, p. 456; de instrumentis extrah endzs dentibus idoneis. 
2 Cap. xxxv, p. 45 7· 
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For epulides and parulides Fabricius advises the same methods of cure 
that had been recommended by Paul of lEgina. 

In the case of flaccidity of the gums accompanied by looseness of the 
teeth, the treatment must consist, first of all, in superficial cauterization 
with the red-hot iron, after which the gums must be smeared with honey, 
the mouth washed with mulse, and lastly astringent powders must be 
used . 

If the gums are much swollen, in near relation to the molar teeth, the 
use of the red-hot iron, says Fabricius, becomes very difficult from the 
want of space, and from the close vicinity of the healthy parts, which 
must not be in jured. In such a case, it is necessary to remove, with suit
able cutting instruments, as much as is possible of the morbid tissue 
(car a crass a et putrid a); then to cauterize the remaining part, making 
the cautery, if necessary, pass through a tube, so as not to injure the 
surrounding parts. When, however, the gingival swelling bleeds very 
easily, and its excision thus might give rise to a profuse hemorrhage, 
it will be best to perform the operation with cutting instruments heated 
red-hot. 

Fabricius remarks that although other authors do not make any allu
sion to these large gingival excrescences, he had had occasion to observe 
several cases, and had also had various instruments especially constructed 
for their cure. 1 

JoHANN HEURN, or in Latin Heurnius (1543 to r6or), of Utrecht, in 
his book on the diseases of the eyes, ears, nose, teeth, and mouth, treats 
sufficiently at length of dental diseases and their cure, but without adding 
anything of importance to what had been written by preceding authors. 
His work is a mere compilation, which would be without any importance 
whatever if it did not serve to show what credit was still given at that 
period to all the errors and prejudices which are to be found in the 
writings of the ancients. 

Heurnius, although he wrote a long time after Vesalius, still adheres, 
in regard to the number of teeth, to the already mentioned opinion of 
Aristotle; he says, in fact, that women rarely have thirty-two teeth like 
men. 2 

He warns those who suffer from odontalgia not to have recourse thought
lessly to tooth drawers, but to recur, instead, to the doctor, who will always 
treat the affection according to the cause on which it depends . 

And here the author repeats the numerous distinctions found in many 
preceding writers, and especially in Arculanus. The pain may be located 

1 Cap. xxx, de gingivarum chirurgia, p. 450. 
2 Joannis Heurnii Ultrajectini de morbis oculorum, aurum, nasi, dentium et oris, tiber 

Raphelengii, r6o2, cap. xi, de dentium et oris passionibus, p. 79· 
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in the gums, in the dental nerve, or in the very substance of the tooth; 
and in each of these cases it may depend on warm or cold matter, on 
dryness, humidity, etc. 

The method of treatment must vary in all these cases; and in regard to 

this the author enters into minute particulars, commencing with dietetic 
cure-which itself must be va ried according to the causes of the affection-

A Dutch dentist. (From a picture of the XVI century.) By Lucas Van L eyden. 

and then treats of all the other therapeutic means- purgatives, blood
letting, revulsives, local narcotic or resolvent medicaments, and so forth. 
Th ~ letting of blood was, it seems, a very favorite method of cure; not 
only were the veins of the arm opened, but also those of the tongue, 
of the gums, of the lips, and of the ears! 

Another remedy which the author seems to have a predilection for is 
oil of vitriol. When a tooth shows a carious perforation, he applies 
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inside it, by means of a split feather, a drop of oil of vitriol, which, says 
he, causes the fall of the tooth after a few days. 

Elsewhere he says that" sometimes worms are produced in carious teeth; 
to kill them a drop of oil of vitriol is an excellent remedy; and this at the 
same time cures the decay of the tooth and takes away the sensibility of 
the nerve." 

This passage does not agree very well with the preceding one, according 
to which oil of vitriol would act much more radically by causing the tooth 
to fall out altogether. But we will not take exception to so small a matter; 
so much the more, as the author, if he were still alive, might perhaps show 
us by some subtle distinction that the contradiction alluded to is only an 
apparent one! 

To free the teeth from tartar, He urn likewise counsels oil of vitriol, 
diluted, however, with other liquids. 

A tooth must not be sacrificed excepting when it is loose and attacked 
by incipient necrosis, so as to leave no hope of arresting the putrefactive 
process. It is then our duty, says Heurn, to remove the tooth without 
causing much pain. For this purpose, after the tooth has been separated 
all around from the gums, it must be raised somewhat from the alveolus; 
then it must be sprinkled with powder of euphorbia, or a paste made with 
flour and the juice of the tithymalus must be applied around it, taking 
care, however, to cover the neighboring teeth with wax. After two or 
three days the tooth will be so loose that it can be pulled out very easily 
with the fingers or with a pair of pincers. 

Dental surgery properly so called has been entirely neglected by 
Heurn. He was perhaps so persuaded of the efficacy of the above
mentioned remedies as to believe that every other species of intervention 
was useless. On the contrary, he does not abstain from speaking very 
seriously of the miraculous virtues of certain remedies (serpent scales, 
dog's teeth, etc .); and tells us, among other things, that the broth made 
from a frog, when held for a length of time in the mouth, soothes dental 
pains, whatever be the causes from which they originate. One would 
seem to have gone back again to the days of Pliny! 

THE STORY OF THE GOLDEN TOOTH. 

In 1593 a rumor spread throughout Germany of a great marvel that 
had appeared at Schweidnitz in Silesia: a golden tooth had erupted in 
the mouth of a child aged seven years, which, more precisely designated, 
was the first large molar on the left of the lower jaw. · 

In our days news of such a kind would be immediately qualified, 
and universally held to be an imposture. But three centuries ago the 
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most marvellous and unlikely things were easily believed in, often even 
by the learned; and, therefore, the fact alluded to was taken into serious 
consideration, so much so that for a long time many lea rned pamphlets 
and dissertations were written concerning it. 

JACOB HoRsT, Physician and Professor of Medicine at the Julius 
University in Helmstadt, published, in 1595, a very singular book on the 
golden tooth of the Silesian child. 1 Without raising any doubt as to the 
reality of the fact, he maintained that the phenomenon was produced 
from the effect partly of natural and partly of supernatural causes, in 
relation with the constellation under which the child was born. On the 
day of its birth, that is, December 22, 1585, the sun was in conjunc
tion with Saturn in the sign of Aries. In consequence of this circum
stance the nutritive force had developed marvellously on account of the 
increase in heat, and consequently, instead of osseous substance, golden 
matter had been secreted! 

After having explained ( !) in this way the origin of the phenomenon, 
Horst passes on to examine what events may be portended by this un
heard-of marvel, he not having the least doubt that it- like earthquakes, 
eclipses, and comets-must be the precursory sign of important events. 
Supporting his assertions by arguments of various kinds, some of which are 
taken from the Bible, he concludes that the gold tooth of the Silesian child 
means neither more nor less than the approach of the golden age! The 
Roman Emperor would sweep the Turks, the enemies of Christianity, 
out of Europe, and the Millenium or Golden Age would commence. 
As the tooth was situated on the left side of the lower jaw, i! might be 
deduced, according to Horst, that heavy calamities would precede the 
beginning of the epoch of happiness thus predicted. On the other 
hand, as the golden tooth was the last of the dental series of the child, 
this was to signify that the golden epoch thus foretold would be the last 
of the ages of this world before the universal judgment! 

MARTIN RuLAND, in the same year, 1595, wrote about the gold tooth. 2 

Shortly after, he was answered by JoHANN lNGOLSTETTER; and the con
troversy which arose between them in this important subject lasted for 
a long time, without, however, leading to any definite conclusion. 

BALTHASAR CAMI nus, a doctor of Frankfort, meanwhile had noted 
that for some months the marvellous Silesian boy had not lent himself 
to being examined by the learned, becoming terribly enraged whenever 
they wished to compel him. From this he inferred that it was a case of 
no:hing else but an imposture, and that the famous tooth could not have 

1 De aureo dente maxillari pueri Silesii, Lipsia:, 1595· 
2 Martini Rulandi, ova et in omni memoria inaudita historia de aureo dente, Franco

furti, 1595· 
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anything special about it, save that its crown had been very skilfully 
covered with a thin plate of gold . 

In spite of this the discussions on the portentous tooth continued for 
a long time; and even one hundred years after, that is, in 1695, a new 
dissertation appeared on the golden tooth. 

The greater number of those who wrote on this subject did not throw 
the slightest doubt upon the reality of the fact, but only sought to explain 
in the most varied ways the genesis of this phenomenon. 

DuNCAN LIDD EL. Among those who had the good sense not to put 
faith in the thing, and who very decidedly affirmed that this was a mere 
case of imposture, Duncan Lid del, a Scotchman and professor in a German 
University, deserves to be recorded.' 

He had heard that the famous gold tooth was larger than the others, 
and that the neighboring molar was wanting; from which he argued 
that this was simply the case of a tooth the crown of which had been 
covered with a plate of gold. Answering the arguments of Horst, he ac
cused him of gross ignorance in the most elementary notions of astronomy, 
and this for having affirmed that when the famous child was born, that is, 
December 22, the sun happened to be in con junction with Saturn in the 
sign of the Ram. As the sun does not enter the sign of the Ram until 
March, if it had been there on December 22 this would have been a 
greater portent than if the whole body of the child had been formed of 
nothing else but teeth of gold F 

1 Liddelius, T ractatus de dente au reo pueri Sil esiani, Hamburg, r626. 
2 [In the introductory portion of Liddell's work on the "Golden Tooth" is published a 

number of letters bearing on the case, among others one which gives rather a Circum
stantial account of the imposture, and of which th e following is a translation: 

"Herr Balthazer Camin<eus sends Greeting: 
"For your letter, most kind H err Doctor Caselius, in which yo u explicitly desired me 

to thank (my) colleagues for th eir good wishes, 'wedding wishes,' and to imform you as 
to the 'Golden Tooth,' I have long been in debt to you- not that I intended to leave 
you r letter unanswered, but beca use no messengers presented themselves. Now that I 
have found one, I announce that I have obeyed yo ur commands. As for th e 'Golden 
Tooth,' I ought not to hide from you that we have more than once marvelled at your 
sh rewdness, in that you are so anxious to ascribe the devices of wickedness and the tricks 
(fa kes) of cunning to ature. For it was no portent, only a deception and pure cheat, so 
that unless some Lemnian (Prometheus or Vulcan) should come to their aid, these a•ute 
authors wi ll, nay, a lready are, a by-word to those who are more cautious and not so prone 
to believe. For the' Golden Toothed' boy, according to the account brought thither by 
many persons, both by letter and oral report, some of whom had themselves seen this 
wonder, hailed from a village near Schwidnitz in Silesia, and had been so trained by his 
swindling father or master, that, at his will, whenever in any assembly of men, some very 
simple and illiterate persons desired to see th e tooth and had paid the fee, for the rascals 
made great gains, he wo uld open hi s mouth wide and allow himself to be touched. But 
if ed ucated men and those who seemed likely to make more careful scrutiny and experi-
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The above-mentioned fact is not the only one of its kind. Serres 
relates that once there was a great noise made in Poland about the pre
tended golden teeth of another child who was carried round from city to 
city for the purpose of making money. A Franciscan monk had sought 
to explain, in one of his writings, the formation of these teeth. The 
anatomist Kircher answered him in a pamphlet which had the very 
suitable epigraph: 0 prceclare pater, nimium ne crede colori. 1 In fact, 
the pretended teeth were only covered with a layer of tartar of golden 
color. As the falsity of the pretended miracle might be brought to light 
at any moment with much scandal, a bishop thought it well to put an 
end in haste to the comedy, by ordering the removal of the deceitful layer 
of tartar from the teeth of the child, to be performed in public, so that the 
imposture might be made completely clear. 

From the above story we can, at any rate, deduce an important con
clusion for the history of dental art, that is to say, that even as early 
as I 593 there was an artificer (we do not know whether a goldsmith or 
dentist) who knew how to construct a gold crown, although only for the 
purposes of deception. 

ment on any point, presented th emselves, he contorted his countenance, remain ed sil ent, 
and simulated a kind of madness, the idea being th a t he permitted himself to be examined 
at stated times only when the conditions allowed. Now, the tooth was covered with a 
plate, lamina (or layer), skilfully wrought of the best gold, and th e gold was let down so 
deep into the gum that the cheat was not observed. However, as th e plate was sometimes 
rubbed with a touch-stone as a test and was daily worn down by chewing, the real tooth 
at last began to appear. Of this fact a certain nobleman got an inkling, came to the 
place pretty drunk, and demanded that th e tooth should be shown him, when the yo un g 
fellow, at hi s master's word, kept silent, the nobleman struck hi s dagger into the boy's 
mouth, wounding him so badly that the aid of a surgeon had to be called, and so th e 
deception was fully exposed. 

"Thus the Herr Baron Fabian us, in Crema, at present R ecto r Magnificus of our Un i
versity, told me the story in full, and those inh abitants of the place who ha ve schola rly 
tastes maintam 1t to a man. The author of the fraud, if I remember aright, was sa id to 
have taken refuge in fli ght, th e boy to be in chains. 

"Our Pelargus, who is a nati ve of Schwidnitz, can inform you more fully. I have 
often heard from him the same facts which I am writi ng. Farewell, and laugh in safety 
as much as yo u please at those sagacious authors. 

"FRANKFORT, December 31, 1595." 

E lsewhere it is stated that the boy who was the possesso r of the "Golden Tooth" 
was born December 22, 1586. As Horst's Treatise appeared in 1595, the Sil esian boy 
was probably not over seven or eight years of age. We also find that the "Golden 
T•Joth" was a lower molar, and upon the left side, and further, that there was no molar 
posterior to it.-E. C. K . J 

' Illustrious Father, do not believe too much in the color.-{Virgil, Ec. ii, 16. J 



CHAPTER XI. 

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. 

TH E first signs of the separation of dental science from general medicine 
were to be perceived in the sixteenth century, the period in which, as we 
have seen, the earliest dental monographs appeared. From that time 
this separation t ended to accentuate itself ever more strongly; dental 
monographs became more numerous and dentistry progressed ever 
more rapidly, both in its scientific and practical aspects. 

In the seventeenth century, about which we are now to speak, we 
shall have to call attention to many facts of the highest importance for 
the development of dentistry, and with regard to literature, it is worthy 
of note that while the publications on dentistry that appeared in the 
various countries of Europe during the preceding century only amounted 
to about twenty (taking also into account several pamphlets on the 
famous golden tooth!), in the seventeenth century the number was con
siderably higher, that is, about a hundred. We shall speak of the most 
important of these, as also of the works on general medicine or on surgery 
of the same period, that present some interest from the point of view of 
dentistry. 

JOHANN STEPHAN STROBELBERGER, physician to the imperial baths 
of Carlsbad, published in the year 1630 a very curious book, the title of 
which, being translated, runs somewhat as follows: Complete Treatise 
of Gout in the teeth, or, more properly said, of Odontagra or toothache; 
in w hich are set forth, theoretically and practically, f or the use of physicians 
and surgeons, the m eans of mitigating these pains, as well as the various 
modes of ably extracting teeth with or without instruments." 1 

This book merely presents some interest, because it gives us a clear 
idea of the pitiful state in which the dental art still was in the first half 
of the seventeenth century, and shows us most clearly what ·enormous 
progress our specialty has made in little less than two centuries. Apart 
from this, Strobelberger's monograph is of no importance, it being 

1 Joh. Stephani Strobelbergeri, th ermiatri c<esa rei emeriti , etc., de dentium podagre, se u 
potius de odontagra, doloreve dentium, tracta tu s absoluti ssimus, in quo, tam doloris istius 
mitigandi rationes, quam dentium sine et cum ferro artificiose extrahendorum varii modi, 
th eoretice ac practice proponuntur, in med icoru m ac chirurgorum quorumvis grati am. 
L epsi<e, 1630. 

--
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nothing more than a most accurate compilation of all that is to be found 
on the subject of dental affections in earlier works, especially from the 
medical point of view; the surgical part of dental therapeutics is treated 
in a much less complete manner, and prosthesis is entirely excluded from 
the plan of the work, which, however, is fully in accordance with the title 
of the book. 

Under the generic name of gout/ or podagra, are meant, says the 
author (Chapter I), all the affections produced by diseased humors, 
falling "by drops" into the articular cavities and the parts surrouuding 
them. Strictly speaking, however, only gout in the feet is named podagra, 
whilst when the disease is seated in other parts of the body it is indicated 
by other names, gout in the hands being called chiragra; in the fingers 
dactilagra; in the knee, gonagra; in the elbow, pechiagra; in the shoulder, 
omagra; in the spinal column, rachisagra, and so on. When the seat of 
the evil is in the teeth or in their articulations, by analogy it is denominated 
odontagra, or odontalgia, an affection which Paul of 1Egina was the 
first to consider as being of a gouty nature (Chapter II). 

After having spoken of the sensibility of the teeth (Chapter III), of t;:>h 
various kinds of dental pains (Chapter IV), of the different causes, external 
and internal, which produce them (Chapters V to VII), of the signs which 
make known their special nature in each case (Chapters VIII to X), 
and of the prognosis (Chapter XI), the author occupies himself very 
minutely, throughout the rest of the book, with all that concerns means 
of cure, dedicating to this subject sixty-seven chapters and a long appendix. 

If, after the publication of Strobelberger's book, all previous works 
treating of dental affections had been entirely lost, it would be of inesti
mable value for the history of dentistry, the author having gathered 
together in an almost complete manner-citing faithfully the respective 
authors-all that had been written about dental diseases before him. 
On the other hand, the book contains almost nothing original; therefore, 
rather than analyze minutely its contents-which would involve a long 
repetition of things already noted-we limit ourselves merely to a few 
observations. 

Strobelberger, like Heurnius, is of opinion that for the cure of dental 
pains it is necessary to have recourse to doctors rather than to dentispices, 
or tooth drawers (Chapter XII); however, he does not consider the calling 
of the latter absolutely useless; indeed, he expressly advises (page 174) 
that they should be applied to for the instrumental extraction of the teeth, 
it not being possible for such operations to be carried out well and with
out danger except by those who, through great practice, have acquired 
the necessary skill in the use of the relative instruments. He refers to 

1 In Latin, gutta, that is, drop. 
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th e words of Hollerius, already quoted, as to the falseness of the opinion 
that fumigations made with the seeds of hyoscya mus cause the worms to 
fall out of the teeth. Notwithstanding, he does not in the least doubt the 
existence of the worms themselves; and he, like Heurnius, recommends 
killing them with oil of vitriol or with a decoction made from a frog cooked 
in water and vinegar (Chapter XXXIII). From this, one clearly per
ceives that: the doubts expressed by Hollerius about the existence of dental 
worms had not in the least shaken the popular belief in them. Nor, 
indeed, could it be otherwise when one considers that Hollerius, as we 
duly noted in another place, had not the courage either decidedly to deny 
the existence of dental worms, or to formulate in a clear and explicit 
manner the doubts which had arisen in his mind on this subject. We 
are, therefore, unable to recognize the merit which Linderer1 and Geist
J acobi2 have attributed to this author, viz., that of having effectually 
affirmed the non-existence of dental worms. 

Among innumerable vegetable remedies recommended by Strobel
berger against odontalgia, we will only cite two American plants, the 
guaiacum and the tobacco-plant (Nicotiana tabacum). Of the decoction 
of guaiacum (Chapter XXXVI) the author says that, used as a mouth 
wash, it has the triple virtue of strengthening the gums, of preventing 
putrefactive processes, and of calming toothache. 

The anti-odontalgic virtue of tobacco is mentioned (Chapter XXXVIII) 
for the first time in this work, but, as we learn from Strobelberger himself, 
H eurnius has already obtained, experimenting in his own case, the 
cessation of an attack of toothache by holding in his mouth spoonfuls 
of tepid decoction of nicotiana for the space of two hours. 

The same soothing effects may be obtained, says the author, from 
the smoke of tobacco; but he attributes this not to the narcotic action of 
the remedy, but to the fact that it causes the flow of much saliva from 
the mouth and mucus from the no~trils, through which the morbid 
humors which provoke the pain are eliminated. 

To those suffering from odontalgia, says Strobelberger (Chapter XL), 
the internal use of certain mineral waters is also of value, and especially 
that of the waters of Carlsbad (Thermce Carolince). Like many other 
remedies, they are useful in rendering the secretions more active, favoring 
thus the elimination of morbid substances from the blood. For the 
same object of purifying the organism and dispersing the accumulated 
humors causing the pain, many other means of cure were in usage, such 
as aperients (Chapter XXV), phlebotomy, · and arteriotomy (Chapter 
XXVIII), leeching (Chapter XXIX), scarification and cupping (Chapter 

1 Handbuch der Zahnheilkunde, Berlin, 1848, ii, 422. 
2 Gesch ichte der Zahnheilkunde, p. 101 . 
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XXX), blistering and cauterizing (Chapter XXXI) , masticatories, viz., 
substances intended to be chewed for the purpose of exciting salivary 
secretion (Chapter XXVI), sternutatories, viz., substances which pro
voke sneezing (Chapter XXVII), and so forth. 

Like Arculanus, Strobelberger makes a distinction between the real 
and the fals e cure of odontalgia (cura vera et cura mendosa). This 
latter he also subdivides in palliative cure and vain cure (Chapter LV). 
The palliative cure is constituted by the use of narcotics and stupefying 
remedies (Chapter LVI), whilst the vain cure is represented by certain 
remedies which he calls "fanatical" or rather "fantastical." The vain 
cure, in its turn, undergoes a new distinction, since it comprises three 
species of remedies, that is, the wearing of amulets, the superstitious 
remedies, and the ridiculous remedies. Indeed, this last apellation might 
also fittingly be applied to the preceding ones! 

One would be inclined to believe that the author who qualifies these 
remedies as vain, fantastic, superstitious, and ridiculous was a thoroughly 
unprejudiced man; however, this is not so. Strobelberger, too, had to 
pay his tribute to the dominating prejudices of his century; this mani
festly appears from various passages in his book, and especially from the 
Chapters XVI and XLIV. The first of these bears the following title: 
"How to procure immunity from toothache," and Strobel berger therein 
asserts in all seriousness, basing his assertion on the authority of Rhazes, 
that "if the canine tooth of a lion be suspended to a child's neck before 
the milk teeth fall out and during the eruption of the second teeth, it 
will secure the child immunity from dental pains." In Chapter XLIV 
the author speaks of those animals whose teeth are useful to man as 
remedies against toothache, and reiterates-lending, as it seems, perfect 
faith thereto-various prejudices that are found in Pliny and other 
writers of antiquity. 

As to the remedies which Strobelberger recognizes as vain-that is, 
as devoid of real curative virtue-he remarks that they may nevertheless 
be useful by acting powerfully on the imagination of the sufferer, thus 
causing, in fact, the cessation of pain (Chapter LVII). This clear and 
explicit affirmation of the efficacy of suggestion in a book published 2 70 
years ago is certainly not without interest. 

If, says Strobelberger, a place is to be accorded, in dental therapeutics, 
to the vain remedies, among these, amulets deserve the preference; and 
the best accredited amulet is the root of the lepidium, already recom
mended by Dioscorides, who affirms that if it be hung around the neck 
of the sufferer it will cause the pain to cease. 

One of the superstitious remedies to be used aganst this affection 
(Chapter LVIII), consists in touching the aching tooth with the tooth 
of a dead person, and afterward greasing it with horse's marrow. 
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Among the Tidiculous remedies (Chapter LIX), the author describes 
one th at was especially in use among soldiers. With a piece of chalk 
or of rubble one writes on a table: 

Chi acia 
X 0 X 

Chi acia 
X 0 X 

Chiacia 
X 0 X 

On e then pricks the tooth with a knife or an iron toothpick until It 
bleeds slightly; then thrusting the point of the instrument, to which 
the blood adheres, into the first cross, then into the second, then into the 
thi rd, and so on, one as ks the patient each time if the tooth still pains 
him. Before one gets to the last cross the pain ceases ! This stolid 
cure, says the author, has no other value than that of the scarification 
of the part affected . 

Strobel berger held, as did many of the preceding authors, that the extrac
tion of a tooth ought to be the last remedy, th at is, to be had recourse to 
when all others, including cauterization, which he considers as the last 
but one, have proved ineffectual. There are cases, however, in which 
the extraction of a tooth is absolutely indicated, and here, by the way, 
the author acquaints us with the following poetic aphorism, which 
expressed the un animous opinion of doctors: 

Si den s pertu sus, vel put rid us esse notatur, 
Co rrumpens ali os, tun c protinus ejiciatur. 

That is, if one find s th at a tooth is hollow or decayed, and corrupts the 
others, it must at once be extracted . 

Strobelberger, like the greater number of his predecessors, is fully 
persuaded that diseased teeth may be made to fall out by the use of special 
remedies; indeed, this clearly appears from the title of the work itself, 
as, without doubt, the reader will already have observed . Such remedies 
are called by him "odontagoga," and he desc ribes them at great length 
in five different chapters (X to X IV) of the second section of hi s boo k, 
dedicated to the surgical care of the teeth. 

In rega rd to v iolent extraction of teeth , Strobel berger shows still greater 
cautiousness and timidity than Celsus or Abulcasis. H e requires th at, 
after the gum has been detached, one should endeavor to extract the 
tooth with t he fin gers or by means of a thread ; if, however, thi s does not 
succeed, one may have recourse to the trifid lever ; only at last, that is, 
when even the lever has failed, does fi e allow the use of an appropriate 
dental forceps. 

ARNAULD G ILL ES, a Frenchman, in the year 1622, published in Paris 
a work whose curious title we will here note: Th e flow er of the· remedies 
against toothache .1 We know nothing else about this publication , 

' Arn auld Gilles, L a Aeur des remedes cont re le mal des dents, P aris, 1622. 
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which, however, to judge from its title, cannot be other than a mere 
compilation. 

DuPO T, another Frenchman, in 1633, published an important pam
phlet, which I have, unfortunately, not been able to see . I can, therefore, 
only quote what Sprengel says of it. 1 Dupont recommends, in cases of 
obstinate toothache, the extraction and immediate replantation of the 
tooth; which, he says, becomes quite firm again, but will no more cause 
any pain. In confirmation of this, Denis Pomaret related, a little later, 
a case in which a healthy tooth having been pulled out by mistake, and 
immediately put back into the socket and treated with astringent remedies, 
became perfectly firm again. 2 

Although Abulcasis and Ambroise Pare had already recommended 
the replantation of teeth, the loss of which had been caused by trauma, 
and although Peter Foreest had already made known as a result of 
hi s own personal experience that the luxation (not, however, complete 
extraction) of a tooth and its successive replantation is capable of causing 
toothache to cease, nevertheless, we must recognize that the merit of 
having elevated replantation in non-traumatic cases to a special method 
of cure must be attributed to Dupont. 

WILH ELM FABRY (1560 to 1634), a German, and native of the small 
town of Hilden near Cologne, better known by his Latin name of Fabricius 
Hildanus, was chief doctor to the city of Berne, and acquired great fame 
as well by his extraordinary professional ability as by his works, consist
ing principally in reports of many hundreds of important and instructive 
clinical cases. He is rightly considered one of the most illustrious German 
surgeons. His writings have largely contributed not only to the progress 
of surgery in general, but also to that of dental surgery in particular. 

One of his observations clearly shows the etiological relation frequently 
existing between a prosopalgia or a supposed hemicrania and a dental 
affection. The case referred to is that of a lady who had been subject 
for six months to violent pain in the upper teeth of one side of the jaw. 
The toothache little by little disappeared, giving place to an obstinate 
cephalalgia in the same side of the head, which gradually became so intense 
as to be perfectly insupportable, the patient being particularly subject 
to it when the weather was cold and damp. After four years of atrocious 
suffering, and after innumerable remedies had been tried without avail, 
F abricius Hildamus- having had the luminous idea of seeking the cause 
of the evil in the teeth- obtained a complete cure, without further trouble, 
by extracting four of the patient's teeth, which were decayed. 

N owadays, it is an all-important canon of medical practice, that in 

1 Remedes contre le mal des dents, Paris, 1633. 
2 Sprengel, G eschichte der Chirurgie, Part II , p. 293 · 
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every case of neuralgia occurring within the region influenced by the tri
facial nerve one should give particular attention to the state of the teeth 
and carefully treat every affection of the same. Notwithstanding-we 
say it with regret-there are still medical men who ignore or neglect 
this precept, and prescribe internal remedies or have recourse to injections 
of morphine when they ought, in the first place, to call in the aid of a 
dentist. How many patients would have been delivered from slow 
martyrdom if the example of the clear-seeing physician of Berne had 
been followed from his days up to the present time! 

Fabricius Hildanus relates, besides, many cases of dental fistula, 
cured by him through the extraction of roots or of decayed teeth . In 
one such case the fistula dated from fourteen years back. Fabricius 
Hildanus, contrary to the opinion of many other doctors, extracted a 
decayed tooth, and by this operation obtained, in a brief period of time, 
the complete recovery of the patient. 

Among the many very important clinical cases cited by Fabricius 
Hildanus, the following deserves to be recorded: In the year 1590 a 
woman presented herself to him who had a hard tumor in the space behind 
the last molar on the right side. The author, after having prepared the 
patient for the operation by the methods then in use (that is, by aperient 
medicine, by bleeding, and appropriate diet), destroyed the tumor by 
the application of escharotic substances. The remaining wound, how
ever, defying all the cicatrizing remedies which the author had recourse 
to, one after the other, by reason of its being continually disturbed by 
the movements of the jaws, he then thought of maintaining the dental 
arches in a determined position, and this he obtained by means of two 
pieces of wood somewhat hollowed out above and below, which he placed on 
the right and on the left between the upper and the lower teeth, fixing them 
to the teeth themselves by brass wires passing through two openings made 
expressly in each of the two pieces of wood. In this way he succeeded 
in obtaining the absolute immobility of the jaws and the complete cure 
of the wound in a few days, during which time the patient was nourished 
with liquid food. 1 

A very interesting case, inasmuch as it demonstrated the damage and 
peril which may result from certain absurd means of cure, was reported 
to this author by Claudio Deodato, physician to the Prince-Bishop of 
Basle. The case was that of a patient who, after having tried in vain 
a great number of remedies for a stubborn toothache, finally had 
recourse to the use of aqua fortis; but this substance, which in those days 
was in frequent use for dental caries and for toothache, produc.ed most 

1 Guilhelmi Fabricii Hilandi opera omnia, Francofurti ad Moenum, 1646, Centuria I 
obse rvatio xxxviii, p. 33· 
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deleterious effects in the patient, that is to say, the loss of almost all his 
teeth , necrosis of the inferior jaw, with fistulous sinuses and ulceration 
of the neck, abundant sanious discharge, fever, a cachectic condition, 
incipient necrosis of the upper jaw, etc. 1 Fabricius Hildanus, consulted 
by Claudio Deodato about this most serious case, proposed both a local 
and a general treatment, the result of which is, however, not mentioned 
in his book. 

In the fifth "centuria of medical and surgical observations and cures" 2 

we find a case of oral surgery, to which it is worth while briefly to refer 
here. It relates to an epulis situated next to the upper canine of the 
left side. The tumor, already of ancient date, had at this time reached the 
size of a walnut, was very hard, livid in color, irregular in form, and 
adhered somewhat to the upper lip ; according to the author, it was of 
a cancerous nature. After the usual preparative measures, Fabricius 
Hildanus proceeded to the ablation of the tumor, and to this end he first 
pierced it with a curved needle and strong thread, in order to get a good 
hold on it, and he then removed it entirely down to the bone, by means 
of a curved bistoury.3 

Fabricius Hildanus, having dissected several abortive fetuses of under 
four months, was able to verify the exactitude of the assertion made by 
Hippocrates, afterward luminously confirmed by different Italian anato
mists, that the teeth begin to be formed during intra-uterine life. And 
with reference to this he also relates the following fact : 

The wife of a Protestant minister gave birth to a female child which 
already had a fully developed tooth, a lower middle incisor, equal in size 
to that of a child of two years old, and which interfered with he sucking 
by in juring the nipple of the mother's breast and the tongue of the child 
itself. So it was necessary that it should be removed. But it was found 
to be so firm that the surgeon sought in vain to extract it with a thread, 
and was obliged to have recourse to the forceps. 4 

Observation XXXI of the third centuria relates a case of rhinoplasty. 
In the yea r 1590, when the Duke of Savoy made war on the inhabitants 
of Geneva, a girl named Susanna N. fell into the hands of the soldiers, 
who tried to deflower her; enraged at not succeeding in their intent, they 
cut off her nose. Two years later the girl went to Lausanne, the residence 
of J. Griffon, an eminent surgeon of that time, who performed the 
rhinoplastic operation on her in so splendid a manner that one would 

1 Cent. iv, obs. xxi, p. 302. 

" The most important of Fabricius Hildanus' works consists of six centurice (hundreds) 
of remarkable cases, published by the author in successive epochs, and which were afterward 
reunited under the title of Observationum et curationum chirurgicarum centurice sex . 

3 Cent. v, obs. xxvi i, p. 406. 
' G. F. Hildani, opera omnia, Epist. ad J. Rheterium, p. 1010. 

rs 
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have taken the new nose for a natural one, not only from its normal 
appearance, but also because the scar was hardly visible. Fabricius 
Hildanus, having had occasion to see and examine the patient several 
times, even up to twenty-one years after the operation, was able to testify 
to the perfect condition of the nose; in the extreme cold of the winter, 
however, it was apt to become livid at the point. He does not describe 
the operative process followed by Griffon, but merely says that the first 
inventor of this operation was Gaspare Tagliacozzi, of the University 
of Bologna, and that Griffon had undertaken the reproduction of the same 
from his own conception of it, based on the information imparted to him in 
conversation, by an Italian who had been operated upon by Tagliacozzi. 

JoHANN ScHULTES (1595 to 1645), a physician in Ulm; was the author 
of a very important work entitled Armamentarium chirurgz.cum, in which 
are given plates and descriptions of almost all the surgical instruments 
that had been in use up to that date. As to the part relating to dental 
and oral surgery, we find the following instruments named in this work: 

1. Several kinds of pelicans; an instrument which was so called from 
its resemblance to the beak of the bird of the same name, and used for 
extracting the molar teeth . 

2. The common dental forceps, then named cagnolo by the Italians, 
because of the supposed likeness to a dog's muzzle. 

3· The crow's beak forceps (rostrum corvinum), designed for the 
extractwn of dental roots, and, therefore, corresponding to the rhizagra 
of Celsus . 

4· Two special dental forceps, or dentiduces, for the removal of teeth 
which could not be extracted either with the pelican or with the common 
dental forceps . 

5· Bifid and trifid elevators (vec tes bijidi et trifidi), to be used for the 
extracting of incisors and canine teeth, as well as roots. 

6. D entiscalpia for detaching the gum from the tooth before proceeding 
to extract it, in order that this may be the more easily accomplished and 
with less danger. 

7· A silver funnel or cannula (infundibulum seu fistula argentea), 
for nourishing patients affected with trismus, by conveying liquid food 
into the fauces, through the free space behind the last molars. 

8. Forceps more or less like in form to the beak of the parrot or the 
vulture (rostrum psittacinum et vulturinum ), for the removal or resection 
of teeth that have grown in abnormal positions. 

9· A screw dilator (dilatat01·ium cum cochlea), for gradually opening 
the dental arches in cases of spasmodic constriction of the jaws.1

. 

1 J oannis Sculteti, Ulmensis, armamentarium chirurgicum, Francofurti, 1666, Plates 
X, XI, XII, XXXII. 
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MARCO A uRELIO SEVE RI o ( rs8o to 1656), of T arsia, a celebrated 
professor of surgery in th e Neapolitan U ni versity, had a great predilection 

FIG. 77 

A pl ate from Schultes' " Armamentarium chirurgicum, " showing several dental in struments. 

for the use of the cauterizing iron, which he also used very frequently 
in curing caries and other dental diseases. At times, to effect a cessation 
of violent toothache, he would have recourse to the cauterization of the 
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antihelix! Against flaccidity of the gums and loosening of the teeth he 
also used cauterization, disapproving the use of astringent substances, 
as these cannot get so far as the roots of the affected teeth. Severino 
boasts of having cured by cauterization at least two hundred cases of 
dental diseases . 

LAZARE RIVIERE (I589 to I655), a professor at the University of 
Montpelier, also known by his latinized name of Lazarus Riverius, 
treats of dental affections and their cure, in various parts of his works, 
considering them, however, almost exclusively from a medical point of 
VIeW. 

He speaks first of all of the different causes of odontalgia, and, among 
these, does not omit to mention worms. These, he says, may be generated 
in the carious cavities, owing to the putrefaction of substances retained 
in their interior. Whenever odontalgia is caused by worms, the pain, 
says Riviere, is not continuous, but ceases and returns at brief intervals; 
besides, the sufferer perceives at times the movement of the worm in
side the tooth! 

What one reads in the works of this author as to remedies to be used 
for odontalgia clearly demonstrates how irrationally dental diseases were 
treated in the seventeenth century and what tortures were inflicted on the 
patients. In many cases, and especially when the pain was held to be occa
sioned by "hot humors," the treatment was begun by bleeding in the arm . 
The following day an aperient was administered. Afterward, if the pain 
still persisted, the sufferer was cupped in the region of the scapul;;e or of 
the spine, blisters were applied to the nape of the neck or behind the ears, 
resinous plasters to the temples; all this without taking into account the 
remedies which were introduced into the ears, or the various medications 
or operations performed on the aching part itself, and many other things 
besides. In fact, in order to cure a toothache, the whole body of the 
sufferer was seized upon and put to torture, and in the majority of cases 
they assuredly finished by extracting the diseased tooth! When we reflect 
on the extraordinary frequency of dental disorders we cannot do less 
than recognize that the dentists, by the radical change effected in the 
methods of treatment, have diminished in no small degree the suffer
ings of humanity ! 

According to Riviere, the small veins (sic) that nourish the teeth pass 
through the ear ( !) ; and this would explain how the cessation of a tooth
ache may be obtained by the introduction of certain remedies into the 
meatus auditorius externus . Relief may be obtained, for instance, by 
dropping oil of bitter almonds into the ear on the side affected by .the pain , 
or by allowing the vapor of hot vinegar, in which pennyroyal or origanum 
has been boiled, to penetrate into it . Others, adds the author, pour a 
little pure vi negar into the ear, which is especially efficacious against 
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" hot fluxions." When, however, the toothache dep nds on a "cold 
flu xion," it calms the pain wond erfully to drop into the ea r a tepid mixture 
of garlic juice and theriac. The same advantage, says the author, may 
be obtained by introducing a piece of garlic, peeled and cut into the form 
of a suppository, into the ea r. 

T he a uthor also makes a lengthy enumeration of anodyne and narcotic 
remedies (among which opium), observing, however, that those remedies, 
unless the vehemence of the pain obliges the use of them, ought not to 
have the preference, it being much more rational and much more advan
tageo us to institute a cure which aims directly at the cause itself of the pain 
(fluxions, wo rms, etc. ) . 

He informs us that Amatus Lusitanus, a celebrated physi;: ian of the 
sixteenth century, extolled, as a remedy for toothache, a decoction of gum 
sandarach in wine and vinegar; the said decoction was to be made with 
an ounce of sandarach in six ounces of wine and the same quantity 
of vinegar, and ought to be kept in the mouth some length of time, 
wh ilst hot. 

Riviere further speaks of various masticatories, which were composed 
of mastich, staphisagria, py rethrum, henbane, etc. 

He also mentions oil of cloves, which even then was used against tooth
ache, by introducing into carious cavities a small piece of cotton-wool 
soa ked in it. Oil of camphor was used in the same manner, but the most 
efficacious of all, according to the author, was oil of boxwood. 

As to worms in the teeth, they may be destroyed by the use of bitter 
substances ! 

In the case of a caries penetrating into the inner cavity of the tooth, 
to effect the cessation of pain, it is necessary to burn the nerve with the 
actual cautery, or with aqua fortis , or with oil of vitriol. If this be 
repeated several times, the tooth gradually falls to pieces. 

After having enumerated all these remedies, the author speaks of the 
extraction of the teeth, and of all the precautions with which this must 
be carried out in order to avoid the various accidents which may result 
from the operations and may even, sometimes, become a cause of death . 

When ab undant hemorrhage follows the extraction of a tooth, this 
may often be made to cease by applying a small, very compact ball of 
linen into the alveolus and maintaining it there by pressure during one 
or two hours. Should this not suffice, one can combine with compression 
the use of astringent substances. Finally, as a last remedy, use may 
be made of the red-hot iron . 

In the case of timid patients, who shrink from an instrumental opera
tion, recourse may be had to eradicating remed ies, the author being fully 
convinced of their efficacy . Indeed, one of these- helleboraster-is 
said to be so powerful that, when rubbed on the teeth , these fall out 
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within the space of a few hours ; for which reason it is absolutely neces
sary, in making use of it, to cover over the neighboring teeth with wax, 
so that the healthy ones may not also fall out, as happened, says the 
author, in the case of a poor peasant. 

The internal use of mercury, and even the use of certain mercurial 
preparations used by women as cosmetics, is of damage to the teeth and 
imparts to them a blackish or dirty looking color. 

Numerous remedies exist for cleaning the teeth, but according to 
Riviere the best way of cleaning them consists in rubbing them with 
a small stick immersed in sulphuric acid (spiritus sulphuris aut vitrioli) 
and afterward drying them with a piece of linen. This remedy not 
only cleans and renders the teeth white, but it preserves them also from 
caries! If the teeth are very dirty, the spirit of vitriol may be used 
pure; otherwise one mixes it with mel rosatum or with water. 

The great enthusiasm shown by Riviere for the above-mentioned 
remedy does not, however, derive from a long experience, made by him
self or by others, of its advantages, but is based principally on a fact 
referred to by Montanus, and which, 1 we will here recount, because, from 
it, one clearly perceives how credulously our forebears accepted general 
affirmations and formulated therapeutic precepts. 

Montanus recounts in one of his writings, how, being in Rome in his 
early youth, he became acquainted with a woman of about twenty years 
of age, known by the name of Maria Greca (by the way the author 
speaks of her, one is led to suspect she was a courtesan); and how, having 
seen her again, thirty years later, and found her in pretty much the same 
conditions as formerly, he expressed his surprise at this; whereupon 
Maria Greca told him that she herself believed that she owed the con
servation of her beauty to the habit, already of many years' standing, 
of using one or two drops of oil of vitriol every morning, as a friction for 
the teeth and gums. In her youth she had had very bad teeth, but by 
reason of this cure they had become, and were at the time being, beautiful 
and perfectly firm; the gums also were in excellent condition; it seemed, 
therefore, to her that this conservation of health and freshness, in spite 
of her fifty yea rs, depended precisely on the daily use, in the manner 
described, of oil of vitriol !2 

Riviere, besides, recommends tobacco ashes for cleaning the teeth, a 
counsel not yet given by any previous author. He also gives the formulce 
for two dentifrice powders, the basis of which is alum; he calls attention 

I Giovanni Battista Montano (r488 to rssr), of Verona, Professo r of Medicine, at Padua. 
2 It is marvellous that an intelligent physician should have lent faith to such a story, related, 

too, by such a woman, never reflecting that the daily use of sulphuric acid for the space of 
thirty years, that is, about I r,ooo applications, instead of curing and beautifying bad teeth, 
would certainly rather h ave had the effect of totally destroying the denture of even a mastodon. 
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to the great importance of taking assiduous care to keep th e teeth clean, 
and advises that after each meal the residues of food be removed from 
the interstices of the teeth and the mouth well rinsed with wine.' 

NICOLAUS T u LP, in Latin, Tulpius ( 1593 to r674), a distinguished 
physician and anatomist of Amsterdam, contradicts the th en preva iling 
op inion among doctors, that is, that the cure of dental affections and the 
operations relating thereto were matters to be held in little account. 
He observes that diseases of the teeth may give rise to the most serious 
consequences, which can even be the cause of death, arid are, therefore, 
worthy of being taken into equally serious consideration as all the other 
diseases of the several parts of the human body. 

T his author relates a clinical case tending to demonstrate how incisions 
made in the gums, advised in the first place by Vesalius, in order to 
faci litate the erupting of the last molar, are not always exempt from 
danger. A young doctor of Amsterdam, by name Goswin Hall , being 
tormented by in supportable pain caused by the difficult eruption of a 
wisdom tooth, had the gum lanced above it . But the pain, instead of 
diminishing, became worse; fever and delirium supervened, followed by 
death! (Here, however, we must be allowed to observe that nothing 
demonstrates that the real cause of death was the lancing of the gum, 
or that without this the case would have had a different termination. 
An event can occur after another and yet be quite independent of the 
former and result from quite different causes.) 

Among the cases cited by Tulp, the following is also worthy of mention. 
He relates having arrested a violent and persistent attack of qemorrhage, 
which came on after the extraction of a tooth, by applying and compress
ing a piece of sponge inside the alveolus. 2 

The belief that dental caries and toothache could be caused by worms 
was, at that time, still in full vigor, and it gained still greater force by 
reason of observations recorded by different scientists, whose affirmations 
could with difficulty be doubted, for at that period the greater number 
still swore blindly in verba magistri. 

0LIGERUS JAcOBAE s (1650 to I7or), a Danish physician and anato
mist, who taught in the University of Copenhagen, declared that in scraping 
the decayed cavity of a tooth that was the cause of violent pain, he had 
seen a wo rm come forth, which, having been put into water, moved about 
in it for a long time. 

MARTI Srx, having split some decayed teeth a short time after they 
h:1d been extracted, asserts that he determined the existence of worms in 

1 Lazari Riverii, opera medica omnia, Genev<e, 1737; Praxeos med ic;e liber sextus, cap. i; 
De dolore dentium, cap. ii; D e dentium nigredine et erosione. 

• Nicolai Tulpii, Amstelodamensis, Osservationes medic<e, Amste lod ami, 1685, lib. i, 
cap. xxxvi, p. 68; cap. xlix, p. 90 . 
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them. (It is probable that this observer, as well as others, mistook the 
dental pulp for a worm, an unpardonable error, in truth, at a time when 
the anatomical constitution of the teeth had already been very well 
studied by several scientists, and especially by the celebrated Bartolomeo 
Eustachius.) 

GABRIEL CLAUDER (1633 to 1691) not only believed in dental worms, 
but maintained besides that these were the most frequent among all the 
causes of toothache. In a certain way, to sustain this opinion of his, he 
relates a case in which a tooth of healthy appearance being the seat of 
great pain, a tooth-drawer had asserted that there must be a worm in 
its interior; and, in fact, on the tooth being extracted and afterward split, 
the little animal whose existence the tooth-drawer had divined, was found 
to be existing inside of it! 

PHILIP SALMUTH asserts that by using rancid oil he got a worm out 
of the decayed tooth of a person suffering from violent toothache, thus 
causing the cessation of the pain. The worm, he says, was an inch and 
a half in length ( !) and similar in form to a cheese maggot. 

NICOLAUS PECHLIN (I646 to 1706), professor of medicine at Kiel, 
testifies to having seen five such dental worms, like maggots, come out 
by the use of honey, though he does not say whether they issued from 
several cavities or from one only! 

GoTTFRIED ScHULZ. But all this is nothing compared to what 
Gottfried Schulz has dared to assert, viz., that by using the gastric juice 
of the pig, worms of great size can be enticed out of decayed teeth; some 
of these even reaching the dimension of an earth-worm! 

It is not much to be wondered at that these things should have been 
blindly believed in, if we reflect that only a short time previous to this 
the story of the golden tooth had been taken seriously by men of great 
erudition, and that in the very epoch of which we are speaking the illus
trious anatomist THOMAS BARTHOLIN (I616 to 168o), of Copenhagen, 
relates having seen a man, at Padua, who had an iron tooth! Besides, 
the possibility of such a phenomenon was explained in a most curious 
manner by THOMAS MINADous, who explained that in the same way 
as iron is generated in the macrocosm, that is, in the world, so it is 
equally admissible that it may be generated in the microcosm, that is, 
in man !1 

NATHANIEL HIGHMORE. In the year 1651 the English physician and 
anatomist athaniel Highmore ( 1613 to 1684), of Hampton, published 
a treatise on anatomy (Corporis humani disquisitio anatomica, et~.), by 
which he acquired a celebrity superior, perhaps, to his merits.. This 
work, however, served without doubt to diffuse the knowledge of an 

1 Sprengel, Geschichte der Chirurgie, vol. ii, pp. 294, 299· 
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anatomical fact of the highest importance, especially from the point of 
view of dentistry and surgery. 

T here is no doubt that th e existence of the maxillary sinus was already 
known before Highmore, the celebrated anatomists Vesa lius, Ingrassias, 
Eustachius, and Fallopius having spoken of it very clea rly; only through 
ignorance of the history of anatomy has it been affirmed by many that this 
cavity was discovered by Highmore, to whom is on ly due the merit of 
having described the maxillary sinus, by him called antrum, most acc u
rately, and of having made known the possibility of a communication 
between it and the mouth. Highmore calls attention to the fact that th e 
inferior wall of the antrum often presents small projections, which cor
respond with the tops of the alveoli, and that the osseous lamina which 
interposes between these latter and the maxillary sinus is often extremely 
thin ; for which reason, it may easily happen that, in extracting one of the 
teeth below the cavity, one may bring away together with the tooth th e 
small osseous plate that forms the bottom of the alveolus, thus leaving 
the maxillary sinus open at its inferior part . With regard to this, he 
refers to a most interesting case which afterward acquired a high degree 
of notoriety . It relates to a lady who had suffered from toothache for 
some yea rs, and who from time to time had had several decayed teeth ex
tracted, without, however, finding relief. The pain only ceased after the 
patient had had the left upper canine removed . But after this operation 
an incessant flow of humors from the alveolus of the extracted tooth took 
place. The patient, in great anxiety at this circumstance and desirous 
of seeing clearly into the causes of it, herself explored the affected part 
with a silver probe, the entire length of which penetrated into the cavity, 
producing in the patient the · effect of its having reached the eye . Still 
more amazed, and urged on by the desire of becoming still better ac
quainted with the extent of the evil, she now made use of a long feather, 
which she had previously stripped, and discovered to her painful surpri se 
that this new instrument of exploration entered to so great a distance 
that it, accord ing to her idea, penetrated into the skull. From this she 
derived argum ent for the belief that the morbid phenomenon had its 
origin in her brain . Believing herself affected with a serious malady, 
she consulted Highmore, who had the satisfaction of being ab le to tran
quillize her completely by making her understand that the jaw bone is 
hollow in the insid e, and that its cavity had remained open undern eath 
in consequence of the extraction of the canine tooth; and also, that the 
feat her had not penetrated to such a distance as she supposed, but had 
cu rved inside the bone. As to the discharge which had given so much 
trouble and alarm, Highmore considered it quite a natural circumstance, 
deri ved simply from the opening of the antrum, as he held that in many 
cases the maxillary sinus contains mucus, and that thi s condition was, 
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therefore, altogether normal. So he did not propose any treatment, 
and the lady thenceforth supported her infirmity with resignation : 

T his most interesting case soon became generally known, and contrib
uted, without do ubt, not a little to att ract the attention of medical men 
to the anatomical peculi arities which Highmore had pointed out in the 
upper maxillary bone, thus causing his name to become inseparably 
associated with the maxillary sinus. 

It is evident, however,· that Highmore never even suspected to what 
very important practica l applications his description would give rise. 
He knew nothing about the diseases of the antrum, and believed that, 
even in perfectly normal conditions, this cavity is often fill ed with liquid ; 
the idea, therefore, of its being advisable, in certain cases, to extract a 
tooth and perforat e the alveolus in order to give exit to the liquid con
ta ined in the maxillary sinus never occurred to him . 

About fifty yea rs went by before a rational t rea tment for affections of 
the antru m was initiated, the merit of which, as we shall see at its time 
and place, was due to William Cowper. During that half century 
maladies of the maxillary sinus continued to be badly di agnosticated and 
badly t reated . 

BERNARDO VALENTINI. In the year 1686, that is, thirty-five yea rs 
after the publication of Highmore's book, Bern ardo Valentini, professor 
at the University of Giessen, described a case of tumefa ction and abscess 
in the cheek, treated by him with emollient remedies, and in which, 
although acco rding to him cari es of the underlying bone did not exist, 
the separation of a sufficiently large osseous fragment took place. With
out doubt the affection of the cheek was derived in this case from some 
disease of the antrum ; however, it would appear that Valentini did not 
in the least perceive any such casual relation, as he makes no allusion 
whatever to it .1 

ANTONIO MoLINETTI, professor at the University of Padua, had, how
ever, ten years previously, diagnosticated and cured an affection of the 
antrum by means of an operation. In his boo k D issertationes an a
tomico-pathologicce, published at Venice in 1675, Molinetti relates that 
in a case of abscess of the maxillary sinus, which caused the patient great 
suffering, he performed the operation of trepanning the upper maxillary 
bone anteriorly, after incision of the soft parts overlying it. In a certain 
way we may, therefore, consider Molinetti as a precursor of William 
Cowper. 

Having spoken of the very important anatomical fact illustrated by 
H ighmo re, we will now also speak briefly of those authors whq, in the 
seventeenth century, occupied themselves with the anatomy of the t eeth. 

1 Sprengel, op. cit., p. 297· 
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Their number is sufficiently large; we will, however, only make ment ion 
of such as contributed to the development of thi s branch of sc ience, or 
who, at least, expressed so me opinion wo rthy of note. 

The celebrated anatomist ADRIAN SPI EGE L ( I578 to I 625), better known 
by the Latinized name of Spigelius, wrote nothing noteworthy about 
the teeth, but he appea rs to have been the first to affirm th at the teeth 
are more firmly fi xed in the alveolus, when their roots a re curved after 
the manner of hooks. 1 

DIEMERBROEK, a Dutchm an, relates several cases of dental anomalies, 
as for example, of teeth being cut in the palate, and which in jured the 
tongue . The author cites his own case, relating th at having had a 
canine tooth extracted when well advanced in years, it was, nevertheless, 
succeeded by a new one. H e relates, besides, that he had seen in Utrecht 
a woman, aged fifty-s ix yea rs, who again cut two incisors after having 
lost the former ones two years previously . Apart from this, Diemer
broeck tells us nothing of interest or importance regarding the teeth, 
often repeating old ideas, the falseness of which had already been lumin
ously demo nstrated . For in stance, he says that the perm anent teeth are 
developed fro m the roots of the deciduous ones rem aining in the alveoli ; 
an unpardonable error for an anatomist of the seventeenth century, for 
which he was afterward taken to task by Duverney.2 

THOMAS BARTHOLIN, whom we have already mentioned, speaks of 
a tooth which had made all the round of the alveolar border ; th at is 
to say, of a dental arch constituted by a single piece; and the Italian 
anatomist BERNARDO G ENGA makes mention of an analogous case. 3 

It is superfluous to add that these authors allowed themselves to be 
deceived by fa lse appea rances, owing especially to an abund ant and uni
fo rm deposit of tartar on the surface of the teeth and in th eir interstices, 
which gave to the dental arch the appearance of one continuous piece. 

R I ALDUS FREDERicus, in his erudite di ssertation entitled D e den tz.um 
statu naturali et prceternaturali , spoke of the dental system with sufficient 
t ho roughness, if we consider the epoch in which he wrote. H e commences 
his work with a long chapter on the importance and dignity of t he teeth 
(dignitas den tium). Among other things, he relates that formerly, in 
certain parts of India, the teeth were so highly valued as to be offered 
in sacrifice to the gods. H e says, too, on the authority of certain authors, 
t hat the ancients were led to believe that the t eeth served for the resur
rec tion of the body, from the circumstance of their not showing signs of 
c0rruption when found in sarcoph agi. 

' Blandin, Anatomic du systeme dentaire, Pa ris, 1836, p. 26. 
' Blandin, op. cit., p. 27; Po rta l, H isto ire de !'anatomic et de Ia ch iru rgie, Paris, rno, 

vol. iii, p. 495· 
3 Blandin, op. cit., p. 26; Portal, op. cit. 
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Discoursing of the genesis of the teeth, Fredericus says that "every 
tooth is at first enclosed within a follicle, that is, in a frail, skin-like 
membrane, in the same manner as the grain in the wheat-ear." Taking 
this comparison as his point of departure, 1 he gives to dentition the name 
germination. 

This author says that the teeth of the Ethiopians and of the Indians 
are generally whiter than those of the northern peoples, but that those 
of the Indians soon lose their primitive whiteness by reason of the widely 
diffused habit of chewing betel-nuts. 

Fredericus refers to an experiment which, according to him, demon
strates the "sympathetic relations" between the teeth and the ear (whilst 
in reality it only proves the facility with which sounds may be transmitted 
through solid bodies). "If, by night," says he, "one holds tightly 
between one's teeth the end of a stick, stuck upright in the ground, 
one hears the footsteps of a person approaching from afar much more 
easily." 

Through the researches of three great men, Marcello Malpighi, 
Friedrich Ruysch, and Antoni van Leeuwenhoeck, an altogether new 
science arose in the seventeenth century, viz., histology, or the anatomy 
of the tissues, whose revelations contributed not a little to the develop
ment of modern odontology. 

MARCELLO MALPIGHI (1628 to 1694), the celebrated Italian anatomist, 
was the initiator of microscopic observations on the tissues, and is, there
fore, justly considered the founder of histology, within the range of which 
he made most important discoveries. 2 

FRIEDERICH RuYSCH (1638 to 1731), professor at Amsterdam, rendered 
his name illustrious particularly by bringing to a high degree of perfection 
the processes of anatomical preparations and of embalming.3 

His magnificent injections, carried out with a method of his own 
invention, enabled him to trace the most minute vascular ramifications 
and to demonstrate the existence of capillary vessels in parts where their 
presence had as yet never been suspected. 

Ruysch studied accurately the anatomical constitution of the teeth, and 
especially their vessels. He called attention to the membrane which lines 
the maxillary sinus, and discovered in it a number of bloodvessels. 

But in addition to his purely anatomical observations, this author also 
merits our consideration from the point of view of pathology. He con
firmed a most important fact to which allusion had already been made 
by preceding authors, that is, the atrophy of the alveolar parietes as 

1 Totus dens primum inclusus est folliculo seu mem brana tenui ac pellucida non secus ac 
granum in ari sta. 

2 Bouillet, Precis d 'histoire de Ia med ecine, p. 22r. 3 Bouillet, op. cit., p. 222. 
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following on the extraction or on the falling out of teeth . Ruysch, how
ever, makes the observation that atrophy of the alveolar parietes may 
also precede the falling out of the teeth, and rather be the cause than an 
effect of it. In such cases the teeth, before falling out, always become 
more and more loosened, proportionately to the atrophic process. This 
pathological condition, against which none of the astringent remedies 
habitually used are of avail, is mostly considered, says Ruysch, to be 
owing to scurvy; but, he adds, the accumulation of tartar may also 
be the cause of it. Substantially, Ruysch affirms th e relation ex isting 
between the accumulations of tartar and the production of that very 
frequent disease that was afterward named expulsive periodontitis or 
alveolar pyorrhea. 

This author also relates two cases of polypous affection of the maxillary 
sin us. In one of these cases, the existence of a polypus in the maxillary 
sinus was determined by Ruysch while dissecting a corpse. The other 
case relates to a female patient upon whom two surgeons had performed 
the extraction of several molar teeth and the extirpation of an epulis 
believed by them to be of a malignant char:acter. After the operation they 
cauterized the diseased part to a great depth with a red-hot iron, reaching 
as far as the maxillary sinus, which remained open, and from which 
Ruysch afterward extracted with his little finger several polypi. 1 

ANTONI VAN LEEUWENHOEK (r632 to 1723), like the preceding author, 
a Dutchman, was the first maker of powerful microscopes, by means of 
which he made many important discoveries; among others, that of the 
tubular structure of the dentine or tooth bone. This discovery he made 
known and demonstrated in the year r678, before the Royal Society in 
London. In his description of the structure of the teeth, Leeuwenhoek 
says that 6oo to 700 of the dentinal tubuli have hardly the consistence of 
one hair of a beard. 2 

In the year r683 he discovered in the tartar scraped from between the 
teeth a form of microorganism upon which he laid special stress. This 
observation he embodied in the form of a contribution which was pre
sented to the Royal Society of London on September 14, r683. This 
paper is of particular importance, not only because of the careful, objective 
nature of the description given of the bodies seen by him, but also for the 
illustrations which accompany it. From a perusal of the text and an 
inspection of the plates, there remains little room for doubt that the 
bodies described by Leeuwenhoek were not animalcules, as he believed, 
hut bacteria. 3 

1 Friderici Ruyschii observationum anatomico-chirurgicorum, centuria , Amstelodami, 
1691; Portal, op. cit., vol. iii. 

2 Portal, op. cit., vol. iii. 
3 A. C. Abbott, The Principles of Bacteriology, Philadelphia, 1905, p. 19. 
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DoMENICO GAGLIARDI, professor of anatomy and of medicine at Rome, 
published an excellent work on the anatomy of the bones/ in which he 
occupies himself not only with the structure of bones, properly so called, 
but also with that of the teeth. He considers the enamel to be formed 
by parallel and contiguous fibers, coated, so to speak, by a concreted 
juice, suz· generz.s, which acquires a much greater consistence than that 
of the bones. Gagliardi says that by rubbing teeth hard together, or 
striking them with a steel, he was able to extract sparks from them .2 

J EAN DuvERNEY ( r648 to 1730), a celebrated French anatomist, 
wrote a good monograph 3 about the teeth. As different anatomists of 
the sixteenth century had already done, he examined many fetal jaws 
in order to study in them the formation of the teeth. In relating his 
observations, he says that he found in every alveolus a mass of soft viscous 
matter, having the form of the tooth that is to derive from it, and which 
may be considered as its nucleus. This nucleus is entirely surrounded 
by a membrane, which the author likens to that which surrounds the 
fetus, and to which he gives the name of choroid membrane. From the 
surface of the nucleus a gelatinous juice transpires, which, thickening 
in layers, forms the enamel and the rest of the tooth. The choroid 
membrane is abundantly furnished with nerves, and with blood and 
lymph vessels . Into the interior of the teeth penetrate vascular and 
nervous branches which serve to maintain its vitality. In fetal jaws one 
finds, besides the germs of the deciduous teeth , also those of the permanent 
ones. The "choroid membrane" does not follow the tooth when it 
issues from the alveolus; it remains instead within the latter, forming 
the peridental membrane. 

Duverney says that in old people the root cavity diminishes in so con
siderable a manner, and the vessels are so compressed that they almost 
entirely disappear. It is then that a period of decadence begins in the 
tooth, it is more feebly nourished, wears away more rapidly than hitherto, 
and becomes shorter. 

The author also speaks of senile atrophy of the jaws, especially of the 
alveolar processes. With regard to this, he observes that if in old age 
the lower jaw advances beyond the upper, this depends wholly on the 
disappearance of the alveolar border, which projected more in the upper 
than in the lower one. 

Duverney admits the existence of direct vascular relation between the 
gums and the teeth; because in the case of diseases of the gums it is rare 
not to find the teeth altered as well. 

From the point of view of the development and nutrition of the teeth, 

1 Ana tome ossium, Rom<e, r68g. 2 Portal, vol. iv, p. III; Blandin, p. 28. 
'Jean Guichard Duverney, Memoire sur les dents, Paris, r68g. 
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Duvern ey finds much analogy between the tusks of the eleph ant, the 
teeth, properly so call ed, the feathers of birds, and the hair of mammifera. 1 

GoTTFRIED BmLOo, a Dutch anatom ist, expresses the idea that the 
air contributes, a fter the eruption of the teeth, to harden ing them . He 
did not, however, give any proof of this opinion of his.2 

CLOPTON BAY ERS, an E nglishman , wrote a book on osteology, by which 
he acquired great reputation,3 and in which he treats as well of teeth 
and their structure. This author believes the enamel of the teeth to 
be of the nature of stone, and the ivory of the nature of bone. T he 
dental roots, which, he says, are precisely of a bony nature, are covered 
over with a periosteum, which is in close relation with the gums and with 
the periosteum of the jaw bone. Clopton Havers held th at the dental 
follicle no longer furnishes any nourishment to the enamel from the 
moment that this has reached its perfect formation . On the other hand, 
he assures his readers that he has observed, through the microscope, 
nervous threads which, departing from the bulb of the tooth, traverse the 
ivory through small canals, arriving thus at the periosteum. By this 
anatomical disposition the sensibility of the teeth may, according to him , 
be explained. 4 

Having made this passing allusion to the anatomy of the teeth in the 
seventeenth century, we will now resume the illustration of those facts 
relating to the pathological and curative part of the science. 

WALTER HARRIS, an E nglishman, in a pamphlet on acute infantile 
maladies, 5 recommends again, in cases of difficult dentition , the incision 
of the gums, a curative practice which had already fallen into di suse .6 

In the authors of that time we find registered a great number of cases 
of epulis. HroB VAN MEEKREN speaks of an enormous tumor of the 
gum that developed in consequence of a traumatic action which had 
occasioned the loss of a tooth. Before deciding on the extirpation of th e 
tumor, the author thought well to pierce it with a bistoury, to be able to 
judge whether its ablation might not possibly give rise to a dangerous 
hemorrhage . The wo und having bled but little, he proceeded to operate; 
but the tumor was so large that it was necessary to remove it in various 
portions. 7 

The same author refers to a case of a soft epulis, bleeding easily, that 

' Blandin, op cit.; Portal, vol. iii, p. 495· 2 Blandin, p. 31. 
3 On Some Iew Observations of the Bones and the Parts Belonging to T hem, London, 

r6qr. The accurate description given by Havers of the canals containing the nouri shing 
vessels of the bone has caused these canals to be known, even up to the present day, by the 
name of" Haversian canals." 

'Portal, vol. iv, p. 134; Blandin, p. 31. s De morbi s acutis infantum, London, r68g. 
8 Sprengel, Geschichte der Chirurgie, vol. ii, p. 298. 
7 Meekren, Observationes medico-chirurgic;:e, cap. xv, p. 84. 
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developed after a badly performed dental extraction. It was to be foreseen 
that the ablation of such a tumor would give rise to an abundant hemor
rhage. This was, however, staunched by simply using astringent powders, 
without having recourse to the actual cautery, which the operator had 
held in readiness. 1 

DANIEL MAJOR, wishing to remove a large epulis by tying it, was 
obliged, in order to keep the ligature in position, to pass the thread through 
a circular incision made at the base of the tumor. He first used a 
thread of silk, afterward a silver one, and tightened the ligature every 
day until the epulis fell off. 2 

JoHANN AcoLUTHUS was obliged, in order to extirpate a large epulis, 
to previously split the labial commissure. After the ablation of the 
principal mass of the tumor, he destroyed the remaining part of it by 
application of the red-hot iron. 3 

One reads of other cases of epulis in Stalpaart van der Wyl, Mercklin, 
Preuss, Bern, Valentini, etc. This last author even speaks of an epi
demic of epulis. However this may be, it is very probable that epulis 
was much more frequent in past times than it is now, and this probably 
depended partly on the incongruous modes of treating diseases of the 
mouth, and partly on the slight attention paid to cleanliness of the teeth. 

KoRNELIS VAN SooLINGEN, a celebrated Dutch physician and surgeon, 
who flourished toward the end of the seventeenth century, speaks con
temptuously of dental operations, and especially of extractions. He says 
that such operations ought to be left to charlatans, used to taking out 
teeth with the point of the sword, and to doing many other things of like 
nature! This unjust contempt was at that time widely diffused in the 
medical class, it resulted, however, substantially, from the great difficulties 
encountered by doctors and surgeons in general, in performing the 
operation of extraction, owing to want of practice, and also from the 
desire to avoid the responsibility of the accidents to which the extraction 
might give rise; so true is this, that an author of the preceding century, 
THEODOR ZwiNGER (I 538 to I s88), a celebrated Swiss doctor and pro
fessor at Basle, had declared with great frankness that the extracting of 
teeth ought to be left to barbers and charlatans, as it might easily occasion 
unpleasant accidents, such as fractures of the jaw, laceration of the gums, 
serious hemorrhage, and the like. 

In spite of his contempt for practical dentistry, Kornelis van Soolingen 
takes the treatment of dental affections into attentive consideration. For 
the stopping of carious teeth, he recommends a mixture similar to that 
which Rhazes had recommended many centuries before, that is, a cement 
of mastic and turpentine ; because, says he, when the stopping is made 

1 Op. cit., ca p. xxviii , p. 120. 2 Sprengel, vol. ii, p. 298. 3 Sprengel, loc. cit. 
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with metallic substances, it is never so perfect as to entirely impede th 
penetration of moisture . 

Grea t credit is due to Kornelis for having first brought into usage 
the instrument makers' emery wheels for grinding down sharp edges 
of teeth, thus initi ating the practice of trepanning the teeth with sphere
shaped burs. 1 

PAUL WuRFBEI refers to a case of extensive nec rosis of the lower 
jaw, in which a ce rtain Dr. Burlin having removed the necrotic portion, 
regeneration of the bone took place. 

FRI EDE RICH D EKKERS ( I64-8 to 1730) refers a simil ar case, in which, 
although quite one-half of the lower jaw had been removed, the bone 
formed again completely. 2 

BE JAMI MARTI , apothecary to the Prince de Conde, was the 
author of a pamphlet on the teeth, 3 in which he gave a succinct descrip
tion of these organs an d spo ke briefly of their di seases . H e shows him
self decided ly opposed to the use of the file and to the application of false 
teeth, because, acco rding to him, both of these things may be the cause 
of great harm. With regard to the file, he says that nothing so easily 
tends to loosen the teeth as the use of this instrument, not to speak of 
va rious other inconveniences, among which is the danger of opening the 
interior cavity of the tooth. 4 

MATTHIAS GoTTFRIED PuRMANN (1648 to 1721), a celebrated surgeon 
of Breslau, was the first to make mention of models in dental prosthesis. 
As to the mode in which these models were obtained, some admit as 
natural that he first took a cast, and formed the model on this; but as 
Purmann does not hint in the least at such a process, the supposition is 
altogether gratuitous . Indeed , his description rather excludes any prob
ability that the model was taken from a ·cast. Here is the literal trans
lation, as nearly as possible, of the passage in which Purmann spea ks 
of artificial teeth and of the mode of applying them . 

" The front teeth, or pronouncing teeth, ought, when they are wanting, 
to be substituted by artificial ones, in order to avoid defects of pronunci
ation, as well as to obviate deformity of the mouth, and this is carried out 
in the following mann er: One has other teeth made of bone, or of ivory, 
according to the number, th e size, and the proportions of those wanting; 
for which purpose one may previously have a model executed in wax, 
reproducing the particular conditions of the teeth and jaws, in order 
afterward to make and exactly ad just the whole on the pattern of it; 
then, when the base of these teeth is well fitted on the jaw and small 

' Soolingen's Manuale operatien der chirurgie, Amsterdam, r684. 
2 Sprengel, op. cit., p. 300. 
3 Disse rtation sur les dents, a P ari s Chez D enys Thierry, MDCLXXJX. 
4 Portal, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 361. 
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holes have been made in the artificial teeth and also m the natural 
ones next to them, one applies the artificial teeth in the existing void 
and fixes them as neatly as possible with a silver wire by the help of 
pincers."' 

It would appear that the author is here describing a prosthetic method, 
which he had never practised himself; and this results from the fact of 
his advising the perforation of the natural teeth for the passage of the silver 
wire destined to keep the prosthetic piece in its place. Evidently desiring 
to describe the mode practised by the specialists of those days for fixing 
artificial teeth, he erroneously imagines that the metal thread was passed 
through the holes drilled in the natural teeth; this would have been impos
sible, first, because of the atrocious pain due to the sensibility of the 
dentine and of the dental pulp, and then because ~f the pathological 
consequences to which the perforation of the teeth would have given rise . 
W e may, therefore, surely hold that Purmann is simply describing, and 
not even accurately, a prosthetic method already in use among the 
specialists of that period. 

On examination of the passage cited above-which, however, is not 
so clear as might be desired- it would appear that the models of which 
the author speaks were most probably quite different from those in use 
now. It is almost certain that the specialists of those days first made a 
sketch of the prosthetic part to be constructed, using for the purpose 
a piece of wax which they partly modelled with the hand and partly 
carved; and after having tried on this model until it fitted perfectly in 
the mouth, and was in every way satisfactory, they probably passed 
it on to a craftsman to make an exact reproduction of it in bone or 
Ivory . 

In the year 1632 a little book was published in Naples, having for its 
title, N uova et utilissima prattica di tutto quello ch' al diligente Bar
biero s' appartiene; composta per Cintio d'Amato .2 

. This pamphlet was 
reprinted in Venice in 1669, and again in Naples in 1671. We here 
make mention of it, not for any special importance which it really has as 
regards the development of the dental art, but because of its being most 
probably the first book in the Italian language in which dental matters 
are spoken of independently of general medicine and surgery. 

ToMMASO ANTONIO RicciO. The edition of 1671 was published 
under the supervision of Tommaso Antonio Riccio, who was for many 
years a disciple of Cintio d' Amato, and who greatly eulogizes his master 
and praises his work. He expresses himself in the following bombastic 

1 Purmann's Wundarzenei, Halberstadt, 1684, Part I, chap. xxxii. 
2 ew and very useful practice of all that which belongs to the diligent barber; composed 

by Cintio d'Amato. 
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manner: " This book, the offspring of Master intio d'Amato, exc llent 
in the Barber' s Art, ought to find a place in the bosom of Eternity ; beca us 
by reason of its having been twice given to the light, it has proved its 
worthiness to li ve forever in the memory of men, gaining for itselt~ by 
its excellence, immortal glory before all such as are practised in the 
Art." 

The book-which consists of about one hundred and eighty pages, 
and is illustrated by several admirable engravings- contains, among 
other things, two pages of verses, written by various authors, viz., by 
Cintio d' Amato himself, by Giovan Battista Bergazzano, also a barber, 
and by others. The greater part of these verses are in praise of the 
two doctors and Martyrs z·n Christ, Cosmos and Damianus, special pro
tectors of the Art and of the author. 

The verses of Cintio d' Amato reveal the possession of a literary and 
poetic culture above the ordinary, in spite of his being only a master 
barber. As to his book, it may be considered, for the time in which it 
was written, as an excellent treatise on so-called minor surgery. The 
author expounds, in a few chapters, the anatomical notions relating to 
bleeding; speaks at great length of this operation and of everything 
concerning it; refers with much detail to all pertaining to the use ofleeches, 
cupping, scarification, cauteries, issues, blistering, primary treatment of 
the wounded, nursing of the sick, etc.; at the end of the book there is 
also a long chapter on the embalming of corpses. 

As regards the treatment of the teeth and gums the author dedicates 
six chapters thereto, entitled, respectively: "On the relaxation of the 
gums" (Chapter XXXVII); "Preparation for strengthening the gums 
and making the teeth firm" (Chapter XXXVIII); "On tartar and 
spots on the teeth" (Chapter XXXIX); "Another preparation for 
whitening and preserving the teeth" (Chapter XL); "Mode of burn
ing hart's horn, very necessary in preparations for the teeth" (Chapter 
XL VII) . " 'Water of salt,' which makes the teeth white and is also 
good for ulcers of the gums" (Chapter XLIX). 

Evidently Cintio d' Amato treats of dental matters only within extremely 
restricted limits. He tells us nothing with regard to the treatment of 
toothache, nothing about caries, about prosthesis, and, what is still more 
remarkable, he does not allude even in passing to the extraction of teeth. 
Now, if in a book treating of all that which appertains to the diligent barber, 
the most important dental subjects are passed over in silence, this shows 
that, contrary to the generally diffused opinion of today, the dental art 
was not at that time (at least not in Italy) exclusively, or even in great 
part, in the hands of the barber. Even at that time there must have 
been dental specialists, and the proof of this may be found in d' Amato's 
book itself, in the chapter entitled "Necessity and Origin of the Barber's 
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Art." 1 The a uthor, after having spoken of the divisions which the 
practice of the medical art had undergone from the most remote times, 
and after having alluded to the great number of parts into which Medicine 
was divided in the time of Galen, adds: "Which may also be seen in 
our own times, for as many as are the members of the human body, so 
many are nowadays the va rious kinds of doctors and of medicines. 
Some are for the teeth, some are for the ears, some for sexual maladies, 
others are ordinary doctors, others cure cataracts, others ruptures and 
stone, some make new ears, lips, noses, and others remedy harelips." 

As, under the generic name of doctors, Cintio d' Amato also comprises 
surgeons, it results from the above passage that in his time, that is, in 
the seventeenth century, there were surgeons who dedicated themselves 
specially to the treatment of the teeth; there were, in fact, dentists; and 
even admitting that the greater number of these were no better than 
simple tooth-pullers, this cannot be true of them all indiscriminately. 
Cintio d' Amato's book demonstrates in the most vivid manner that even 
among the barber and phlebotomist class, that is, among the practitioners 
of minor surgery, there were, at that time, men of considerable culture. 
This ought to hold good with still greater reason concerning surgeons, 
whose professional level was certainly superior to that of barbers;2 and 
as dentists belonged to the class of surgeons (whence the denomination 
still in use of "surgeon-dentist"), it is but natural to admit that besides 
the ignorant tooth-puller there were even then more or less cultured 
dentists well capable of treating dental diseases and performing dental 
operations within the limits permitted by the knowledge of the times. 

The six chapters in which Cintio d' Amato speaks of matters referring 
to the teeth do not contain anything whatever of real importance; not
withstanding thi s, we will here refer to the beginning of Chapter XXXIX, 
treating" Of tartar and spots on the teeth, " because it is of some his
torical interest: 

' The a rt of beautifying th e human body was compri sed by the ancients among the many 
and various parts of the medica l art, und er th e name of decorative medicine. The barbers 
considered themselves members of the medical class, as prac titioners of decorati ve medi ci ne 
an d in a certai n degree also of surgery. 

2 In a chapter entitl ed "Of the Exce llence and Nobility of the Barber's Office," Cintio 
d' Amato speaks of severa l barbers of that period, who were in great repute by th eir writings, 
or by the high offices wi th which th ey were invested, or by honors received from princes and 
sovereigns. Among the writers, Tiberio Malfi, ba rbe r of Montesarchio, dese rves mention ; 
he publi shed, in 1626, a book enti tled The Barb'er, w ritten in excellent style, and giving· 
proof of solid litera ry culture, and of much erudition. This work treats of all that 
concerns the barber's art (deco rati ve med icine, bleeding, etc. ). In it, however, there is 
absolutely nothin g about the treatment of the teeth or th eir extraction ; and thi s constitutes 
a valid confirmation of our own opinion, th at is, th at th e dental a rt was not at th at time in 
any way 111 the hands of th e barbers. 
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" It happens in general that owing to vapors that rise from the stomach, 
a certain deposit is formed on the teeth, which may be perceived by 
rubbing them with a rough cloth on wa king. One ought, therefore, to 
ru b and clean them every morning, for, if one is not aware of thi s, or 
considers it of little account, the teeth become di scolored and covered 
with a thi ck t arta r, which often causes them to decay and to fa ll out. 
It is t hen necessa ry that the diligent barber should remove the said tartar 
with t he instru ments destined for thi s purpose." 

We have seen that the practice of the dental art was for the most pa rt 
in other hands than in the barber's . Nevertheless, the important opera
tion of the removal of ta rta r was a lso ca rried out by him . If, therefore, 
even the barbers, who were not in the least the true representatives of th e 
dental art of that period, carried out such an important operation, it may 
logically be a rgued fro m thi s, in support of what we have said before, 
that the sphere of action of the true dental specialists of those times 
(especially of the best among them) was not at all so limited as im agined 
by those who affi rm th at in past times denti sts properly so called did not 
exist, but only tooth-pullers. 

T he ba rbers, however, having become, in a certain manner, members 
of the medical class, sought to extend their sphere of act ion, and it is 
probable th at in a later period th an th at of Tiberio M alfi and Cintio 
d 'Amato they invaded the w hole field of dental acti vity ; for which reason, 
when the barber 's art ca me down to a very low level, the dental art must 
have degenerated, too, and have been represented for a certain time only 
by ignorant barbers and tooth-pullers. Vicissitudes similar to th ese 
have occurred in different epoch s, not only in various par ts of Italy, 
but also in other countries of E urope. 

F LEURI MOND . In 1682 a little book on dental hygiene was published 
in Paris by a certain Fleurimond , the title of which was : Moyens de 
conserver les dents belles et bonnes. Portal , in hi s history of anatomy 
and surgery, m akes mention of this pamphlet, and , briefly alluding to 
certa in parts of it, he says: " The author proves by observation th at 
acid s act upon the enamel of the teeth. H e makes some very just reflec
tions upon dentition. Fleurimond speaks of a tooth powder invented by 
him, but does not say how compounded. " 1 

In fact, it seems that thi s pamphlet was compiled from a commercial 
point of view, viz., th at of m aking known the special tooth powder invented 
by the author. The era of advertisement had already begun! 

ANTON NucK (1650 to 1692), a Dutch surgeon and anatomist, who 
taught most ably in the U niversity of L eyden, devoted great attention 
to dental surgery and prosthesis. Relative to the extraction of teeth , he 

1 Portal, vol. iii, p. 618. 
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says that, in order to be able to carry out this most important operation, 
an exact anatomical knowledge of the alveoli and of the teeth themselves 
is required . He insists on a principle of capital importance that has 
only had its full application in the nineteenth century, viz., that the 
instruments to be used for the extraction of teeth ought to vary according 
to the tooth to be extracted. For the removal of the incisors, he says, 
the "goat's foot" should have the preference; the canines ought to be 
extracted with the common dental forceps, but sometimes, when they 
are decayed, they rna y be extracted with greater security with the pelican; 
for the small molars the straight-branched pelican is to be preferred, 
for the large molars the curved pelican; as to the extraction of roots 
or of splinters of bone, this ought to be carried out with the rostrum 
corvznum. 

The author counsels never to extract teeth during pregnancy, except 
under circumstances of the greatest urgency, and especially to avoid the 
extracting of the upper canines (or eye teeth), this being capable of pro
ducing pernicious effect on the visual organs of the fetus! 

The best way of obtaining the cessation of a violent toothache without 
having recourse to extraction is, according to the author, cauterization of 
the antitragus, an operation which he carried out with a special cauter
izing instrument, made to pass through a small tube, the better to localize 
and to limit the action of the red-hot iron. With regard to this means of 
cure already recommended by other authors, we may remark that, although 
it seems ridiculous at first sight, and although no one could be so sense
less as to make use of it in our days, nevertheless, for the times of which 
we are writing, when the curing of toothache was in a great measure 
effected by indirect means, this remedy might well stand on a level with 
many others, and was not perhaps altogether inefficacious. It is a suffi
ciently well-known physiological fact that the application of a strong 
stimulus in one part of the body may diminish or suppress a painful 
sensation in another part of the organism. It is an equally well-known 
fact that it is in no way a matter of indifference, in producing this phe
nomenon, to what part the stimulus be applied, especially because of the 
great difference existing in the relations of the several parts of the body 
with the brain- the centre of sensation. It is, therefore, very possible 
that the cauterization of the antitragus may really have the effect of 
causing strong toothache to cease, at least temporarily. 

N uck used a va riety of remedies to arrest dental hemorrhage, such as 
tinder, burnt linen, vitriol, sulphuric acid and the cauterizing iron . 

As to the use of the file, far from rejecting it entirely, as does Martin, 
he holds it necessary in many cases for planing down points and sharp 
edges of broken teeth, as well as for removing, at least in a measure, 
the inconvenience and deformed appearance caused by irregular teeth. 
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H e says the file may be used without causing the slightest harm, if one 
takes ca re not to approach the inner cavity of the tooth too nea rly, and 
above all not to penetrate right to it, which would give ri se to in tolerable 
pain . Such an accident, he adds, may happen much more easily when, 
instead of using the fil e, whole pieces of teeth are removed with the 
excising forceps. 

This author acquaints us with a tooth powder, m uch used in hi s time, 
especially by P arisian ladies . The ingredients were powdered cuttl e 
fish, co ral powder, crea m of t artar, Armenian bole, and powder of 
red roses. 

At that time artificial teeth were generally m ade of ivory; N uck, how
ever, observes that it soon becomes yellow by the action of foo d and 
drink, and of the saliva itself. H e therefore recommend s, in stead, the 
use of hippopotamus' tusks, giving the preference to the whitest . Ac
cording to N uck, artificial teeth made of hippopotamus' tusks wo uld be 
capable of preserving their color even for seventy yea rs. In the case of 
all the teeth of the lower jaw being wanting, the entire dental arch ought 
to be framed in with a single piece of ivory or tusk of hippopotamus. 1 

CARLO MusiTANO, a celebrated N eapolitan doctor ( 1635 to 1714) . 
According to Carlo Musitano, the real cause of toothache consists in 
the irritant action of saline or acid particles on the extremely thin mem
brane th at lines the alveoli or on the exquisitely sensitive nerves of the 
teeth . As he believes, these particles have an angular form, sometim es 
pointed or even hooked, and they reach the sensitive parts either directly 
fro m the outside, through the air, the food or drink (especially when the 
teeth are already decayed) , or else through the blood and other humors, 
wh ich often, by reason of their deteriorated qua lity, contain great quan
tities of such irritant particles. 

Among the va rious influences which may be conducive to toothache, 
atmospheric conditions ought also to be included ; thus, says the author, 
the inhabitants of the Baltic littorals, and other northern peoples, are very 
subject to toothache, for the reason that in those regions the air contains, 
in abundance, saline particles of various kinds which penetrate into the 
organism by the act of respiration . It is said , on the contrary, that in 
Egypt, where the air is remarkably mild , the teeth are not subject either 
to pa in or to decay. 

M usitano, too, believes in worms in the teeth , but does not admit, 
as preceding authors had done, that they generate spontaneously . H e 
holds in stead that they result from the eggs of flies and other in sects, 
which, together with food, are introduced into the carious cavities and 
there develop by the heat of the mouth. 

'Antonii uck operationes et experimenta chirurgica, Lugd un i Batavorum, 1692. 
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The treatment of toothache ought to differ according to its causes. 
If the pain be owing to acidity, one uses medicines adapted for tempering 
the acids; if it be owing to the action of saline substances, one has recourse 
to remedies which dissolve them; if to worms, to such remedies as destroy 
them, and so on. Purgatives and bleeding ought, however, never to be 
used as remedies aga inst toothache; for, far from doing good, they often 
do harm. As to the other torments usually inflicted on poor sufferers, 
they are the punishment of their sins, for God often gives the unrighteous 
into the hands of doctors! (This language will perhaps appear less 
strange when the reader comes to know that Carlo Musitano was at one 
and the same time priest and physician!) 

After a -lengthy enumeration of medicaments to be used against tooth
ache, which we pass over in silence because already known, the author 
speaks of two remedies which carry us back absolutely to the days of 
Pliny ! He relates us a fact experienced by himself, that, by touching 
an aching tooth with the leg of a frog completely cleaned of the flesh, 
the pain ceases altogether. Also, if the aching tooth be touched with the 
root of a tooth extracted from the jaw of a corpse, the pain ceases, the 
tooth becomes as cold as ice, and often, after a certain time, it falls to 
pieces. 

As to worms, the best mode of destroying them is by using bitter sub
stances, such as myrrh, aloes, colocynth, cen taurea minor, etc., but some
times the use of sweet substances, such as honey, is a good means of 
drawing them out of the carious cavities! 

Musitano also cites a great number of remedies against the setting on 
edge of the teeth. Among the best of these he mentions urine applied to 
the teeth whilst still warm! Alkali in general, and particularly lye, 
such as is used for washing purposes, are good remedies against the 
setting on edge of the teeth. 

The treatment of loose teeth ought to vary according to whether this 
pathological condition depends on old age, or on scurvy, on syphilis, 
on superabundance of humors, etc. Sometimes, especially in old persons, 
it may be useful to bind the teeth with gold wire, in order to prevent their 
falling out, but this operation must be very ably performed, otherwise it 
tnay give rise to inflammation. 

Relative to artificial teeth, Musitano says that they are made of ivory 
or hippopotamus tusks; of these last he does not speak as of a novelty; 
we may, therefore, deem it probable that hippopotamus tusks were used 
in Naples for making artificial teeth even before the Dutchman Anton 
N uck (contemporary of Musitano) made mention of them in his writings. 

In cases of difficult dentition, the best remedy, according to Musitano, 
for facilitating the eruption of the teeth consists in friction of the gums, 
once, or at most twice, with blood drawn fresh from the comb of a cock! 
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If, however, even this remedy fa ils to produce the desired effe t, it will 
then be necessa ry to lance the gum at the point where the tooth is to erupt, 
or to press it hard with the thumb, that the tooth may the easier come 
through. 

The sole merit of this author (as to what concerns our spec ialty) 
consists in his having declared bleeding useless, or even harmful in the 
treatment of toothache, and , besides, in hi s having recommended, with 
great warmth and in most impressive terms, cleanliness of the teeth. 
What is more beautiful, says he, than a mouth furnished with white teeth, 
simi lar to so many pearls? And what is more abomin able than black 
or livid teeth, covered with a fetid deposit or with tartar? U nclean teeth 
spoil the appearance of the person, and nauseate those who behold 
them. 1 

WILLIAM CowPER (1666 to 1709). Toward the end of the seventeenth 
century the celebrated Engli sh doctor and anatomist, William Cowper, 
opened up a new field of action to oral surgery by inaugurating the 
rational treatment of the diseases of the maxillary sinus. In order to 
empty Highmore's antrum of deposits and to be able to carry out the 
necessary irrigations, he extracted in most cases the first permanent 
molar, and then penetrated through its alveolus into the sinus with a 
pointed instrument. 

JAM ES DRAKE, also an Englishman and a contemporary of Cowper, 
operated in the same manner ; and it was this author who made known 
in a book of hi s2 the operative method of Cowper; for which reason 
the above-mentioned proceeding is sometimes called "the Cowper
Drake operation." A certain time elapsed, however, before it became 
generally known. Thus, in a book published by JoHANN HoFFMAN 
in 1713 there is no mention made of this operation, albeit the author 
refers therein 3 to the case of a young girl, one of whose canine teeth having 
been extracted by him, there ensued a considerable flow of whiti sh pus 
from the maxillary sinus. In speaking of this case, Hoffmann stigmatizes 
many of the surgeons of his time who were not acquainted with the 
existence of Highmore's antrum, and therefore, in cases of patients whose 
teeth had fallen out as an effect of syphilis, if they hap pened to penetrate 
with the sound into the maxillary sinus, believed this to be an accidental 
excavation of the bone, produced by caries. 

However, the honor of having initiated the rational treatment of dis
eases of the maxillary sin us is not exclusively due to William Cowper 
and to James Drake; a large share is also due to the celebrated German 

'Caroli Musitani opera omnia, pp. 121 to 128, Venetiis, 1738. 
2 J. Drake, Anthropologia nova, London, I 707. 
3 J. M. Hoffman n, Disquisitiones anatomico-pathologic;e, Altorf, 1713, p. 321. 
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physician and anatomist, Heinrich Meibom. The mucous membrane of 
the maxillary sinus was considered by him as the real point of departure 
of the diseases which occur in this cavity, it being liable to become 
inflamed and to suppurate, thus giving rise to much pain and to various 
accidents . Meibom rejects the operation of Molinetti, that is, the tre
panning of the cavity from the front, the lesion produced in the soft parts 
of the face being likely to give rise to unpleasant consequences. "Some, 
he adds, try the introduction of medicated vapors into the antrum, 1 

but the best way is to open the maxillary sinus by ex tracting a tooth, 
as the pus generally makes its way as far as the roots of the teeth." 2 The 
author says that his fath er, who was also a physician, had already used 
the above method with success. He does not speak at all of the artificial 
opening of the antrum by perforation; but, as is well known, this is not 
necessary in many cases, so that, even now, the operation is sometimes 
reduced to procuring the opening of the sinus by the simple extraction of 
a tooth, as was, in fact, practised by Heinrich Meibom and his father. 

Seeing that Heinrich Meibom was born twenty-eight years before 
William Cowper, and was already known to the scientific world when 
Cowper was still a child, it is very probable that his operative method, 
having come to the knowledge of the latter, was only followed up and 
perfected by him. 

CHARLES ST. YvEs (r667 to 1733), oculist in Paris, records an interest
ing case of a secondary affection of the maxillary sinus. The point of 
departure of the evil was an abscess in the orbit. The suppurative 
process, after having produced an erosion and the perforation of the 
orbital plane, had reached by propagation the antrum of Highmore, 
whence the pus took its way, issuing through the nose. St. Yves had a 
molar tooth extracted on the affected side (we do not know which side 
it was), after which, day by day, he made injections of detersive liquids 
through the orbital fistula, which returned constantly through the 
alveolus of the extracted tooth. By this means the cure of the patient 
was obtained. 3 

CHRISTOPHER ScHELHAMMER (1649 to 1716), who was professor in 
various German universities, and distinguished himself specially as an 
anatomist and as an ear doctor, strongly recommends stopping decayed 
teeth as the best means of causing pain to cease. If, however, the stop
ping does not hold, by reason of the cavity being too extended, it is then 
necessary, says Schelhammer, to extract the tooth; this, however, may 

1 Probably through the nose. 
2 H. Meibomii de abscessum internorma natura et constitutione discursus: Dresd.e et 

Lipsi .e, 1718, p. 114. (This edition was published after the author's death, which took 
place in 1700.) 

" St. Yves, Nouveau traite des maladies des yeux, 1722, p. 8o. 
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very well be stopped after extraction, an d then replanted, for it will ta ke 
root again, but no longer be the cause of any pain. 1 

PIERRE D roNis, a celebrated surgeon and anatomist of Paris (di ed 
1718), in his Anatomz"e de l'homme,Z admits the possibility of a double 
denta l series, holding the case, however, to be of very rare occurrence. 

Another work of his, entitled Cours d'operations de Chirw·gie, wherein 
he treats very extensively of diseases of the teeth and mouth, and their 
surgical cure, is of much more importance in relation to denti stry. He 
recognizes the high importance of this part of surgery, but expresses the 
opinion that one of the dental operations, that is the extraction of teeth, 
ought to be left entirely to the tooth-pullers, not only because they are, 
by reason of great practice, better qualified to perform it than gen eral 
surgeons, but also because the output of force required for this tooth
pulling operation renders the hand heavy and tremulous, and, lastly, 
because, acco rding to him, it always has something of charlatanism 
about it. (This is a luminous exa mple of how preconceived id eas can 
influence the minds even of men of the greatest talent.) 

Pierre Dionis, like many of the preceding authors, had frequently 
occasion to observe cases of epulis. H e speaks at great length of the 
treatment of this affection, as well as of parulis, but says nothing on the 
subject of suffic ient importance to be worth recording. 

D ental operations, according to Dionis, are of seven kinds: 
I. The opening of th e dental arches in th e case of spasmodic constrictz"on 

of the jaws. This operation , of the greatest importance for nouri shing 
and keeping patients alive, is carried out by means of a lever and of a 
screw dilator. 

2. The cleanz"ng of the teeth. For this, as for th e other operations, 
says Dionis, a certain amount of skill is required. The author advises 
the use of gold instruments if one be called upon to clean the teeth of 
persons of rank. This ap pears rather strange in the present levelling 
times, but Pierre Dionis lived in the days of Louis XIV, whose doctor he 
was, that is, in a period of unbridled luxury, when the nobles and those 
in power would have nothing in common with the lower classes. 

3· Operations for the preservatz"on of the teeth. These, says Dionis, 
are of the greatest importance, it being necessa ry to oppose a barrier to 
the destructive processes of the teeth. Caries, w hen so situated as to 
permit of it, ought to be scraped away; for approximal caries one ought to 
have recourse to the fil e; in the case of caries of the triturating surfaces, 
cauterization should be used, by applying a drop of oi l of vitriol with a 
miniature paint brush. Should the caries, however, be in a very advanced 

' Sprengel, Geschichte der Chirurgie, vol. ii, p. 301. Carabelli, System atisches, Handbuch 
der Zahnhei lkunde, vol. i, p. 6o. 

2 This work was published in 1690. 
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stage, 1t IS better to make use of the cauterizing iron. But in cases of 
intense and persistent pain there is no other remedy than extraction. 

4-· Stopping of the carious cavity . Dionis does not ·enumerate this 
operation among those intended for the preservation of the teeth. At 
that period, this operation was performed solely with a view to pre
venting the penetration into and the retention within the carious cavity 
of alimentary substances, and the disadvantages caused thereby. The 
carious process, says the author, often ceases altogether, and the pain then 
generally ceases also. However, as the residual cavity often becomes 
troublesome in various ways, among others by making the breath offensive, 
it is better to stop it. For this purpose, gold or s~lver leaf is generally 
made use of; but this mode of stopping is not durable, because gold or 
silver in leaf is apt to become loosened and fall out: It is therefore pre
ferable, says Dionis, to make a stopping with a piece of gold or silver 
corresponding in size and shape to the cavity. 1 Many, he adds, prefer 
lead as a stopping, on account of its softness, whilst others simply 
use wax. 

5· The use of the fil e. The indications given by Pierre Dionis for using 
the file do not differ from those we find in other authors. Dionis warns, 
however, against using the file to level down a tooth which has become 
lengthened through the loss of its antagonist, for after a certain time it 
would again project above the level of the others. 

6. Extraction. This operation, says Dionis, ought not to be performed 
too lightly, but only in those cases in which it is really necessary; that is, 
when a tooth is the cause of insupportable pain and its crown is almost 
entirely worn away; when nothing remains of a tooth but its root; when a 
tooth is so loosened in its socket as to leave no hope of its again becoming 
firm; when supernumerary teeth or irregularly planted teeth give rise to 
inconvenience or deformity; and lastly, to remove deciduous teeth that 
have become loosened. The opinion that if the loosened milk teeth be 
not promptly extracted they cause the permanent teeth to grow irregularly, 
is, however, considered by Dionis to be a prejudice. 

Dionis strongly doubts whether a tooth that has been extracted and 
replanted can really take root again, as had been affirmed by Dupont, 
Pomaret, and other authors. This shows that Dionis had had no expe
rience on this point. 

7. The application of artificial teeth. These teeth, says Dionis, are 
generally made of ivory, but may also be made of ox bone, which is less 
li able to turn yellow than ivo ry . He does not mention the use of hippo
potamus tusks, but we learn from him that one Guillemeau made arti-

1 Here one also verifies the absurdities pronounced by those who, not being dentists, but 
merely general practitioners or surgeons, sti ll risk speaking on dental subjects. 
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ficial teeth with a composition of hi s own invention, which was obtained 
by fusing together white wax and a small quantity of gum elemi , and then 
add ing ground mastic, powder of white co ral and of pearls. T hi s fact is, as 
everyone can see, most important, for it constitutes the first step toward 
the man ufacture and use of minera l teeth . Dioni s tells us that t he teeth 
made of G uillemeau's composition never beca me yellow, and that it was 
also very good for stopping decayed teeth. 1 It wo uld seem, t herefore, 
that it could be used as cement is now used . 

The G uillemeau of whom Dionis speaks is probably J acques G uille
meau, the author of a book now no longer to be found , which was trans
lated fro m the F rench, first into Dutch, and afterwa rd into Germ an . 
Crowley, in his D ental B ibh ograp hy, only quotes the German edition, 
published at D resden in I 710, the title of w hich run s thus: D er 
aufrichtz.ge Augen und Zahnarzt. 2 

J EA VERDUC, also a Frenchm an, relates a case of the surgeon Car
meline,3 analogous to th at of D enis Pomaret, in which a sound tooth 
which had been extracted by mistake was immediately replanted and 
took root again , becoming quite firm. H owever, Verduc does not speak 
of replantation as a special method of cure, but merely refers to the above 
case incidentally in speakin g of the extraction of teeth . H e conside'rs thi s 
operation a most dangerous one, and advises not having recourse to 
it except in cases of utmost necessity . Notwithstanding this, Verduc 
gives us to understand ~h at teeth were drawn with sufficient ability by 
most of the operators of the time, and precisely because of this he omits 
describing the manner of performing the operation. According to Verd uc, 
t he d rawing of t eeth is often of little or no advantage again st tooth ac he.4 

In proof of this assertion he relates the case of a hypochondriac, w ho 
littl e by little had as many as eighteen teeth extrac ted, without, however, 
getting the better or the w iser ; but as this case does not p rove anything 
at a ll , one is disposed to think that Verduc, in relating it, had the intention 
of being humorous. 

MoNSIEUR DE L AVAUGUYON . T o another French surgeon, Monsieur 
de Lavauguyon, also a contemporary of Dioni s, belongs th e merit of 
having declared useless, in the greater number of cases, the practice, at 
th~t time general, of separating the gum s fro m the tooth before proceeding 

1 Dionis, Cours d'operations de chirurgie, Pa ris, 1716, p. 507 and following. 
2 [The Dresden edition of 1710 of Guillemeau's work contains no reference to the 

artificial tooth composition as mentioned by Dionis.-E. C. K. J 
3 Carmeline was a most able surgeon-dentist. We learn this from a passage in Pierre 

Fauchard's book (Le Chirurgien Dentiste, Pref., p. 13). As we shall see, the author praises 
him very high ly and laments his not having written any book making known the results of 
his long experience. 

' Sprengel, Geschichte der Chirurgie, vol. ii, p. 305. 
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to the extraction of the latter. He says that this is only necessary when 
a tooth, either because broken or because its crown emerges too little 
above the gum, offers an insufficient hold for the pelican. 1 

Our historical survey has now reached the end of the seventeenth 
century. Embracing at a glance the whole of this last period of time, 
we remark, among many facts of minor importance, some events which, 
in the history of the development of dental art, stand out in strong relief. 
Such are the replantation of teeth used as a special curative method by 
Dupont and others; the method of plugging in cases of alveolar hemor
rhage, the credit of which is due to Riviere and to Tulpius; the descrip
tion of the maxillary sinus given by Highmore; the rational treatment 
of affections of the antrum, inaugurated by Meibom, Cowper, and 
Drake; the researches into the microscopic structure of the teeth, bril
liantly initiated by Leeuwenhoek, who. discovered the dentinal tubuli; 
the use of models introduced by Purmann into the workmanship of 
prosthetic pieces; the employment of hippopotamus' tusks in making 
artificial teeth, first recommended by N uck; and the invention of Guille
meau, which was the first step toward the use of mineral teeth. 

1 Traite complet de operations de chirurgie, par Mons. de Lavauguyon, Paris, 1696, p. 644. 








